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Kemi Adefarakan  

 
Good Morning, 
 
My name is Kemi Adefarakan.  
 
As an Internationally trained lawyer, the LPP program was a God send for me. I was 
given the opportunity to enhance my skills, access placement opportunity and get called 
to the bar fairly quickly. I was called to the bar in June 2015 and i may not have been 
able to do that if it hadn't been for the LPP Program. I would probably still be looking for 
a place to do my articling. 
 
The LPP program opened my eyes to new ways of thinking. The training part of the 
program gave me the opportunity which i may never have had to meet with so many 
other practicing lawyers and even Judges. I gleaned a lot from their experiences and 
that gave me the confidence to go after my dreams of doing more and giving back to 
Canada-I have applied to the National Defense to become a Legal Officer. 
 
I found out I had skills I never knew i had. I made life long friends who have become like 
family to me. 
 
I had reached out to practicing lawyers for mentorship and no one responded positively. 
That is why i am so grateful for the LPP program because the program coordinators 
have become mentors. I don't feel like I am alone in this big legal world.  
 
I hope the LSUC continues with the LPP program. It is a life line for so many of us 
especially internationally trained lawyers in terms of enhancing our skills and getting 
access to job placement opportunities. 
 
Please do not hesitate to get in touch with me if you have any questions. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Kemi 
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Yasmine Al-Zaman 
 
  
To Whom It May Concern, 
 
I am writing to make a comment about the possibility of the Law Program Project being 
eliminated. As a law student about to graduate, I have not secured articles. I found the LPP 
program to diffuse my stress levels and gave me a strong appreciation of the LSUC for 
taking into account students that may not have been fortunate to secure articles. 
 
I strongly believe that it is imperative that LSUC provide such programs as plan B for students 
who were unable to secure Articles.  
 
If an issue is lack of enrollment, then increase in fees to pay for the professor and so on is an 
alternative to make up for that. As students, who are in desperate need to move forward with 
our license and not waste time doing nothing but looking for jobs and not finding anything, we 
would be willing to pay the money to get our license process going; especially after we have 
spent so much money to get the law degree, this would be a drop in the bucket in the grand 
scheme of things when we are trying to complete our licensing requirements. 
 
I find that it is very unfair to students who for various reasons were unable to secure articles to 
suffer a stagnation in their career simply because they could not fulfill their articles which is a 
requirement to be called to the bar.  
 
I acknowledge that we are not entitled to this program and that it is a privilege. Students are 
not aware of its existence, which could account for low enrolment. SO some sort of 
dissemination of its existence through the law school itself to students in third year by career 
services, bulletin board, email etc could help.  
 
This program could be a means for an additional revenue for LSUC while simultaneously solving 
a huge problem of students who have not secured articles by third year.  
 
I truly hope the program continues. 
 
Thank  you. 
 
Yasmine Al-Zaman 
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TAB 1.3 
From: Inga Andriessen  
Sent: September-14-16 1:44 PM 
To: Treasurer 
Subject: My experience as a Mentor with the Law Practice Program  
 
Dear Treasurer -   
 
The undersigned is a lawyer who was called to the Bar in Ontario in 1993.  
 
For eleven years, commencing in 1998, our firm hired Articling Students.   
 
The undersigned has been involved as a Mentor with the Law Practice Program since its first 
year at Ryerson University.  In this role I email my candidates daily regarding my practice, meet 
with each of the one-on-one bi-weekly to discuss individual goals and issues, meet with the 
entire firm weekly for professionalism meetings, review all of their work and provide comments 
and observe them as they interview clients.  
 
Mentoring these Candidates is very similar to the type of mentoring I provided to one Articling 
Student at a time, albeit, via Webinars, emails and telephone calls.  
 
As you are now reviewing the Law Practice Program, the undersigned is writing to ask that you 
consider the continuation of the Program as it is an excellent method of training lawyers in 
Ontario for many reasons.  
 
As one who has both been an Articling Principal and a Mentor to the LPP Candidates, the 
following are the positive attributes the undersigned has observed:  
 

1. The candidates are exposed to input from more than one Articling Principal.  In a small 
firm, an Articling Student is often only exposed to feedback from one sole practitioner.   

 
Last year, for example, the undersigned encountered a firm where a sole practitioner 
had an Articling Student whom he constantly left alone in the office to address file 
inquiries.  This student had not been educated in professionalism, was not aware of 
proper phone etiquette, how to write a legal letter nor how to put together a proper 
pleading.   
 
While that may speak more about the individual Articling Principal, it is an issue that is 
encountered outside of larger firms which run organized Articling Programs.   
 
The LPP ensures that the students have feedback from numerous assessors, including 
their Mentors, who are rotated in the middle of each semester.  Additionally, they receive 
feedback from the many lawyers observing them during the In Person Weeks and those 
who review their written work.  

 
2. The professionalism aspect is taken more seriously.  

 
When the undersigned was an Articling Principal, the Articling Exam was something the 
students would read on their own, fill in the answers in and then review casually with 
their Principal.   
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While some Principals did go through all of the issues, others quickly went through it.   
 
By going through the Professional Responsibility topics on a week by week basis, 
spending an hour on each topic, the depth of ethical discussion is much more 
thorough.   The one hour meetings allow the Mentors to explore in depth the 
professionalism issues that are encountered by the lawyers and to answer real life 
scenario questions.  

 
3. The Candidates are subject to a higher level of scrutiny than an Articling Student.   

 
Because the LPP has numerous assessors of the Candidates, they are able to be 
completely honest as they know they are not the only person reviewing the Candidate 
and determining whether this person is competent to become a member of our 
profession.  
 
In small firms, many Articling Principals may find themselves reluctant to refuse to allow 
a Candidate to progress on, as they do not have other eyes to review the work of the 
Candidate and thereby confirm that that individual is or is not ready to become a lawyer 
in the Province of Ontario.  

  
Overall, in the undersigned’s slightly over two years of the Law Practice Program, she has come 
to see it as a very consistent program that ensures Candidates are exposed to all of the 
professionalism aspects one requires from a lawyer.   
 
Yours very truly, 
 
 
 
Inga B. Andriessen, J.D.  
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Wednesday, October 19, 2016 

Via Email

RE: Law Practice Program 

Dear Benchers,

The Law Practice Program (LPP) should not be cancelled; it provides a valuable path for

qualified candidates to be Called to the Bar of Ontario. Although the program may have a

reputation that it is second-tier, as pointed out in your report, this is a reputation or perception that

is not based on the quality of its participants or the program itself.1 Some licensing candidates

may choose the Law Practice Program over traditional articles because they preferred it, others

may enter it because they were unable to find articles.

To be frank with you I was one of those licensing candidates who originally thought the LPP was

second-tier, but chose to take it because I could not find paid acceptable articles (I could have

articled with a relative with pay, and did start on that path, but left for personal reasons, or

without pay in a medium-sized firm in downtown Toronto). I knew the LPP had success with

placing licensing candidates in paid relevant positions. These positions include many solo

practitioners and in-house positions - organizations which typically do not hire articling students.

1 “There is no evidence to suggest that the LPP is in fact second-tier or merits [such a] perception. Indeed,

as the Committee has discussed above, the LPP is to all observation of very high quality and may, in fact,

excel over articling in a number of areas” Para. 59 of	the	Report	

<http://www.lsuc.on.ca/uploadedFiles/PDC‐	Pathways‐Pilot‐ProjectEvaluation‐and‐Enhancements‐

to‐Licensing‐Report‐Sept‐2016.pdf	>  
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Even if I did not get a paid position, I would only have to work for four months without pay 

versus ten. (I was able to continue to work full-time as an Analyst in Anti-Money Laundering and

Terrorist Financing Detection at the Bank of Montréal and pursue my LL.M. part-time during the

practical/digital component. Without a supportive employer some candidates would need to work

for eight months without pay, but this is still better than ten).

I was worried that as an individual with a disability, participating in the LPP program would 

further hinder my career progression. After completing the program, I can say that its

practical/digital component provided me with skills which I would not have acquired if I just

articled, for example participation in the Access to Justice Innovation Pitch. As a finalist in this 

competition, I was able to explore a way of making the law faster, better, and less expensive. My 

work placement was with a small firm (as well as myself, there were two lawyers, an office

manager, and an administrative assistant). After my Call, one of the lawyers left, and I was hired.

I was a participant of the 2015-2016 LPP cohort. The people I met were intelligent, articulate, and

passionate about being excellent advocates. On the first day of the in-person week, I and many of

my colleagues, noted that there were a greater percentage of visible minorities or mature licensing

candidates than in law school. Licensing candidates in the LPP, appeared to be disproportionately 

racialized and mature. This has been confirmed by statistical analysis.2 My concern is that the

2 “In Year One the LPP had one-third (33%) of its enrolled candidates identifying as racialized as compared

to just over one-fifth (21%) of the enrolled candidates in the Articling Program (a difference of 12%), and

the Age 40+ category with 17% of candidates in the LPP and just 2% of the candidates in the Articling

Program identifying themselves this way (a difference of 15%). These discrepancies grew in Year Two,

with 32% of the LPP reporting themselves to be racialized compared to 18% for the Articling Program 
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negative perception of the LPP is tied with its participants – racialized, mature, disabled, or

somehow different than the standard lawyer. These would be the lawyers facing barriers to

entering and staying in this profession, apart from their actual potential.

Perhaps I fit the perception of an LPP participant. Perhaps not. I completed my B.A.(Hons.) and

M.A. in Art History before starting law school. I had won multiple awards in my Undergraduate

and Masters. I graduated law school from the University of Ottawa in May 2014, spending two

years at the University of Ottawa and one year at the University of Toronto. I had decent marks, 

with a combined GPA in first and second year which was 0.1 away from graduating Cum Laude,

and had similar marks at U of T. I participated in multiple extracurricular activities during law

school, including co-founding the Disability Law Association and participating in Pro Bono

Students Canada placements. I also worked part-time during law school, first as an event

coordinator for the Centre for Students with Disabilities at the University of Ottawa and later as a

Customer Service Representative at the Bank of Montréal. I passed my bar exams in June 2014

on my first try. I am currently in the process of completing my Masters of Law at Osgoode.

One of my concerns, which has been raised in the report is that the 1st pass rate of the Bar Exams

for LPP participants is lower than licensing candidates who article.3 I assume that this statistic is

being used to show that LPP participants are overall less talented lawyers than those who articled.

There are multiple reasons why Bar Exam 1st time pass rates could be lower for LPP participants,

surely one could be that participants in the LPP do not get time off to study for their Bar Exams,

and although they are encouraged not to write during the placement, many do without the benefit

(now a difference of 14%); and 19% of the LPP in the Age 40+ category compared to 2% for the Articling 

Program (now a difference of 17%)” para 37	g.	ii. of the Report.  

3 See paras 88 to102 of the Report. 
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of appropriate preparation. Perhaps it should be a requirement that all candidates pass the Bar

Exams before beginning (either in its current form, or in an alternative pre-and post-placement

form). The LPP could also be made more rigorous, but so could articles, and unlike articles, the

LPP has concrete markers for success. 

Another concern which has been raised about the program, and I share, is its costs. I assume that

with time the costs will go down, but even if they stay where they are, if they are shared with the

whole profession (not just the new licensees) the cost will be minimal. As a lawyer I would be

proud to pay $80.00 to improve diversity in the legal profession.45 

Do not cancel the LPP, if you see problems fix them, but recognize that it is needed as an

alternative to traditional articles. It is particularly needed to help licensing candidates who are

already at a disadvantage in finding articling positions. Better yet, make it mandatory for all

licensees to get rid of the stigma.

Sincerely, 

Emma Arenson

4 See the math in Jordan Furlong’s article “In Defence of the Law Practice Program” 

<http://www.slaw.ca/2016/10/04/in-defence-of-the-law-practice-program/>
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Nicholas Backman 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am writing to express my profound concerns regarding the LSUC subcommittee report

recommending the termination of the Law Practice Program (LPP). As a current LPP candidate, I

wholeheartedly support the extension of my program beyond this year.  

The LPP provides its candidates with outstanding experiential training and mentorship. Its

approach is innovative, practical, and comprehensive.  

In my view, the conclusions of the LSUC subcommittee report are highly unfortunate. I was

attracted to the LPP since its inception. It was my first choice pathway to pass the bar in any

province.  

I graduated from McGill University with an above-average GPA in 2016, and passed the Ontario 

Barrister and Solicitor examinations on my first attempt in June. I am confident in my abilities to 

practice law after completing the training component of the LPP. I do not feel as though I am a

lesser candidate in any way for choosing the LPP instead of the traditional articling process.  

In short, I selected the LPP pathway because the quality of my legal education is paramount. I do

not regret my decision at all.  

Sincerely, 

Nicholas Backman 
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Katherine Batycky 

Dear Benchers and all others at the Law Society of Upper Canada, 

As a mentor at the Ryerson LPP program for the past three years, I wish to comment on the 

conclusions reached in the subcommittee report that recommends ending the LPP program  by 

informing you of my observations and experiences with the candidates in the program so that

you  can make an informed decision when you vote on the future of the LPP.    

I was called to the Bar of Ontario in April of 1980. As stated above, I have been a mentor for the

Ryerson LPP program for all three years of its existence. In addition for the past several years,  I 

have also tutored licensing candidates who did not pass the Barrister section of the Bar

Admission course, in the area of my practice, which currently  is Family Law so I am aware of

the practical knowledge (or lack thereof) of such candidates. 

I am dismayed that the report recommends stopping the program, particularly without an 

alternative in place.  From my three years direct experience as a mentor for candidates in the 

program, I have seen the Ryerson LPP program first hand and I believe that this recommendation

makes no sense and puts our profession back at least three years, with a licensing-entry crisis and

no resolution to that crisis. 

  Over the past three years, I have seen first hand how the Ryerson LPP program has grown into 

a comprehensive and innovative training program that prepares candidates who will be applying 

to be licensed to practice law in Ontario or, as we all know it, be “called to the Bar”.  Through 

the hard work when working on legal and ethical issues that is assessed by two different mentors 

as well as independent mentors during the “in person” portion of the program, the candidates are 

prepared for their professional responsibilities once they have been called to the Bar. The 

program that Ryerson has developed helps licensing candidates begin their legal careers with a 

strong foundation of not only substantive and procedural skills but also with the direct 

knowledge and application through memos on issues and discussions with their mentors, of

the ethical and professional responsibilities that we each have as a practicing lawyer.  

 Over four months, each candidate and the virtual firm of which he or she is a part, is assigned 

two different mentors. Each mentor is a practicing lawyer. The Mentor assesses the work of the 

candidates and this work focuses not only on the substantive areas of law (Contracts, Family 

Law, Criminal Law, Business law, Wills and Estates, and Administrative law), but also on the 

professional and ethical duties of a lawyer. The candidates receive precedents that can be utilized 

once in practice. The candidates also actively participate in the procedure of the practice of law. 

Their assignments include attending Motions court and Criminal court to observe and then report 

on actual cases being litigated, meeting clients (actors who are hired to play the role) to learn 

how to properly interact with, and seek the necessary information from a client, drafting the 

pleadings in a civil litigation and separate family law case as well as providing instructions as to 

the procedure for starting the litigation, preparing and reviewing the documents required for a 

real estate transaction and actually closing a real estate deal on Teranet, so that each candidate 

will know what the closing of a real estate deal looks like.  
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 The candidates also participate in assessments that are conducted during  “in person” weeks held 

three times during the course of the program. Through the Trial Advocacy Program taught by 

Sheila Block, (a senior litigator at Torys, and James Seckinger, (a professor from Notre Dame 

law school), the candidates participate in the thought process of how to analyze a case, prepare 

the witness for trial, prepare themselves for trial and conduct an examination in chief, a cross 

examination and practice the opening and closing statements that they must prepare. In addition, 

each candidate is required to argue a motion for Christmas access in a family law file, in a 

simulated family court setting, make submissions for sentencing of his/her client in a simulated 

criminal court setting and actually examine and then cross-examine the witnesses in a wrongful 

dismissal case, utilizing the court rooms in a Toronto courthouse in the evening of one of the 

days during the in person week. Through these in-person activities, the candidates grow from 

being a law student or non practicing lawyer from another country, to a trained lawyer/candidate 

for licensing ready to embark on the practice of law with some confidence that he/she knows 

what to do when that file lands on their desk, how to deal with that first call from a client that 

comes in, where to go and how to address the court when the time to attend court with a client

occurs, how to prepare for, and actually close that real estate deal, how to properly prepare that

Will, and how to conduct a trial from beginning to end. 

I have also seen over the three years in which I have been involved in this program that,  the 

perception of this program and the candidates in it has changed.  If  “perception” is the guiding 

factor when deciding about the program a more detailed survey needs to be done, and certainly at

least analyze once all three years of the program have been completed rather than rely heavily on

the initial couple of years, particularly when the program has changed during those years.  

It is important not to end a program, and certainly not as abruptly as this report suggests,

largely  because of  the issue of cost and perception of our profession towards the program 

without fully exploring ways to make changes to answer such criticisms.  

If perception is such an important factor then perhaps, given the report’s high commendation on 

the quality of the LPP program,  there should be a concerted effort to educate those who have  a 

negative perception regarding the quality of the program and the positive impact it has on the 

abilities of the candidates,  at the same time as working on possible deficiencies that may 

exist.  This program is far too valuable to not at least take that step.  If cost is a large factor, then 

given that this program has grown from an attempt to create a resolution to the articling crisis 

that we have had in Ontario, to becoming a groundbreaking training course that provides a well 

rounded basis for any lawyer/licensing candidate new to the practice of law in Ontario, we owe it 

to our entire profession to consider ways to resolve the cost issue before ending such a great

program altogether. 

Thank  you. 

Katherine Batycky 
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Benjamin Berry 

To whom it may concern, 

I am a current candidate with the Ryerson Law Practice Program, and based on the

recommendation LSUC made in its report on the program, I wanted to write to you in support of

continuing the program. 

I have to say that in 8 weeks of participating in the Law Practice Program, I feel as though I have 

learned more practical legal skills than in the entire 3 years I attended traditional law school. 

Instead of sitting passively listening to lectures for three hour periods, I've gotten the chance to

draft memoranda, interview clients, return phone calls, participate in advocacy training, and

receive regular assessments on my progress.  

Law school, in contrast, required a lot of sitting and listening (or, more usually, not listening) as 

a professor essentially read us passages we already read in preparation for the class. We would 

almost always have 100%, end-of-term, open-book examinations, which usually required us to 

essentially re-learn the course in the few days before the exam by reviewing readings on our

own. The lectures were helpful for clarification of the readings, but on their own weren't very 

useful.  

The LPP, on the other hand, with regular assessments and varied tasks, keeps you constantly 

thinking about law - not just cramming for the week before an exam, and then immediately 

forgetting everything you learned as soon as the exam is complete. 

I think it is a major mistake to eliminate the LPP. If anything, the LPP format should be adopted 

by law schools, and the traditional teaching methods should be rethought. The LPP reinvigorated

my interest in law as a profession, and I think it should be expanded, rather than eliminated. 

Thank you for taking the time to read my thoughts, and I hope you will take into them into

consideration when making your decision on the future of the program. 

Sincerely, 

Benjamin Berry 
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Raj Bharati

 Hello, 

I am familiar with the gist of the Pathways Pilot Project Evaluation report although I did not have time to read it in its
entirety. 

I agree that the Law Practice Program should be wound down.  From my exposure to LPP students, I get the impression
that the LPP provides excellent training that prepares students well for the practice of law (likely even better than many
articling positions).  However, despite its performance, I believe a negative stigma remains around LPP students which
will be impossible to dislodge.  I think this problem will be inherent in any “two track” professional certification
process.  I’m not aware of any other profession that has such an arrangement.  

I hope some of the successes and strengths of the LPP can be retained in whatever licencing process the profession
uses in the future.  

Regards,

Raj Bharati 
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THE LAW PRACTICE PROGRAM SHOULD BE CONTINUED

A) Introduction

In a report to Convocation dated September 22, 2016, a majority of the Law

Society of Upper Canada’s Professional Development & Competence Committee

(“Majority”) recommended that Convocation approve the termination of the Law

Practice Program (“LPP”) at the end of the current 3 year pilot program next

Spring.

Among other things, the Majority felt that the LPP created a “two-tier system” as

some employers would “perceive” LPP candidates as “second-tier”.

The LPP was also thought by the Majority to be expensive, as the program is

subsidized by both the LSUC and by articling students in the regular Articling

Program.

In my view, the proposed termination of the program at this point is inappropriate

and I hope the benchers vote it down at Convocation. At a minimum, the LPP

ought to be extended for a further two years, the original term of the pilot LPP

contemplated by Convocation before the pilot was reduced to three years. As part

of the purpose cited at the time for reducing the pilot from 5 years to 3 years was

to avoid the possibility of the LPP becoming “entrenched”, the Majority’s views in

this recent report would certainly militate against that possibility.

An additional two years would allow for the gathering of more data rather than

guessing, as did the Majority, that nothing would change if one allowed the LPP

to continue for that extra period. The extra time would also allow for the actual

exploration of certain ideas which the Majority suggested could serve in some

way to replace the LPP, rather than simply terminating the LPP and hoping that

some of the replacement ideas recommended by the Majority bear fruit.

B) The “perception” that the LPP is a “second-tier” system

The rationale for the introduction of the LPP in the first place is found in the Final

Report of the Articling Task Force dated October 25, 2012. That Task Force was

established “as a result of the rising number of unplaced articling candidates

seeking access to the licensing process in Ontario”.

The Task Force concluded that, “for the foreseeable future, the articling program

as currently structured will be unable to meet the ever-increasing demand for

article placements” and was “unanimous in concluding that the system requires

change.” The Task Force’s Final Report noted that, “Providing these two
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pathways to licensing would directly address the issue of access to the licensing

process in an environment where there are insufficient articling positions.”

It is worth reminding ourselves of the genesis of the LPP in the first place. The

two programs (the LPP and the Articling Program) were not intended to be

identical. The Task Force noted that, “While articling would continue to be the

route through which most candidates would be licensed, the LPP, which would

include both a skills-training program and a co-operative work placement, would

provide an alternative path to licensing.”

And so it did for the hundreds of licensing candidates who completed the LPP

and were called to the bar.

Nevertheless, the Majority focused on the “perception” that the LPP is a “second-

tier” system. Since there is no evidence to support the perception, the Majority

had to strike a careful balance in advancing the “perception” as a reason for

abandoning the LPP after three years while being careful not to suggest that the

LPP “is” in fact a “second-tier” system.

The Majority accomplished this by stating,

The Committee strongly emphasizes the language of “perception”,

because there is no evidence to suggest that the LPP is in fact second-tier

or merits the perception. Indeed…the LPP is to all observation of very high

quality and may, in fact, excel over articling in a number of areas.

The Majority also highlighted comments from some LPP participants indicating

why they had not chosen the LPP as their first choice for experiential training,

including the completely unsurprising finding that, “Many respondents declared

they could not find an articling placement, so enrolled in the LPP as a result.”

That this would be viewed as a negative seems bizarre. The purpose for the LPP

was to address the fact that there were not enough regular articling positions.

The LPP absorbed hundreds of would-be lawyers who were unable to find other

articling positions-exactly as it was planned to do. Not surprisingly, many of the

LPP candidates had applied elsewhere and been unable to secure articling

positions.

The fact that, even though there is no evidence to support such a finding, some

people are still “perceiving” the LPP to be “second-tier” ought not to be either

surprising or relevant.
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C) Racialized, Internationally-trained and Older Candidates

While there was no evidence to support the “perception” of the LPP being

“second-tier”, there was clear evidence that the LPP skews much more heavily

than the Articling Program to candidates who are racialized, internationally-

trained and/or over 40 years of age. Again, this is hardly surprising. The Articling

Task Force, which recommended the LPP in the first place, focused on concerns

that certain demographic categories were under-represented among those who

were able to find traditional articling placements. It noted that racialized and older

candidates were particularly affected and felt that the LPP was a possible way for

them to become licensed notwithstanding the problems they were facing in

securing articles.

Again, the LPP began to remedy that situation through its over-weighting of

candidates in those categories. The cancellation of the LPP at the end of the pilot

will result in the status quo ante.

The Majority acknowledged the problem by evidencing “concerns” about the

Articling Program insofar as it relates to fairness, including the impact on

“equality-seeking groups” and the dearth of articling positions, especially in the

field of “social justice”. It also concluded that because of the “low take-up of the

LPP”, the latter was unable to “convincingly address placement shortages and

that “post-LPP shortages will continue to be an issue”.

So what did the Majority recommend to address these failings? Instead of

continuing with the pilot LPP which was actually accomplishing something in this

area, the Majority recommended that “the Law Society explore the development

of a fund to be used to support these priorities”. It is hard to follow the logic.

Since the LPP did not solve 100% of the problem, it is better to cancel it and go

back to studying the possibility of the development of another solution? Why not

continue the LPP and explore the development of the fund over the next two

years to see if it is actually a panacea?

It is noteworthy that the same day that the Majority delivered its report

suggesting that Convocation vote the LPP out of existence at the end of its third

year, the report of another LSUC committee, the “Challenges Faced by Racialized

Licensees Working Group” was tendered for consideration by Convocation.

Entitled “Working together for change: Strategies to address issues of systemic

racism in the legal professions”, there was a recommendation entitled, “Leading

by example”. That recommendation proposed that the Law Society “continue to

monitor and assess internal policies, practices and programs, to promote

diversity, inclusion and equality within the workplace and provision of
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services…” followed by a number of areas of interest. It is difficult to rationalize

the notion of eliminating the LPP, a pathway to licensing which featured a super-

weighting of the very type of candidates that the Working Group is hoping to

promote and replacing it with something as nebulous and uncertain as “exploring

the development of a fund”.

D) Is it about the money?

It seemed important to the Majority’s recommendation to eliminate the LPP that

the number of LPP licensing candidates was smaller than anticipated. The LPP

was designed to accommodate about 400 candidates and instead it is producing

about 230 candidates for licensing each year.

The cost of the LPP is borne by lawyer licensees (the LSUC contributes $1 million

annually as part of lawyers’ licensing fees, although as the report acknowledges,

this amount had been allocated in other years before the LPP to “other licensing-

related matters”) and by an additional $1,900 paid by every candidate for

licensing (i.e. those pursuing both the Articling Program and the LPP).

The 2012 Articling Task Force that recommended the introduction of the LPP in

the first place noted that, based on the projected LPP enrollment of 400

candidates per year, the equalized assessment costs (i.e. the costs of the LPP

spread across all of the candidates in both the Articling Program and the LPP)

would be an additional $1,320 per candidate. Instead, given that the LPP program

attracted fewer candidates (approximately 230 per annum as opposed to the

projected 400 per annum) than originally projected, the equalized assessment

costs rose by $580 per candidate.

I certainly hope that the decision to terminate the LPP doesn’t come down to that

$580 difference.

Reasonable people can disagree on the appropriateness of a cross-subsidization

model which requires those fortunate enough to have secured an articling

position in the Articling Program to contribute the same amount as those

registered in the LPP to the funding of the LPP. The 2012 Articling Task Force

studied the issue and determined that the LPP candidates should not have to

bear the entire cost of the LPP and proposed that the costs be equalized across

all licensing candidates. With the benefit of hindsight, this seems even more

appropriate than it did then as it has permitted hundreds of LPP candidates to

become lawyers, including an overweighting in the racialized, internationally-

educated and over 40 mosaic of that group.
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Even the Majority did not reduce the equation to a simple financial analysis,

however. It linked the financial issue with the “second-tier perception” issue

discussed above to come up with its LPP termination recommendation. It said

that, “the financial issues and the perceptions of second-tier and stigma…make

the LPP unsustainable.”

As previously noted, including “perceptions” as a reason for terminating the LPP

when there is no actual evidence of second-tier status or quality does a

disservice to the discussion. And there is no discussion in the Majority’s view as

to why the financial issues are “unsustainable”. They were “sustainable” for the

first three years of the LPP and there is no obvious reason why they would not be

sustainable for at least another two years.

I would have come down on the other side of the financial question. We know,

and various committees have acknowledged, that the current legal licensing

system is failing certain groups. The LPP may not have provided as complete a

solution to those problems as had been hoped, but its termination means we are

back where we started. Pinning our hopes for a future “fund” really means that

we are back to “exploring” instead of watching candidates from those groups

actually become licensed thanks to the LPP.

I don’t think the financial issues themselves are sufficient to rewind to 2012.

Worse, combining unsupported “financial issues” with the chimeric “second-

class perception” concept, as the Majority did in order to justify its cancellation

recommendation, is unconvincing to this author.

What the Majority’s report did highlight was that the LPP was not quite as

successful as had been hoped, and therefore that it cost more per candidate than

was originally contemplated.

In terms of what the LPP had already achieved and what it was on its way to

achieving, those arguments are not persuasive.

More troubling is that, in place of the successes of the LPP, the Majority seems to

think that it will be possible to simply build on some of the better parts of the LPP

and then explore additional solutions. It had to say something since it was clear

that the shortage of articling positions has continued unabated and the LPP was

assisting in remedying the resulting licensing problem.
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E) The Majority’s proposed solutions

a) More “exploring”-A new “fund” and new approaches to bridging programs

Having decided to terminate the LPP after three years, the Majority realized that

there are some serious gaps to fill and made some recommendations as to what

could take its place. A couple of those recommendations are considered below.

In addition to “exploring” the development of a fund for candidates for “equality-

seeking groups”, the Majority also recommended “exploring possible approaches

to voluntary and robust bridging programs for internationally-educated

candidates to enhance their readiness for licensing in Ontario.” That seems like

exactly what the LPP was doing and more than 50% of the LPP candidates were

internationally-educated. Why would one not leave well enough alone?

b) Continued use of LPP program content, networks, professional

placements, etc.

One of the more curious aspects of the Majority’s recommendations is the

suggestion that “effort should be made to make use of the English and French

LPP resources”. The LPP’s success resulted from the considerable efforts of a

team of skilled professionals who worked to “till the soil” and create these

resources. Much of the success of the LPP program was due to, and remains due

to, human capital. Who is going to continue the “effort” when the funds are

withdrawn from the LPP? It is not as if these things happen by themselves.

The Majority appears to think that those firms, corporations and other entities

which saw fit to hire an LPP candidate for 16 weeks from January to April will be

willing to hire an articling student for the entire articling year. That seems like

quite a stretch. A large part of the reason for the decline in articling positions is

that those entities that were hiring articling students were reducing the numbers

of such students that were being hired.

The Majority noted that most of the work placements found by the LPP were with

entities that had not previously taken on an articling student. However, the

Majority also mentioned the fact that about 30% of the LPP candidates’ work

placements were unpaid and that some of those who were paid were paid

nominally. How would that scale up if one were to attempt to supplant sixteen-

week LPP candidates (especially those that were unpaid) with articling students

for a full year?

It is hard to imagine throwing out the LPP with nothing but promises to “explore”

alternatives and to try to “build on” the successes of the LPP without a much
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deeper reality dive. This sort of “exploration” could be achieved over the next two

years while the LPP continued to run.

F) The quality of lawyers in Ontario is certainly not suffering

All of the foregoing discussion is just “noise” if we lose sight of the fact that the

central focus of the LSUC’s licensing process is, and must be, to make sure that

its member lawyers are competent. This requires that these lawyers possess the

basic skills needed to provide legal services effectively.

Is there any suggestion that the candidates who come from the LPP are somehow

less competent than those coming from the Articling Program?

Not at all, despite the apparent “perception” that the LPP is “second-tier”.

Indeed, the Majority emphasized,

“it is important to emphasize that candidates who have or are taking the

LPP and are successfully licensed are equally qualified to their colleagues

who articled.”

G) Conclusion

In conclusion, I would have come down on the side of extending the LPP for two

more years as originally proposed and using the data to make a better-informed

choice instead of guessing that a) nothing in the LPP will change and b) we can

replace it by exploring and building on the LPP’s successes.

Grant Buchanan*

*The views expressed herein are those of the author alone.
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Lawrence Burns 
Neighbourhood Legal Services 
151 Dundas St. 
London, ON, N6A 5R7 
burnsl@lao.on.ca 

October 19, 2016 

Policy Secretariat 
The Law Society of Upper Canada 
Osgoode Hall 
130 Queen Street West 
Toronto, ON, M5H 2N6 
policy@lsuc.on.ca 

Re: Pathways Pilot Project Evaluation and Enhancement to Licensing report 

1 am writing to express my strong support for the Law Practice Program and to 
commend the fantastic work that Chris Bentley and his team have done. 1 appreciate 
that there are several problems that you have identified in the course of your research, 
but these should not cause you to prematurely end a program that is otherwise 
extremely beneficial to its participants. ln this submission, 1 will focus on a few of the 
benefits that 1 derived from the program rather than tackle all of the issues raised by the 
research. 

First and foremost, the Law Practice Program allowed me to complete my licensing 
requirements in a timely fashion. At the present time 1 am a practicing lawyer working in 
a Legal Aid clinic on social justice issues. My work is part-time for the moment, but 1 am 
comforted knowing that 1 have acquired the skills to work in other areas of law through 
the LPP program if 1 need to do so. 1 was given excellent hands-on instruction about 
how to run a sole practice and first-class mentoring from the lawyers who participated in 
our "virtual firm" and at my work placement. The substantive areas of law were also 
well-taught (especially from a procedural perspective) and 1 know that 1 could work in 
private practice when the time is right. 

Second, 1 was able to complete the experiential learning component of my licensing 
while living with my family in London. This was extremely important to me. 1 am the 
father of two young children and this program gave me the flexibility to be there for 
them. As you may guess, 1 am one of the over 40 year olds who (to my genuine 
surprise) are so underrepresented in the traditional articling stream. 1 cannot say for 
sure that this played a role in my lack of success in securing an articling position, but it 
could well have. 1 had applied for several articling positions in London and had three 
interviews. 1 also had an interview at a Toronto hospital. Knowing that the LPP was 
available gave me great peace of minci as 1 pursued those positions. 
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Third, to say that the LPP was "second best" does not mean that it was inferior or that 1 
was reluctant to do it. To be sure, 1 would have preferred a very good salary spread 
over 10 months and the prospect of hire back that traditional articling positions offer. ln 
the LPP, you know that four months will be unpaid for sure and there is a risk of not 
being paid in the work placement. However, the LPP had other advantages beyond 
helping me get my license that 1 didn't even anticipate. As Chris Bentley so often says, 
the law profession is changing dramatically. The billable hour model is changing and the 
LPP training gives us the tools to adapt to these changes. More importantly, he gave us 
the confidence to face these challenges. lt was a second choice for me, but a very close 
second. Looking back, 1 have no regrets about my choices. 

Finally, 1 cannot say enough about the incomparable work Chris Bentley has done on 
behalf of this program and its candidates. 1 urge you to be open to what he and the 
other supporters of the program have to say and give the LPP a real chance to 
succeed. 

Youf truly, 

) (/ 

~~~---
Lawrence Burns 
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Dewitt Urquhart Bart 

Policy Secretariat  
The Law Society of Upper Canada
Osgoode Hall, 130 Queen Street West
Toronto, ON, M5H 2N6
policy@lsuc.on.ca

Re: Pathways Pilot Project Evaluation and Enhancements to Licensing report

The undersigned participated in the 2014-15 LSUC articling program. Overall, we found
the LSUC-mandated aspects of the program to be the least rewarding and most
aggravating facet of our articles.

Exams 

The method of open-book examination, requiring self-teaching of voluminous materials 
for two, one-day, multiple choice tests, was more of an exercise in information science 
and indexing than acquiring and demonstrating basic legal knowledge. Efficient
preparation and test writing required the creation of granular indexes that could point the
test-writer to the proper source in the least amount of time. 

The strictness in not permitting the removal of test materials from the exam is wasteful, 
and belies any pedagogical goal to the exercise. Writing these exams, in a hall with 1000 
other articling candidates, with dive-bombing sparrows and the smell of horses (in 
Toronto), felt like an exercise in absurdist futility. As a further incredible anecdote, one
individual had the hood cut off their sweatshirt by a proctor prior to the exam for
“security purposes”.

Online Lectures and Quizzes 

The online videos were not engaging and utterly tedious. That the LSUC would think that
individuals in the midst of articling would find any utility in them was either naïve, or
outright callous.  

We appreciate that by putting materials online it may increase accessibility to resources 
for those articling outside of major city centres, where a bar admissions course would 
otherwise have been offered, but we note that those individuals still have to travel to, and
find accommodations in the city for two weeks to write the exams; this uses up all the
allotted days off.
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Cost 

Costs for the articling program were, in comparison to previous years and other 
jurisdictions, very expensive. The practice of itemizing what are essentially mandatory 
fees, between exams, materials, the program, and convocation, gave the participant the 
feeling of being “nickel-and-dimed”, rather than providing some sense of transparency 
(which may have been an intention). The laissez-faire approach of the LSUC to the actual 
components of the program, from the self-taught exams, to the online videos and quizzes,
denuded any sense that the fees were purchasing a valuable experience, or one in which
the LSUC took any care or pride. 

The articling fees felt like a mere financial hurdle for entering a profession that 
apparently did not care to welcome new members, but did care to make money from 
them. We would add that increased costs have a negative impact on diversity in the legal
profession, although we understand that Convocation has considered such impacts
elsewhere.

Conclusion 

Some articling students are fortunate to article at firms or institutions that can provide 
general supports and tutelage to students regardless of the LSUC’s requirements. If the 
LSUC is going to demand high fees, and telegraph expectations of basic professional 
knowledge and competence, it should provide genuine means to those ends. From what 
we know of articles in other jurisdictions (and Ontario in the past), this likely means
providing in-person courses to ensure consistency among practitioners. Any thing less is
a half-measure.

Sincerely, 

Aaron Dewitt 
Caitlin Urquhart
Leah Burt
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October 19, 2016 

The Law Society of Upper Canada 

Osgoode Hall, 130 Queen Street West

Toronto, Ontario M5H 2N6 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

RE: Recommendation to terminate the Law Practice Program (LPP) 

As a current LPP Candidate I want to share my thoughts on my experience with the LPP thus far as well 

as my thoughts on the report published by the LSUC subcommittee recommending the termination of the

LPP.  

As the report states, many of the candidates who elect the LPP route do so as their second choice. This 

was certainly the case for me. After unsuccessfully searching for an articling position during law school, I 

decided that the LPP was the best option to allow me to achieve my primary objective of being licensed in 

Ontario as soon as possible. I am far from the stereotypical LPP candidate that many envision the LPP is 

serving. I am a Canadian citizen from birth, have lived in Canada my entire life and am bilingual (English 

and French). I graduated from a Canadian law school (Western, 2016) and had good grades and law-

related extracurriculars that provided me with many interview opportunities during my two year search

for an articling position (during law school). Despite the foregoing, I was unable to secure a way to be

licensed through the traditional route. 

Before beginning the LPP, I was apprehensive. I did not know what to expect from the LPP program, 

even after speaking to candidates in previous years who praised the program, and was unsure if it would 

provide a level of training equivalent to that of articling. However, all of these concerns were assuaged 

within the first few weeks of beginning the program. I believe wholeheartedly that the LPP is providing 

me with a quality of training as good as the articling stream, and likely better. Through the LPP, I am 

gaining experience in a breadth of practice areas, ranging from criminal law to corporate law to 

immigration law. In addition to performing standard articling tasks such as writing research memos, I am 

completing work and developing practical skills that many of my colleagues who are articling will not be 

exposed to during their 10-month placement. This includes conducting examinations in chief and cross-

examinations, meeting with clients, and advising clients directly. Participating in the program ensures that 

my training is regulated and that I am developing the skills necessary to be a competent lawyer once

called to the bar. 

At this point, I would like to share a personal anecdote that demonstrates the quality of the LPP program 

and the candidates in the program. It relates to the interview process for a four-month work placement, a

requirement to complete the second half of the program. The first interview I was offered was with a 

renowned downtown Toronto firm. After speaking with the two individuals interviewing me for 

approximately ten minutes, one of them asked if I had applied to their firm for an articling position. I 

explained that I had applied both during the OCI (second year) process and the articling recruitment 

process. The interviewer looked at me and stated very matter-of-factly that I was a perfect fit for the firm 

and questioned why I had not received an articling interview or position with them. A few hours later, I 

was offered a placement with the firm. This example highlights many things, not least the deficiencies of 
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the current articling process. However, the two most important elements this experience highlights is, 

first, that there are many qualified candidates participating in the LPP program. Second, it demonstrates 

that the perception of the LPP is beginning to change within the legal community. Both interviewers 

stated that they were impressed with the program (they and their firm have been involved with the LPP 

since its inception) and the excellence of the candidates in the LPP (the firm has previously hired LPP 

candidates). If a prominent Toronto firm sees the value in the LPP program and acknowledges the caliber 

of the candidates it produces, surely the perception issue mentioned in the LSUC subcommittee’s report 

can be overcome. 

As many have said and continue to say, the fact that the report praises the LPP (stating that it might even 

be better than the articling stream) but recommends its termination due to a perception issue is absurd. We 

have identified a solution that is addressing many issues of concern in the profession (minority issues, 

access to justice, and decrease in the number of articling positions) and then we are turning around and 

saying it is not worth our time or effort to improve the perception of such a solution. It is no surprise that 

a program that is only two years old has not garnered respect and acceptance equal to that of a program 

that has been in existence for decades. Expecting that to be the case is ludicrous, but this is the bar that 

has been set by the LSUC subcommittee in its report. 

Let us not jump off a ship that is not sinking. If the Law Society is unwilling to permanently implement 

the LPP, at minimum it should allow the LPP to continue as a pilot program for a few more years. This 

would provide the Law Society with more data on which to make decisions about the future of the

program. It would also allow the LPP program and its proponents to work at changing its perception

within the legal community. 

Thank you for taking the time to review this letter and the considerations expressed within. 

Sincerely, 

Bianca Carlone 

LPP Candidate, 2016-2017 

Western University, JD ‘16 
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Ken Chasse 

My comments to the LPP Report – today, October 17, 2016 – Ken Chasse,

Re:  Law Society of Upper Canada Pathways Pilot Project. 

The LPP (Law Practice Program) should not be abolished, because: 

The LPP provides a greater probability that law students will be better trained than does articling. And,

the very rapidly increasing volumes of law and its complexity make good training for law students more

important than ever before. That volume and complexity requires a 4th year be added to law school 

education, to serve the same purpose as the 4th year of medical school, i.e., the beginning of 

specialization. As a result, no doctor's office provides all treatments and remedies the way a lawyer's

office does for all clients. The LPP should evolve to be that 4th year of law school.  

Suggested more often is reducing law school to 2 years, which is a “cutting costs by cutting competence”

strategy, whereas every successful organization cuts costs by increasing competence. 

The LPP and the Unaffordable Legal Services Problem 

Therein lies the cause of the current, extremely damaging unaffordable legal services problem--the lack of 

the necessary degree of specialization and the absence of the great economies-of-scale that it brings. The

production unit of the medical profession is the whole of its infrastructure of services. The production unit 

of the legal profession is each law office. But no law office can be made sufficiently cost-efficient to ever 

again be able to make legal services affordable to middle income people.  

They pay the majority of the taxes that pay for the justice system whereat lawyers, directly or indirectly 

earn their living. But the profession can’t give them affordable lawyers. No law office has a sufficient 

degree of specialization of all major factors of production, nor a sufficient volume of production to 

achieve the necessary economies-of-scale required to make legal services affordable. The legal profession 

uses a handcraftsman's method of production whereby each law firm relies only on its own internal 

resources. The medical profession uses a support services method, as does all of competitive

manufacturing. Every part of the medical infrastructure is a specialist that acts as a mutually 

interdependent support service for all of the other parts. There are no generalists. And every part of it 

produces a high volume of its particular specialized services. The legal profession has no counterpart. As 

a result, the unaffordable legal services problem is inevitable, and it is getting worse in the damage it is 

causing to the population, the justice system, and to the legal profession itself. 

The LPP should evolve to become that 4th year of law school—a clinic as well as a school. If LSUC did 

that, it would have something that it desperately needs--a program it could point to that shows that it is 

making an honest and intense effort to solve the unaffordable legal services problem. Now, benchers 

avoid trying to solve the problem. That’s a breach of trust by a public officer. See s. 122 of the Criminal 

Code. And see, R. v. Boulanger 2006 SCC 32, [2006] 2 SCR 49, as to the definition of a “public officer.” 

Something similar was recommended by University of Toronto law Professor Trebilcock in his 2008 

report concerning the future of Legal Aid Ontario (LAO): Report of the Legal Aid Review 2008. Convert 

LAO's more than 70 legal clinics to provide legal services at cost to middle income people. He also 

recommended that the purchase by everyone of legal services insurance be promoted by the government. 

That is why LSUC had such great fear of socialized law, and therefore managed LAO intentionally badly 

for 30 years (1967-97)--LAO is ideal infrastructure for a program of socialized law.  

And LAO LAW, at LAO, is the best legal research unit in Canada. It could serve those 70+ law offices 

with legal opinions and related legal research support services as it does now, and has been since July,

1979. Those offices could specialize in providing different legal services so as to be mutually 

interdependent support services for one another. That is what the medical services infrastructure is, and 
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what every successful competitive manufacturer does, e.g., automobile manufacturers rely on a massive 

parts industry of highly specialized parts suppliers. Those LAO law offices would out-perform any law 

office in traditional private practice. LAO LAW is a very successful support service that now has 37 

years’ experience. LSUC should be sponsoring that and several other types of support services so as to 

make legal services affordable for middle-income people; see: “Access to Justice—Unaffordable Legal 

Services’ Concepts and Solutions.” For example, the general practitioner and all lawyers in remote areas 

cannot keep up with the case law and other legal literature produced by the Canadian Charter of Rights 

and Freedoms. But LAO LAW can provide excellent legal opinions in relation to any fact pattern. But it 

can serve only legal aid cases. CPD/CLE programs cannot provide the necessary support service. Could 

the benchers pass an examination on Charter of Rights case law? 

The legal profession has no support services counterparts. Therefore the problem is inevitable. Therefore 

law firms are very short of clients. Therefore there are no articling jobs. And therefore LSUC was forced 

to create the LPP. The LPP is an institute born of intentional mismanagement. So was LSUC’s 

management of LAO. LSUC was removed as LAO’s manager by the Legal Aid Services Act, 1998, for 

the same reasons as is causing the continuation of the unaffordable legal services problem: (1) conflict of 

interest; and, (2) refusal to innovate. 

Also badly needed by all of Canada’s law societies is a permanent institute that performs the functions 

that a civil service performs for elected governments. Benchers lack the necessary expertise to solve a 

21st century law societies’ most serious problems. They are not legal problems. Today’s bencher is no 

different than the bencher of the early 19th century when Canada’s law societies were created. But the 

problems are no longer the simple ones of that time. Law societies and access to justice committees have 

made no progress in solving the unaffordable legal services problem. They don’t know how to solve it. 

But law societies haven’t tried to solve it. So, law societies should either be replaced with a permanent 

body that is more responsible in performing its duties and more accountable to the democratic process. 

Or, Canada’s law societies could create a single permanent institute to advise all of them, paid for by 

CanLII’s providing legal opinions at cost, plus a profit to finance the institute. LAO LAW, at Legal Aid 

Ontario, has been providing such a legal opinion service to lawyers in private practice since July, 1979. 

As LAO LAW’s first Director Research, I created the technology of centralized legal research that it uses 

to provide that service. By its ninth year of development, 1988, it was producing legal opinions at the rate 

of 5,000 per year. There was no rule requiring lawyers to use it. That proves that lawyers will use such a 

support service if it helps them make money and serve their clients better. CanLII would have no 

competitors. It would make a lot of money from its national market. And a separate national judges’ 

division, feeding off the same database of finished work-product could provide the same economies-of-

scale and legal research expertise to the judiciary. As was created at LAO LAW, it would be staffed by 

career-designated legal research lawyers, each specialized in a particular area of law. I know such 

facilities to be quite possible from my LAO LAW experience. 

The Bar Admission Course 

The best part of my articling 19 month period (in 1965-66), was by far, the academic part—the last 6 1/2 

months of the Bar Admission Course back at Osgoode Hall. It was a very good addition to my law school 

training at Osgoode Hall Law School (downtown at Osgoode Hall, 1961-64, when it was still a law 

society law school). I was called to the bar on Friday, March 25, 1966. 

If there wasn’t such a shortage of jobs for lawyers now in 2016, law students would be much more 

supportive of the LPP. That shortage is caused by the fact that the majority of the population cannot 

afford lawyers for anything more than routine legal services. Therefore, the majority of law firms are 

short of clients. That is the fault of law societies. They have failed to sponsor the innovations that would 

keep legal services affordable. They don’t try to solve the problem. 

As a result, the probability of articling students being asked back by their law firms for permanent 
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employment after their call to the bar, is a very low probability. Therefore, far better that they be more

concerned about the quality of their education to be practicing lawyers. 

I do believe those lawyers who are against the LPP talk out of self-interest. They hire law students 

because it helps them make money. For example, because it is hard to make legal research pay for itself, 

law firms still give the bulk of their legal research work to their articling law students. The most 

important function of a lawyer—giving legal advice, is made dependent upon the work of law students. 

They are the profession’s most inexperienced people. It is a “cutting costs by cutting competence” 

strategy which, because of the very rapidly ever-increasing volume and complexity of the law and the 

ways of researching it, can no longer be justified. The excuse, "we supervise them," can no longer be 

adequate supervision without removing the main reason why law firms hire law students. Supervising 

them adequately would take too much time and therefore cost too much money.  

And articling law students have already had 3 years of learning how to do legal research at law school. As

a result, articling, spent working in law firms, is over-valued as to its ability to teach. It is much more a

business agreement between law firm and student than it is a training program. 

LSUC should be helping new lawyers find jobs. Attach a lawyer-referral-employment function to the 

LPP. Start by better advertising to law firms the benefits of the Law Practice Program for serving clients 

better and therefore, making more money. And, the LPP should be providing clinic services, on its way to 

becoming a 4th year of law school for specialized practice. 

The Support Services Method of Production to End the Unaffordable Legal Services Problem 

Or, more direct would be a law society-created solution to the unaffordable legal services problem; see

this article on the SSRN : Ken Chasse, “Access to Justice—Unaffordable Legal Services’ Concepts and 

Solutions”; I've placed a summary of it on the blog Slaw, entitled: "A2J: Unaffordable Legal Services' 

Concepts and Solutions." The full article explains how the specialization of the support-services method

of production brings the economies-of-scale that enable a product or services to remain affordable. That's 

the medical profession's method of production, and the manufacturers of everything where the necessary 

pressure exists to make it happen. 

No pressure--no innovation. As a result, the method of doing the work to provide legal services is the 

same as it has always been, and worse: law society management structures are the same as they have 

always been. A bencher cannot bring about the necessary innovation and also be sure of having sufficient 

time to be a good practicing lawyer. Such innovations require a lot of direct, hands-on, management time, 

going through difficult trial-and-error learning periods. As a result, there is no law society program the 

purpose of which is to solve the unaffordable legal services problem. Benchers respond to their only 

source of pressure—their law practices or employers. Therefore, they don’t try to solve the unaffordable 

legal services problem. 

Instead, benchers promote “alternative legal services programs” because they are managed by other 

people. Therefore benchers merely have to promote their use. And therefore they are very compatible 

with being a practicing lawyer as well as a bencher. But such alternative legal services merely help the 

public learn to live with the problem. They don’t help to solve the problem of unaffordable legal services. 

But the Ontario Law Society Act, s. 4.2, requires benchers to make legal services adequately available, 

including affordable. What is worse, benchers don’t try to solve the problem. 

If they won’t perform their duty in law, law societies should be abolished. The victims of the problem are 

all becoming bigger victims and more numerous victims. For benchers, the problem is merely an

academic one. They are not personally hurting. So they are not going to do anything that interferes with 

things as they are now. But all the necessary conditions for a nasty public confrontation are in place. It 

will start with the damage being caused to the population by the unaffordability of lawyers’ advice 

becoming a major topic of discussion on the social media. Then the news media will get interested. That 

will bring about some investigative journalism and the pressure groups getting interested. And also some 
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opposition political parties. Then, whether they want to or not, governments will have to be seen to act. 

Only then will law societies finally fear the consequences of not changing more than they fear the 

consequences of changing, i.e., fear the consequences of a failed innovation, as they do now. That’s why 

they don’t sponsor innovations with which to attack the problem—self-interest in preserving what is, and 

no pressure to innovate. But that attitude will be swept away “almost overnight” when public demands are 

made for government intervention and the abolition of law societies. They are a 19th century creation that 

cannot cope with the problems of a law society in the 21st century. (LSUC was created on July 17, 1797, 

at Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario.) 

So, by attaching the LPP to the unaffordable legal services problem, LSUC can give it a purpose that is 

unassailable, and justify the continued existence of LSUC. Its performance to date requires that it lose the 

powers and duties in relation to the regulation of the legal profession for purposes of making legal 

services adequately available. It hasn’t tried to do that for many years. Its continued existence greatly

damages the population, the justice system, and the profession, and has made funding Legal Aid

adequately, politically unwise.  

The bencher is a “populist” type of leader; not a strong leader that cares enough for the future of the legal 

profession to see necessary projects through to a successful end, regardless the opposition. 

All of this is explained in detail in the above-cited article on the SSRN: “Access to Justice – Unaffordable 

Legal Services’ Concepts and Solutions” (free pdf. download) 

-- Ken Chasse, J.D., LL.M., 

------------------------------------------------o---------------------------- 

Pathways Pilot Project –September 2016 Update 

As part of the Law Society’s priority to strengthen the licensing process, the Pathways Pilot Project has 

been evaluated in a report that outlines a number of recommendations.  

The Pathways Pilot Project Evaluation and Enhancements to Licensing Report was presented for 

information at Convocation on September 22, 2016 and the recommendations will be deliberated at 

Convocation on November 9, 2016.  

The Professional Development and Competence Committee welcomes written comments on the report 

from the professions until October 19, 2016.  

Comments* may be submitted by email or regular mail to: 

Re: Pathways Pilot Project Evaluation and Enhancements to Licensing report 

Policy Secretariat  

The Law Society of Upper Canada 

Osgoode Hall, 130 Queen Street West 

Toronto, ON, M5H 2N6 

*Comments may be reproduced, and/or made publicly available by the Law Society.

“LET RIGHT PREVAIL” (particularly the very conservative “far right” in law society management 

styles). 

Pathways Pilot Project 

The Law Society is undertaking the Pathways Pilot Project to provide another option for the achievement 

of experiential training. Ensuring effective experiential training for lawyer licensing candidates is a 

primary focus for Pathways, which consists of three key components. 
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Law Practice Program 

The Law Practice Program (LPP) provides aspiring lawyers with a new pathway to the Ontario Bar.

Lawyer Licensing Process candidates may choose to either article or complete the LPP, which consists of 

a four-month training course and a four-month work placement. Ryerson University provides the LPP in

English, while the University of Ottawa provides the French LPP.  

Enhancements to the Articling Program  

The Law Society has developed measures to better evaluate the effectiveness of the Articling Program.

These enhancements were introduced for the 2014-15 Licensing Process year and are similar to those that 

are being employed in the Law Practice Program. The enhanced program requires Principals to submit 

an Experiential Training Plan and to file a Record of Experiential Training in Articling Program using the

new online Articling Program Reporting Tool. See the report to Convocation for more information.

Evaluation Process 

The final component of Pathways is the evaluation of the Articling and Law Practice Programs in order to

gather evidence-based information on the application and results of the two pathways with a view to

measuring the effectiveness of those pathways to produce competent lawyers for entry into the profession.

This report to Convocation outlines the evaluation process. 

Law Practice Program Work Placements 

The Law Society encourages lawyers to offer a paid work placement and help train the next generation of 

lawyers. Offering a work placement is a four-month commitment from January to April. Work 

placements may be in any area of practice, size of firm and type of organization, including in-house 

counsel, legal clinics, small and rural firms and criminal and family practices. LPP candidates will be an 

asset to any practice as they will have already benefited from a four-month skills-based training course 

using simulated practice scenarios and will have experience working on files from start to finish. 

Ryerson University is providing the English-language Law Practice Program. More information on

Ryerson LPP Work Placements. 

The University of Ottawa is providing the French-language Law Practice Program. More information on

the University of Ottawa program. 

More information: 

 Lawyer Licensing Process information and LPP FAQs for Licensing Process Candidates

 LPP media release

 Fact sheet

 Infographic- Pathways to becoming a lawyer in Ontario

 www.ryerson.ca/lpp

 www.lakeheadu.ca/academics/departments/law/ipc

 www.commonlaw.uottawa.ca/lawpractice

 Professional Development and Competence Committee report to Convocation - November 2014

o Licensing Process Financial Assistance

 Professional Development and Competence Committee Report To Convocation - February

2014   

o Evaluation process
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 Professional Development and Competence Committee Report to Convocation – November

2013 

o Lakehead proposal for integrated practice curriculum

o Pathways report implementation - lawyer licensee contribution

 Professional Development and Competence Committee Report to Convocation - October 2013

o Articling enhancements and experiential assessment

 Pathways to the Profession: Final report of the Articling Task Force – October 2012

 Background information – the Articling Task Force

Final skills assessment process 

A final skills assessment process was recommended in the October 2012 Final Report of the Articling 

Task Force. After consulting with professionals in the field and considering the goals of the assessment 

process and the cost implications, the Law Society decided to defer consideration of the optimal focus and

format of the final skills assessment until more information is available about learning outcomes in the 

Articling Program and the Law Practice Program. Full report. 

-o- 
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By Email  

October 20, 2016 

Policy Secretariat 

The Law Scoiety of Upper Canada 

Osgoode Hall, 130 Queens Street West 

Toronto, ON, M5H 2N6 

To whom it may concern, 

Re: Pathways Pilot Project Evaluation and Enhancements to Licensing Report 

I am writing to the Professional Development and Competence Committee because I am

concerned, as a graduate of the LPP program, that the decision to end the program may be too

early. The LPP has had a significant impact on my professional career; its professional

development, as well as networking opportunities have been invaluable. 

If, as I understand, the whole purpose of the LPP program was to address the articling 

crisis, and at the same time maintain professional competence in licensing, then I believe the 

findings of the Committee show that the LPP program has begun to address these issues. More 

internationally trained lawyers, 40 + practitioners, and visible minorities have been able to enter 

the profession through the LPP program. In addition, the numbers show that many more LPP 

graduates, in comparison to Articling graduates, are starting their own practice. The Committee 

has also acknowledged that the program is exceeding expectations regarding competency.  

While I understand the concerns of the Committee; that perceptions of the LPP program 

are low, graduates are more likely to choose articling as a pathway to licensing, dropouts from 

the program are significantly higher in comparison to articling, and hire back numbers are low

for LPP graduates – I think the Committee should understand these “views” from the context of a 

graduating law school student today. Please consider the following: 

 Law schools are pumping out more law graduates than ever before. I personally went to

University of Ottawa where we had 300 students in the first year of law school – this 

does not include the civil law program. 

 Jobs are not increasing at the same rate as the number of graduates from law schools.

 Law school costs are sky high, with unprecedented tuition costs. Every year getting

higher. 

 More students going through law school are likely to have a significant debt load when

leaving law school – in comparison to their older cohorts.
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Given the above context - of course law graduates educated in Canada are more likely to flock to 

articling positions. As indicated in the report, they are more likely to be paid, they are guaranteed 

at least 10 months of employment, acceptance of articling positions happens earlier than 

acceptance of LPP positions (therefore more secure), future employment prospects are better 

given the length of experience, and given the length of employment – articling candidates are 

more likely to be able to provide a positive impression on their employer to obtain continuation 

of employment.  

 

 However, while articling is obviously a better route, this does not mean that there is not a 

need for the LPP program. Graduates need to obtain their license in order to justify the time and 

finances invested into their law degree. I believe the LPP addresses the articling crisis in a way 

traditional articling cannot – it provides a less onerous procedure which provides incentives for 

employers to hire LPP candidates. This increases the number of people able to obtain their 

licenses, since articling positions are dependent on the job market. Given the lack of a job market 

for graduates from law schools – this is very much needed. Especially considering that those law 

school graduates who are unable to obtain an articling position during their graduating year of 

law school, are less likely to obtain an articling position the following year, as they will be 

competing with a fresh batch of law school graduates. 

 

 While Articling students are more likely than LPP candidates to maintain their 

employment after the licensing process, I feel this may be a result of the job market in general. 

However, this does not mean LPP candidates are left in the dark. A license to practice law 

affords opportunity. As the Committee probably acknowledges, there is a serious problem 

regarding access to justice – more people are less likely to pursue their legal issue due to the 

costs of lawyers. Given advances in technology and the increase in novel services, LPP graduates 

have the potential to tap this market. As the report acknowledges, a larger percentage of LPP 

graduates are more likely to practice as a sole practitioner. 

 Personally, the LPP program has been invaluable to my professional career. I was not 

able to obtain an articling position through the traditional routes, and I applied to get into the 

LPP program for the first year of its inception. Prior to and during the training stages at the LPP I 

continued to apply for articling positions, however I stopped once I obtained my LPP position at 

a legal clinic in Belleville. My training at Belleville Community Advocacy & Legal Centre was 

amazing, from the get go I was able to manage and litigate up to 45 files using the skills obtained 

through the LPP program. While the position paid significantly less than traditional articling 

routes – I believe I could not have had a better experience at the clinic. The Belleville legal clinic 

continued my employment – on the understanding that they could only do so for an additional 3 

months. Prior to my contract completing at Belleville legal clinic, I was able to obtain a year 

contract at Neighbourhood Legal Services - London & Middlesex (NLSLM), another legal clinic. 

This one year contract has since turned into a full time position.  In addition, NLSLM has hired 2 

full time lawyers who have graduated from the LPP program, and 1 lawyer from the LPP 

program part-time.  

 Finally, while I do not propose that I had any problems obtaining an articling position 

because I am from Chinese descent, I do believe that the LPP program addresses barriers that the 

Articling program does not. The LPP program is very structured in the procedure it has 

developed for candidates trying to obtain a LPP placement. I believe the LPP placement 
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procedure puts more emphasis on abilities of the candidates, rather than focusing on potential 

“fit” of a law school graduate into the work culture of the employer. This is particularly 

important for candidates who come from cultures not highly represented in the legal profession.  

 In conclusion, it is a shame that the Committee is considering closing the LPP program 

after the third year. I am seriously concerned for my cohorts who find themselves in a situation 

similar to where I was when graduating from law school. Without the help of the LPP in 

networking to assist me in finding job positions, I fear I would not be practicing law today, as 

hindsight tells me I might not have been able to obtain an articling position; this is especially true 

given the financial pressure at the time to get a job. I continue to use skills obtained through the 

LPP in my daily practice – skills which were not taught in law school. I full heartedly support the 

LPP program, as I feel it addresses serious concerns for fresh graduates out of law school. 

  

 

 

Yours truly, 

 

 

 

Justin Chong, Staff Lawyer 
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Dear Law Society, 

I was a candidate in the Law Practice Program at Ryerson University and I feel that it is 

important for me to share with you my high opinion of the LPP.  

In the past two months I learned much about the practice of law. In contrast to the theory I 
studied in law school, the LPP exposed me to the practical realities that come with being a 

lawyer. In the program, I conducted numerous client interviews, drafted several research 
memos, created powers of attorney and a will, learned how to incorporate a business, filled out 
family law applications, created a guilty plea, attended a sentencing hearing, and practiced trial 
advocacy skills through mock examination in chiefs, cross-examinations and re-examinations. 
This list is not exhaustive; it does not include the many other assignments I completed which 
helped improve my oral advocacy, research, writing and analytical skills, nor does it include the 
tasks that current candidates will have to successfully complete until the end of the training 
session in December.  

The Law Practice Program helped me enormously to develop my confidence as an advocate. 
The program exposed me to legal and ethical issues that arise in many practice areas and asked 

me to consider what I would do as a lawyer in complicated situations. The program puts the
needs of the client first and teaches candidates how to focus their legal advice in order to be
the most effective advocate for their clients they can be.  

The LPP program was very demanding. As a candidate, I was expected to produce detailed 
assignments in short periods of time. I was thrown into situations that were new and 
uncomfortable, and expected to perform. I was asked to find answers to complex legal issues 
on my own, and also problem solve effectively in a team.  

The program also offers candidates the opportunity to meet with, and learn from senior 

lawyers who are experts in their field. Candidates are able to build their professional network 
because of the numerous events put on by the LPP. Personally, I met practicing and retired 

lawyers from all across Ontario, in the areas of copyright law, criminal defence law, family law,
and more. I feel privileged to have had the opportunity to learn about what they do, and absorb 

their invaluable advice.  

The LPP is an innovative solution to the shortage of articling positions in Ontario. It offers a 
modern approach to the practice of law as it utilizes technology to allow candidates to interact 
with colleagues, clients, lawyers, mentors and program advisors. The incorporation of virtual 

technology into the practice of law will soon become a part of our reality as new lawyers. In this 
way, the LPP program and its candidates are ahead of the curve.  

Significantly, The LPP program also teaches its candidates about the importance of access to 

justice. Program directors challenged us to think critically about social justice issues and create
proposals that would make our current legal system better, faster and more accessible to 

everyone in our society.    
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The program also develops candidates’ business acumen. The LPP teaches its students how to 
create, establish and run their own law practice. Candidates learn effective practice 

management techniques and use current practice management tools on a daily basis. The
program therefore not only prepares candidates to succeed as lawyers, but as entrepreneurs as 

well.  

The training I received from the LPP program allowed me to secure a position with the Ministry 
of Attorney General. Without the LPP I would feel significantly less prepared to tackle this role. 
Thankfully, by successfully completing numerous legal research assignments, interacting with 
different types of clients with unique needs, and learning from the feedback I received from 
mentors and other program advisors, I feel ready to take on whatever task thrown my way. 

Cancelling the LPP would be a move in the wrong direction.  Arguably, more provinces should 
consider creating similar programs, as the result would be the creation of lawyers who are

educated, passionate and armed with the practical knowledge and experience to hit the ground 

running.  

The negative stigma surrounding the LPP program and its candidates is unjustified. The 
candidates are all law school graduates from Canada and around the world. Each LPP student 
brings to the program an interest or expertise in a specific area of law, and each comes with the 
drive and motivation to succeed. The LPP program is unique in so far as it allows hundreds of 
these exceptional individuals - who share a passion for the law - to meet and exchange ideas.  

The LPP is a different experience than articling, but since when does different mean worse? 
Having new lawyers enter the legal profession from the LPP alongside students who have 
completed articling, means that there will be more diversity in the Ontario legal community.
Diversity brings challenges, but also new ways of thinking.  Our legal system would only benefit 

from the forward-thinking ideas of new lawyers coming from the LPP.  

Please accept this letter as my full support for the continuation of the Law Practice Program at 
Ryerson University. I hope that you reconsider your decision to end the program because the

LPP really is exactly what it claims to be: innovative, entrepreneurial, and experiential.  
The law community is stronger with it. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Best regards, 

Victoria Cino 
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Hugh H.M. Connelly B.A., LL.B. 

 Lawyer (Labour Relations & HR)  |  Training & Development Specialist 

A LPP Mentor’s Response to the Pathways Evaluation Report 

INTRODUCTION 

In my opinion the Executive Summary of the Pathways Evaluation Report does not reflect its 

actual findings and skews its results inappropriately. It was also selective in its data gathering as 

principals of articling students were surveyed, but mentors of LPP candidates were not. In 

addition, the Pathways Evaluation Report is not congruent with earlier LSUC Reports. I have set

out a number of sections of the Executive Summary along with the relevant extracts from the 

actual Pathways Evaluation and I have also noted where Pathways Evaluation is not congruent 

with earlier LSUC Reports. 

I find it interesting and disturbing that the LSUC would cancel the LPP, but still see a need for its 

approach to and delivery of learning. This is a major inconsistency in the Committee Report which 

is detailed in section 3 which has been reproduced below. 

3. That Convocation approve the following steps:

b. The Law Society will explore ways that the English LPP resources may

continue to be used, including but not limited to, 

i. adapting work placements developed during the LPP to the articling

context wherever possible and appropriate; and 

ii. integrating relevant human and other resources from the English and

French LPP into the Law Society’s Coach and Advisor Initiative; 

c. The Law Society will explore approaches to voluntary and robust bridging

programs for internationally-educated candidates who wish to enhance their 

readiness for licensing in Ontario. This exploration will include attention to uses 

to which LPP program content can be put.  
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PATHWAYS EVALUATION - INTERIM RESULTS:  YEARS ONE & TWO 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY EXTRACTS (pp. 2-6) WITH MY COMMENTS 

From a delivery perspective, we see the LPP has the largest proportions of their work placements 

in small firms or sole-practices, with a good proportion of these placements unpaid; the Articling

Program has the largest proportions of their placements in medium-sized practices, with the vast 

majority of the placements reported as being paid. (p. 2) 

The above extract appears to be indicating that the LPP is second class because the 

majority of its work placements are in small firms or sole-practices and are unpaid. You

may wish to contrast that opinion with the following extracts from the Executive Summary 

of the LSUC’s (2005) Final Report of the Sole Practitioner and Small Firm Task Force. 

Lawyers practising as sole practitioners or in firms of five or fewer (the “target group”) are

essential to the provision of lawyer services to the public of Ontario. Ontario has had an

independent legal profession for over two hundred years. The large law firm practice 

structure is a relatively recent phenomenon. Sole and small firm practice has been the

traditional backbone of the profession. … 

Target group lawyers make up approximately 52% of the lawyers in private practice in

Ontario and 94% of all the firms in the province. When individual citizens in Ontario 

require the services of a lawyer to handle a wide range of legal matters such as real 

estate transactions, will preparation, estates work, representation in matrimonial, other 

civil disputes or criminal proceedings, advice for small businesses, and 

appearances before administrative tribunals, overwhelmingly they retain sole and small

firm practitioners. (p. 6) 

Each pathway is evaluated on its own merit and then compared with the other, where possible. 

However, any variances in the results when comparing the two pathways may be attributable, at 

least in part, to the difference in structure and delivery of the two programs. It is a challenge to 

disentangle the sources (program structure and/or delivery) of marked differences in program 

outcomes (e.g., calls to the Bar, hire-backs, first-year practice). Still, at this juncture we see some

trends in aspects of program delivery and outcomes beginning to emerge. (p. 1) 

The Law Practice Program 

• ·281 licensing candidates were enrolled in the LPP on the start date of the programs in

August 2014; one candidate was not successful in completing the program, 41 (15%) 

withdrew from the program, and one candidate had yet to begin a work placement at the time 
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of receipt of final reporting from the LPP providers; therefore, the Year One cohort of LPP 

candidates for the evaluation is 238.  

• ·280 licensing candidates were enrolled in the LPP on the start date of the programs in

August 2015 and 50 (18%) withdrew from the program; therefore, the Year Two cohort of 

LPP candidates for the evaluation is 230. Six of the 230 candidates in Year Two have not 

completed their work placement as at June 30, 2016. 

What is buried in the Pathways Evaluation and not mentioned in this Executive Summary 

is the reason for the withdrawals from the LPP. 

On LPP Withdrawal Surveys in both Year One and Year Two, most of the respondents 

indicated they withdrew from the LPP to seek and/or accept an articling position. 

… These data suggest that an articling position was the first choice for
experiential training for the majority of the respondents and when they did 
secure articles, they withdrew from the LPP. Very few of the withdrawals from 

the LPP led to withdrawals from the Licensing Process.  (p. 121) 

• ·All 238 LPP candidates received work placements, with 71% of the work placements being 

paid in Year One; All 230 LPP candidates received work placements, with 73% of the work 

placements being paid in Year Two. All eleven (11) of the French placements through the

University of Ottawa were paid.  

For a program that only received approval to go ahead on October 25, 2012 and was up 

and running in its first year in August of 2104 a work placement rate of over 70% in its 

first year and its second year is remarkable. 

• ·The LPP is made up mostly of candidates that did not choose the LPP as their first choice for 

transitional, experiential training. The population of the LPP is 50% internationally-educated

and 50% Canadian-educated, most candidates are English-speaking; and the LPP has 

greater proportional representation in candidates that identify themselves as “Racialized,” 

“Francophone,” “People with a Disability,” “Aboriginal,” and “Age 40+” than the Articling 

Program population.  

The LPP is providing a route into the practice of law for racialized and foreign trained

candidates and is congruent with the following statements from the Executive Summary 

of the LSUC’s 2016 Report Working Together for Change. 

This Report represents the final stage of a lengthy consultative and study exercise which

has led to the conclusion that racialized licensees face widespread barriers within the 

professions at all stages of their careers.  …  
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The Law Society works to ensure that the law and the practice of law are reflective of all 

the people of Ontario, including Indigenous peoples, Francophones and equality-seeking 

communities. (p. 3) 

 

The Articling Program  

• 1,477 licensing candidates began an articling placement between May 1, 2014 and August 6, 

2014; 22 of these candidates either withdrew from articling or were licensed before June 

2015; therefore, the Year One cohort of articling candidates for the evaluation is 1,455.  

• 1,243 Articling Principals supervised the 1,455 articling candidates in the Year One 

evaluation cohort.  

• 1,426 began an articling placement between May 1, 2015 and August 6, 2015; 34 of these 

candidates either withdrew from articling or were licensed before June 2016; therefore, the 

Year Two cohort of articling candidates for the evaluation is 1,392.  

• 1,221 Articling Principals supervised the 1,392 articling candidates in the Year Two 

evaluation cohort.  

• Articling Program survey results tell us that about 97% of the articling placements are paid for 

both Year One and Year Two.  

• The Articling Program is comprised mostly of recent graduates of Ontario-based, Canadian 

law schools and are mostly English-speaking. Most of the articling placements are in law 

firms, with medium-sized firms accounting for the greatest proportion of articling placements.  

 

Development of the pathways: 

• The various enhancements to the Articling Program, focusing on behaviourally-anchored 

rating scales (BARS) for task-exposure and performance assessment in articling were all 

developed and are being utilized. A related training component, including emailed instructions 

and directions in a video on how to use the BARS to Articling Principals and articling 

candidates has been delivered; the effectiveness of these instructions is yet to be 

determined.  

Again what is buried in the Pathway Evaluation and not mentioned in the Executive 

Summary are the following critical comments. They are particularly relevant as this is the 

Program that the Committee is advocating retaining. 

 

The Enhancements to the Articling Program  

Many comments from Articling Principals and articling candidates were critical of the 

enhancements to the Articling Program, ranging from the online form submission 
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process to the relevancy of competencies for specific areas of law or to size of firms,

to Law Society surveys and the limited utility and mandatory nature of the reporting

process, especially as some respondents felt their firms were doing a good job of training

pre-call lawyers prior to the enhancements. 

The Enhancements to the Articling Program were also mentioned most as the “Least

Valuable Aspect” of the Articling Program; two sub-sets of comments about them were 

evident: (a) the mechanics/logistics of completing the online forms/tools, which were

characterized as “red tape” and “paperwork;” and (b) the relevance and merit of the 

reporting tools or the skills competencies to specific types of settings or specific areas of 

law, for example: 

“Although the ETC & PEC (sic) are somewhat helpful as checklists, their appraisal and 

filing is of little value. This, even more so when many of them do not apply to the areas of

practice/articling experience of the students.” 

Focus group feedback in both evaluation cohorts informed us that articling candidates 

and their Principals saw little to no value in the Experiential Training Plan; it was 

completed for compliance with the Law Society only. (pp. 132-133) 

Both Articling Principals’ and candidates’ perceptions of the enhancements to the 

Articling Program have not been positive for the most part. There are notions expressed 

in the survey and Focus Group data that the Record of Experiential Training in Articling 

Program was viewed only as a compliance piece and had no real impact on candidates’ 

experiences or growth in the competency areas. Further, many of the experiential training

competencies were described as inapplicable or irrelevant in specific practice types and 

areas. 

Additionally, there is a feeling among Principals that what they were doing in providing 

transitional, experiential training for lawyer candidates in the past was fine and there is no

need for the enhancements. In fact, Principals rated the enhancements the least valuable

aspects of the Articling Program both quantitatively and qualitatively. Finally, the

perception that the new reporting requirements were a waste of time or needless 

paperwork was fairly prevalent among the respondents to the Principals’ and candidates’ 

surveys. (p. 138) 
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Evaluation of the pathways - Findings 

• Various user perceptions in both the LPP and Articling Program have been measured, but 

there is more measurement to be completed, based on our evaluation framework (see 

Appendix 2). Generally, the pathways are seen as delivering fair, objective and accessible 

transitional, experiential training. Though some aspects of each pathway are not viewed by 

candidates to be fair, such as search for work placement in the LPP and the articling 

placement hiring process. Still, we see further negative perceptions of the LPP from 

candidates, due to its relative newness and speculation regarding its value in aiding 

candidates to secure employment after licensing. Also, most of the candidates in the LPP 

report that it was not their first choice for experiential training.  

Is the LSUC suggesting that its focus on enhancing licensing standards and requirements 

and their assessment for lawyers be based on perceptions rather than evidence based 

criteria? 

The issue of whether the LPP was a first choice or not is really a no brainer and not a 

relevant criteria. If a law firm offers to pay you for your four months and more of articling 

as opposed to no pay for four months – what would you choose. 

 

• Articling Principals showed almost universal compliance in submitting the new Experiential 

Training Plan, and performance assessment of candidates in articling and their task-exposure 

has occurred. Competency coverage in articling placements is generally very high, with the 

exception of Transactional/Advisory Matters, Negotiation and Advocacy. It is noted, however, 

that relevancy of competencies across types and areas of practice is not universal. Further, 

about half the articling placements focus on one to four areas of law practice.  

The earlier comments of both the principals and their articling students are 

significantly at odds with the above statements. The following statements which have 

be repeated would indicate that the paperwork was filed, but nobody involved 

believed or followed the documents. 

 

The Enhancements to the Articling Program  

Many comments from Articling Principals and articling candidates were critical of the 

enhancements to the Articling Program, ranging from the online form submission 

process to the relevancy of competencies for specific areas of law or to size of 

firms, to Law Society surveys and the limited utility and mandatory nature of the 

reporting process, especially as some respondents felt their firms were doing a good 

job of training pre-call lawyers prior to the enhancements. 
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The Enhancements to the Articling Program were also mentioned most as the “Least 

Valuable Aspect” of the Articling Program; two sub-sets of comments about them 

were evident: (a) the mechanics/logistics of completing the online forms/tools, which 

were characterized as “red tape” and “paperwork;” and (b) the relevance and merit of 

the reporting tools or the skills competencies to specific types of settings or specific

areas of law, for example: 

“Although the ETC & PEC (sic) are somewhat helpful as checklists, their appraisal 

and filing is of little value. This, even more so when many of them do not apply to the

areas of practice/articling experience of the students.” 

Focus group feedback in both evaluation cohorts informed us that articling 

candidates and their Principals saw little to no value in the Experiential Training Plan; 

it was completed for compliance with the Law Society only. (pp. 132-133) 

• The candidates in the Articling Program are being called to the Bar, hired back, and are

practising law in their first year post-license at greater proportions than candidates in the

LPP. For example, about 60% of those in the LPP expected to be called to the Bar in

June of their licensing year, compared to just over 90% of those in the Articling Program;

of those who expect to be called to the Bar, 34% of those in the LPP expected to be hired

back by their placement organization compared to 48% of those in the Articling Program.

Additionally, there are proportionally more lawyers from the Articling Program than from

the LPP who are practising law in their first year: 82% versus 67%. Further, one-quarter

(41 lawyers) of the LPP new lawyers are Sole Practitioners, compared to 6% from the

Articling Program (86 lawyers). Finally, only 16% of the new lawyers from the LPP are

working as an Associate in a Professional Business, when 48% of the new lawyers who

articled are working in this capacity. However, these practice findings are based on just

the first cohort of candidates to go through the LPP and Articling Program during the

Pathways Project.

There is a general consensus that the recent graduates of Ontario-based

Canadian law schools are better prepared than the graduates of international law 

schools. If one controls for the difference between recent graduates of Ontario-

based Canadian law schools are better prepared than the graduates of 

international law schools, the difference in who expects to be called to the Bar 

are not as significant.  
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[LPP] Year One, 83% of those respondents who graduated from a Canadian law 

school indicated they expect to be called to the Bar in June 2015 compared to 

just 56% of their internationally-educated colleagues; Year Two, 79% of those 

respondents who graduated from a Canadian law school indicated they expect to 

be called to the Bar in June 2016 compared to just 65% of their internationally-

educated colleagues. (p. 117) 

As indicated earlier there seems to be a prejudice against Sole Pratitionaers in 

the Pathway Evaluation and you may wish to reread extracts from the Executive

Summary of the LSUC’s (2005) Final Report of the Sole Practitioner and Small

Firm Task Force which were set out on the first page of my Response. 

• At this juncture, based on the key metrics of expectations to be called to the Bar, hire-

backs and first-year practice, the Articling Program is out-performing the Law Practice

Program. To separate program structure and delivery from competency development and

related outcomes will be difficult, but must be taken into account when judging the

effectiveness of each pathway.

This statement is a gross oversimplification of the actual results of the Pathways 

Evaluation. 

CONCLUSION 

I can think of no better way to conclude my response than to quote the Pathways Evaluation 

Report assessment of both Programs and the evaluators’ concern that in making a performance 

assessment they were given the wrong question to answer.  

Performance Assessments  

It is clear from the data at-hand that performance measurement has occurred in the LPP 

training course and in the articling placements with the new tools. Data from these 

performance measures show that all the candidates in the LPP and the vast majority of 

the candidates in the Articling Program met or exceeded the expectations for their 

competency development. (p. 140) 

It is very difficult to disentangle these data to conclusively determine how many 

more candidates from articling than from the LPP we should expect to be called 

to the Bar and hired back, based on the perceived advantages of the structure of

their pathway versus the structure of the LPP. So perhaps, we need to re-visit the 
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wording of this evaluation question, Question #4 from our Evaluation Framework, 

or at least define more clearly how, or with what data, we may best answer this 

question. (p. 141) 
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S. B. Danial, B.Sc., M.D., FRCPC, J.D. 
_______________________________________________________________ 

Psychiatry 

Policy Secretariat  
The Law Society of Upper Canada (LSUC) 
Osgoode Hall, 130 Queen Street West 
Toronto, ON, M5H 2N6 

By e-mail 

Re: Pathways Pilot Project Evaluation and Enhancements to Licensing Report 

Dear Sir or Madam:

I am writing to ask the Benchers of the Law Society of Upper Canada to reject the 
recommendation of the Professional Development and Competence Committee to terminate 
the Law Practice Program (LPP) at the end of the 2016-2017 academic year. 

I am currently enrolled in the LPP, and I am also a psychiatrist.  Because of my previous 
professional training, I have a unique longitudinal and comparative perspective of my 
experience in the LPP.  In particular, the LPP’s use of educational methods such as learning 
objectives, simulated clients and evaluative rubrics has become standard practice in 
medical education over the past twenty-five years since I obtained my M.D. at the University 
of Alberta.  The LPP’s adoption of these pedagogical methods brings the legal licensing 
process into the 21st century, through the establishment of a uniform and consistent
educational and evaluative process.  

The LPP is an innovative, cutting-edge legal education program that allows candidates to 
gain competence in the seven areas of law required to fulfill the LSUC’s learning objectives 
for a newly licensed lawyer.  The LPP, via its virtual firm structure and its distance 
education format, allows individuals who are all across Canada - literally from British 
Columbia to Newfoundland - to share a rigorous and challenging educational experience.   

I commuted from Niagara Falls to the University of Toronto from 2010 to 2016 as one of the 
few students in the Half-Time J.D. program.  The lack of an online format at the U. of T. made 
completion of my law degree an onerous project that took a huge toll on my family, and on 
me personally.  The Ryerson LPP e-learning format addresses this difficult practical issue 
and facilitates the goal of increasing diversity in the legal profession.  The LPP expands 
opportunities for groups not currently well-represented by allowing a wider demographic 
to gain access to licensure than is permitted by the traditional articling route.  The LPP 
allows flexibility with respect to the time at which the required educational tasks are 
completed, and prevents distance from being a barrier to achieving licensure in Ontario.   

I could write at length about the merits of the LPP and am happy to discuss the issue further 
with any Benchers who may wish to do so.  Again, I urge the Benchers to vote to continue 
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the LPP and use the information gained from the evaluation of the Pathways Pilot Project to 
refine and improve this valuable alternate route to licensure, rather than to terminate it. 

Thank you. 

Yours sincerely, 

Sarah Danial 
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Guy Desmarais 

To the committee 

I endorse the continuance of the Project delivered in Ottawa "en francais". It provides 
important avenues for graduates and has shown it delivers real value. 

Thank you 

Guy Desmarais 
Sudbury 
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Marni Dicker 

Re: Pathways Pilot Project Evaluation and Enhancements to Licensing report Policy Secretariat The Law
Society of Upper Canada Osgoode Hall, 130 Queen Street West Toronto, ON, M5H 2N6 

Attached please find my comments with respect to the subject report. It was published in speakers
corner of law times. I would be pleased to discuss with any benchers. 

Please note that my comments are made in my personal capacity and not on behalf of Infrastructure
Ontario. 

Please see link below 

http://www.lawtimesnews.com/201609265662/commentary/speaker-s-corner-why-the-lpp-should-stay 

Regards,
Marni 

Speaker's Corner: Why the LPP should stay 

Monday, 26 September 2016 09:00 | Written By Marni Dicker |

As the legal profession continues to evolve and adapt to changing needs and as we search for highly

qualified, diverse talent to add to the profession, the Law Practice Program provides employers like 

myself with a window into the future of legal training.  

I have had the privilege to be both a mentor and a work placement employer for the program since year

one. I have seen first-hand the tremendous rigour with which the LPP is conducted and the tremendous

skills that are developed and demonstrated by the candidates.  

I am very disheartened and disappointed with the LSUC subcommittee report suggesting the LPP end 

this year. I hope the recommendation is voted down by the benchers in November and the LPP program 

can continue. 

The LPP’s rigorous, experiential, comprehensive, innovative and fully assessed training is preparing 

lawyers to meet the challenges of 21st-century practice. 

In just two years, the LPP has created more than 440 work placements, which previously did not exist.  

Further, the competent and talented licensing candidates in the LPP truly reflect the population of the 

province. They are a diverse, intelligent group of individuals that bring many experiences to the 

profession. 

In my view, these successes are clear evidence to support my confusion, and the confusion of many 

others, as to why the LSUC’s subcommittee has recommended terminating the LPP pilot early.  
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Yes, the LPP was conceived as a three-year pilot with the possibility of a two-year extension to ensure

adequate data was gathered, so that important decisions could be made based on facts and not on 

“perceptions” as the subcommittee report seems to rely heavily upon. 

Also, I could understand if the LPP was failing why an early wrap-up would be on the table, but with the

factual success it currently enjoys, it is hard to understand why an early wrap-up is at hand.   

Maybe I missed it, but why wouldn’t an additional two years of data assist us all in making an informed

choice, particularly since the subcommittee’s report itself mentions that there is a lack of relevant and 

tangible data in a number of critical areas?   

Once again, let’s make this decision based on the facts and not on “perceptions.” 

Ryerson’s LPP is innovative, experiential and entrepreneurial. The four-month intensive practical training 

component and its four-month work placement component were designed by the profession for the

profession. I have witnessed first-hand the success of this training. 

The eight-month program graduated more than 450 licensing candidates in the past two years, and the 

program is now in its third year with more than 230 licensing candidates participating. Without the LPP 

program, there would be more than 600 individuals who would have no path to getting called to the

bar. 

During the rigorous four-month practical training component, candidates are grouped into virtual law 

firms with a practising member of the bar acting as their mentor. I have had the privilege of seeing 18 

talented and very competent individuals grow and develop their legal and practice management skills

over the last two years. I am now working with my fifth group during the third year of the program, and 

I’m again extraordinarily impressed with the calibre of the candidates.   

Candidates work through and manage simultaneously files in seven different areas of law. They 

complete more than 100 different tasks during the training component on which they are offered 

feedback and, in many cases, assessment. Some of these tasks may occur several times to provide 

candidates with the opportunity to develop and refine the desired skill over time, such as client 

interviewing, legal research and writing and docketing. Other tasks performed by candidates include: 

arguing motions; drafting commercial contracts, retainer letters, a will, statements of claim and defence; 

negotiating a separation agreement; opening and closing files; and the list goes on. I only wish that I had 

the benefits of such exhaustive training during my articles many years ago. 

Upon successful completion of the training component, candidates are eligible to move on to a work 

placement. During the four-month work placement component, more than 200 practitioners across the 

province open their doors to provide candidates with work placement opportunities. These range from 

in-house opportunities in some of Canada’s largest corporations to placements in all three levels of

government, large and small private law firms, legal clinics and sole practices across the province. 

The LPP candidates are well trained and become excellent lawyers. I know that because I have hired and 
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supervised several of them directly. 

The LSUC subcommittee mentions that “ . . . in some ways the LPP delivery is superior to the Articling 

Program for consistency and attention to sole and small firm practice realities.” I would argue the

superiority of the training is relevant to all practice environments. 

If it is clear that the LPP ensures that licensing candidates develop and refine the core legal skills 

outlined by the Federation of Law Societies of Canada and the practice management abilities necessary 

for admission to the bar, protection of the public and future success in practice, why is there a motion to 

wrap the LPP up early? I hope our benchers vote down the LSUC subcommittee recommendations.

Marni Dicker is executive vice president, general counsel and corporate secretary for Infrastructure

Ontario. 
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Andrew Di Lullo

Dear Sir/Madam

To be blunt, I believe that terminating the LPP rather than extending the program for the optional two years would be a 

serious error. 

Your report indicates that the Committee feels two years of data is sufficient to evaluate the program, and that the

Committee is therefore comfortable recommending its termination now, in order to ensure that alternative experiential

training programs are well-vetted to ensure competency.  However, kindly consider:   

1) There is no urgent need to terminate the program from a training standpoint - the Committee wisely recognizes that the

LPP is at least equivalent to traditional articling in terms of competency training, and even notes it may be superior in 

some areas; 

2) The Committee's recommendation includes the swift implementation of an untested replacement to the BAR

examinations - this seems to undercut the rationale of requiring thorough vetting of any changes to the licensing process; 

3) The termination recommendation is partially based on perception - the Committee may wish to consider that an abrupt

termination with no tested alternatives ready at hand will only exacerbate the "perception problem", not mitigate it; and 

4) To my knowledge, the LPP is the only recent initiative that has borne any fruit in the addressing the serious problem of

the lack of licensing opportunities for racialized, foreign, or older candidates, and has done so without compromising the

competency requirements of the LSUC. 

I recognize the Committee's concerns regarding financial sustainability are real; however, in the interest of serious, 

committed pursuit of a solution to the increasing problem of the current licensing process, I respectfully suggest that debt-

financing the program is wise; it represents an investment in the future of the legal community, not simply a mortgage of 

it. 

Regards, 

Andrew Di Lullo, Barrister and Solicitor 

President, Listrom Di Lullo Professional Corporation 
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Christopher P. Dobson 

Dear Colleagues: 

I am writing to express my concern about and my opposition to the discontinuance of the LPP Program. 

I have read the excellent submission prepared by Ryerson LPP regarding the program and I
wholeheartedly endorse their remarks.  

This year I volunteered to be a Mentor in the program. While it has been a lot of work, I have found that 
it has been a rewarding opportunity for me to engage young students directly in their education and 
training for practice. I have been impressed by the quality of the work that the students have been 
producing, their knowledge and enthusiasm. The experiential learning in the program has also benefited 
me in ways that I did not imagine. The students have been very enthusiastic and speak quite highly of 
the program and of their experience.  It also gives them an opportunity to build networks, which is 
essential to building a practice. They also seem to be on the cutting edge of innovation for the future
practice of law. Their willingness to embrace and use technology in the practice of law is truly 
impressive.  

I am also concerned as a member of the Law Society,  that students who have not secured an articling 
position have an avenue available to them that properly prepares and equips them to enter the work 
force as lawyers with a good foundational knowledge of what it takes to run a practice. It seems to me 
that many capable people will otherwise be left on the sidelines and unable to complete their goal of
becoming a lawyer.  

Additionally, I find that I am able to provide mentoring support to four to five students in the format 
provided, whereas I am not able to provide an articling position to a student in my modest practice, 
even if I wanted to. My physical plant is too small, and financially my practice would not support such an 
endeavour. It gives me an opportunity as a practitioner to give something back to the profession, by
carrying on the tradition of contributing to the instruction and training of future lawyers, an opportunity 
that I was fortunate enough to benefit from as an articling student.   

Thank you for the consideration of the above.  

Yours truly, 

Christopher P. Dobson 
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George Donovan 

I understand a report recommending the termination of the LPP program is being considered by the 
LSUC. In my view it is pre-mature to be cancelling this program.  I have taken on a law graduate who was 
part of the  the Ryerson LPP program and I believe the experience for the law graduate was both 
professionally fulfilling and helpful to the student as well as for the lawyers in my Department and 
myself. We have chosen to take  on another law graduate for the coming year. This is an innovative
program and should be permitted the opportunity to further develop, especially given the changing 
landscape of how law graduates are streamed into the work force. 
Sincerely, 

George Donovan 
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Michael Duboff 

To Whom This May Concern, 

To be quite blunt I have been quite astonished with the experience that I have, to this point, had 

with the LPP. Similar to many of my fellow LPP candidates, because the program is so young, it 

was hard to find a large array of information about the program and its qualities/merits prior to 

signing up for it during this past summer. However, having now completed two months of the

program I can confidently say that I think that the LPP is what the law industry needs going

forward for its licensing process. 

The LPP is a fully comprehensive, integrated and exceptional program that prepares young 

lawyers (in the sense of experience, and not necessarily age) for their entrance into being 

qualified lawyers. I have been blown away by the organization of the program, the vast resources 

available to us and the wide range of the types of assignments given to us. In a given week I may 

be required to conduct a client interview, draft a full will and power of attorney, attend a criminal 

or civil court procedure, draft a reporting letter, retainer and invoice (all for different files), 

conduct a legal research memo, brainstorm a new innovation for access to justice in the law 

industry and docket my hours for all of the above listed work. This is a scale of work that would 

be hard to find in a 'normal' articling position. The program also utilizes cutting-edge and 

innovative technologies in operating the program. On top of this is the fact that each of our 

groups are paired with two mentors (experienced practicing lawyers) who are there to guide us 

through the first four months and impart critiques on our work and their own knowledge onto us.

And to closer coincide with articling is the four month work placement that places each

candidate in an operating legal environment, whether it be a firm, in-house counsel or

government department position.  

As a 26 year old with many friends and classmates who are in similar positions in entering the 

legal industry I know that currently there are many hesitations and anxieties in becoming 

licensed and a praxcticing lawyer. Firstly, is the recognition that there simply are not enough 

articling positions out there for the number of students graduating from law school each year. 

This fact is not helped by the continuing expansion of law schools and creation of new law 

schools that pump out increasingly larger numbers of graduates. With this is the trend that many 

law firms are increasingly not hiring their students on after their term has been completed. I 

know a number of friends personally that this has happened to. Although there are other factors 

that may play into this - i.e. individuals retiring at a later age and therefore new positions not 

opening up as quickly. However, regardless of the reasoning, this is not a comforting fact for 

new graduates. Further, is the pervasive knowledge of the trend, which has been around for a 

long time, that many articling positions merely consist, to a large degree, of menial tasks and 

administrative work such as copying papers and compiling documents. This does not equate to

an educational experience, and though it may place you in a large successful law firm for ten

months, it does not teach you how to be an effective lawyer. 

This brings me back to the LPP. This program has been created and tailored specifically, through

the experiences of countless lawyers and other professionals, to train individuals to be effective 

and successful lawyers. That is its only objective. And I can attest to the belief that I am 
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currently on route to being exactly that. I wholly believe that the training I have so far received

(in just the first two months of the program) I would not have gotten in 90% of other articling

positions.  

For all of these reasons the LPP should, and needs to be, continued. I could continue with this 

line of thought for many more pages, however, I still have much more work to do today for the

program and know that many, many other candidates and voices alike will be sharing my

sentiments. 

Thanks very much for your time, 

Sincerely, 

Michael Duboff 
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Jonnel Espaldon

To whom it may concern, 

It would be monumentally ambitious of me to write something else that was not yet written 

before by any knowledgeable members of the legal profession. To save the Law Practice

Program (“LPP”), in defence of the LPP or similar news items have passed through my LinkedIn 

updates in so many times in a week since the recommendation to end it and, to be honest,

what else can I add. I say nothing more substantial. If money is the problem, as said by

someone from LPP, well, keep the program and give the candidates the options to pay more 

rather than scrap it. Let the candidates, who are intelligent, mature and knowledgeable of their 

finances, decide how they will get their license. 

My personal suggestion is that invest portion of the money from the Law Foundation of Ontario 

for the training of students and require them to pay the subsidy through free service to those

who are in need in their local community within the first three years of their practice. This will 

help in sustaining diversity in the profession and at the same time improving access to justice. I

am sure that there are other options and there are creative ways to sustain the LPP. More 

thoughts can be contributed from experts within the LSUC. My ideas are limited and I am not

an expert. There just have to be a political will to keep the LPP and there is no dearth of ideas 

from the legal profession that will keep it in an economical and sustainable way. 

Rather however in dwelling in the justifications, logical or logistical reasons why the program 

has to continue, allow me to put a human face to the program, my story. 

I am an economic immigrant who came to Canada with a dream and a family. I do not know

anyone in Ontario and we struggled during the early years of our stay in Canada. It was difficult,
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so difficult that I had to work as a night cleaner in order for me and my family to survive when 

our settlement funds were about to ran out. Dream of becoming a lawyer again in Canada 

became an elusive dream. I thought such was already beyond reach. I was thinking low and 

hope to be a paralegal but only few years after our arrival in 2012. It was a plan that might have

been pursued or completely shelved depending on finances. Then I was introduced to the 

Internationally Trained Lawyers Program (“ITLP”) of University of Toronto in 2014. The program

gave me hope. I met a diverse community of similarly situated foreign lawyers. I had to take

unpaid internship to gain experience or, as others say, to be acculturated in the Canadian 

setting. I worked hard but unfortunately was not favoured with an articling position. Probably I

was not good enough for a paid position. It was alright as I learned something during the

internship and was able to pass my eight (8) NCA challenge exams. During the program, I had to 

quit my job and my wife sustained the family during my study working as cashier in a grocery. I

also took out loan. It was a big challenge but the hope of becoming a lawyer served as a 

motivation for my wife and I to devote our time and limited resources to the goal. ITLP brought

us hope. It also served as a starting point for my licensure as a lawyer.  

Later, I was introduced by ITLP to Toronto Region Immigrant Employment Council. Through 

mentorship, I was able to land a job in CIBC. During my job, I finished my last one challenge 

exam and as soon as I got my NCA Qualification in January 2016, I reviewed and passed my

licensure exams in June 2016 during my first attempt. (As to passing the exams on first attempt

and the implication that I am a more competent future lawyer than those who passed them

during their subsequent attempts, now I can say that is hogwash and I will leave it at that). I

started applying for an articling position. Two interviews at the MAG and I received nothing. I 

got a feedback that somebody who had more qualification was hired or my English was not

good enough for an articling student. I have an accent and admittedly it is a struggle to 

eliminate it. My grammar is also not at par with those who speak English as their first language. 

No interview whatsoever was offered to me from any law firms where I applied. I looked at the

law firms profile and came to know that it is more probable for me to get hit by a lightning than 

be considered for an interview by any medium-sized law firms and more probable for me to win 
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in a 6/49 lottery than even be seen in a conference room of a Bay Street law firm for an 

interview. So I decided to go back where I had been good at in the Philippines, starting and 

managing my own firm. LPP offered me that opportunity.  It is true that LPP serves as an 

alternative to articling for me and to some students. You may call it the second tier. But I ask 

this question: what is wrong with being a second tier? Are lawyers offended because they are 

second choice by their clients? Are they not still clients who can be source of livelihood? I never 

heard that LPP ever claimed to be better than articling. It is an alternative to articling and may

probably be better than articling as it provides opportunity for candidates to be an 

entrepreneur and a generalist.  

LPP offers an experiential and entrepreneurial training. It is color blind and welcomes everyone 

to the program. Black, white, Asian, European, African, Middle Eastern, foreign lawyers with 

accent or foreign lawyers who can speak in flawless English. In short, the program does not 

discriminate but helps candidates. It recognizes the diversity of experiences and individuals and 

contribute to their improvement. It does not judge but assists interested candidates to try the 

program, learn from it, gain their license and be successful in their profession as lawyers. LSUC

claims it celebrates diversity, LPP lives and thrives in diversity everyday. 

I write this letter not to gain sympathy for me. I write this letter instead to help those who are 

also similarly situated as I am but are still taking their challenge exams or are still in the process 

of securing an articling position. I also want them to become lawyers in Canada. These foreign 

trained lawyers are the ones who are going to serve their local community. They will definitely

offer their service at a competitive price and assist in improving access to justice to their

compatriots who are now here in Canada. 

LPP is not a perfect program. It has limitations and faults but it gives hopes and provides 

concrete connection between a dream and a reality for foreign lawyers or students. Some, if 

not most of those who are into LPP, are new Canadians. If LSUC is really into dispensing justice,

then it must put money or opportunity where its mouth is. Practice of law is the noblest
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profession as it serves the rule of law that binds all Canadians. Start investing in people who can 

make a difference to those who are really in need. Recognize their diversity and contribute in 

nation building by helping immigrant lawyers. In the words of former Prime Minister Pierre 

Trudeau, “A country, after all, is not something you build as the pharaohs built the pyramids, 

and then leave standing there to defy eternity. A country is something that is built every day 

out of certain basic shared values.” Shared values of respect for diversity, multiculturalism, 

cooperation, love for justice, rule of law and mutual help as members of one profession and 

one nation. 

 

I rest my position and I hope you will consider my personal story in maintaining the LPP for 

future foreign lawyers and students.  

 
Sincerely, 
 
 

Jdespaldon 

Jonnel D. Espaldon 
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Alfred Etamè 

As a LPP candidate, I am proud of the training I received  so far from this excellent and 

innovative program. Before joining this program, I was so skeptical. Today, I am proud to tell 

everyone that this program has given me the confidence and knowledge required to serve the

public with honor and integrity. Benchers, please, do not kill what gives hope to many of us. 

Alfred Etamè- LPP 2016 
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Bose Fagbure 

Good morning. 

May I, humbly and with respect add my voice to the on-going debate/submissions on the 
LSUC's sub-committee's report recommending termination of the Law Practice Program (LPP). 
I am an alumni of the LPP (the pioneer set of 2014) and I can say with all conviction and honesty 
that the LPP is a program that actually works. I am an Internationally-trained lawyer who 
worked admin. with the Ministry of the Attorney General, Office of the Public Guardian & 
Trustee for over 6 years, while I studied to become re-licensed. Needless to say that the OPGT 
could not offer me articling opportunity with them because "they found it difficult to assess and 
classify foreign credentials!" This is in spite of the fact that I had been accredited by the 
National Committee of Accreditation of the FLSUC and had completed all prescribed NCA
exams. 

What am I saying here? Articling opportunities are extremely hard to come by, and foreign-
trained lawyers are the worst hit. Whether we accept it or not, there is a latent discrimination 
against foreign-trained lawyers with regards to availability of articling opportunities in Ontario, 
and maybe Canada as a whole (I have had friends come over from other provinces to sign up for 
the LPP). Thankfully, the LPP stepped in to fill that gap and to enable people who would
otherwise not be able to complete their licensing requirements, to do so. 

At the LPP, we were trained to hit the ground running. We worked individually and in virtual
law firms, supported and mentored by practicing lawyers. The program is extremely hands-on 
and was a great opportunity to enhance my skills. In contrast to traditional articling, 
our training was not restricted to a principal's area of practice. Rather, we were exposed to 
diverse areas of the law. We developed key skills by working on files in Civil, Family, Business, 
Wills & Estates, Administrative, Real Estate and Criminal. As a matter of fact, so much was my 
level of confidence that as soon as I was called to the Bar, I set up my solo practice! And almost 
immediately my first brief was a landlord and tenant case, which lawyers typically stay away 
from, partly because of the technicality of the notice requirements. I was able to handle the 
brief with ease, got an eviction order and proceeded to enforcement. Why? I was able to do
this because I had handled a landlord/tenant case and had appeared before an "adjudicator" to 
present my case, at the LPP. 
LPP's 4 months of practical training is  followed by 4 months of work placement. I got a fully 
paid work placement with the Legal Services Division of the Ministry of Government and 
Consumer Services (MGCS) where I reviewed government contracts, as well as training 
materials for staff of Service Ontario. I remember that at the end of my first month at MGCS, a 
reminder was sent out for lawyers to docket time. I was one of the first to docket my time. 
When my supervisor was about to do hers, she summoned me to show me how. When I told 
her I had done it, she was so surprised! Apparently, she  was used to showing her mentees the 
first time around. Thanks to the practice management component of the LPP, and the CLEO
software!!  
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I could go on and on... 

In conclusion, for me, the 8 months of the LPP were a complete success and I have always 
recommended the program to everyone to whom it applies.  
Needless to say, I am using this medium to appeal to the powers that be to let the program 
stay. In the 3 years of its existence, the results have been amazing and It can only get better. I 
am an ambassador and a living testimony of the successes of the LPP. If it was not for the grace 
and mercy of God through the LPP, I probably would not have been called to the Bar by now. I
can only hope that my humble submission above will help voters make an informed decision 
when they vote on the future of the LPP. 

Thank You. 

Sincerely, 

Bose Fagbure
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Jocelyn Ferguson 

October 19, 2016 

 Re: Pathways Pilot Project Evaluation and Enhancements to Licensing Report 

I am writing in response to the September 22, 2016 Report to Convocation by the Professional

Development & Competence Committee, specifically regarding the Law Practice Program (LPP)

component of the Pathways Pilot Project. 

I received my Juris Doctor degree at Dalhousie University. Throughout my law school 

experience, I was frustrated by the relatively few opportunities to learn about the practical 

aspects of practicing law, such as interacting with clients, drafting documents, managing the 

business side of a practice, and carrying files. I understood that these were skills that we were 

meant to acquire during articling, but the traditional articling process did not appeal to me. I 

wanted solid, comprehensive training in these skills before entering the workforce. Articling 

does not guarantee the development of any particular skill, or provide comprehensive training in 

the various and myriad skills that a lawyer may require throughout his or her practice. 

Furthermore, I have heard many accounts from articling students who spent the majority of their 

time completing menial tasks rather than engaging with the law. It was for those reasons that the 

LPP immediately appealed to me as my preferred method of acquiring experiential training. In

fact, as soon as I heard the LPP was going to be available, I did not consider any other articling 

option.  

I am now over halfway through the four month training component, and the LPP has more than 

met my expectations. It is providing me with a solid grounding in a wide variety of skills in a 

rigourous and comprehensive manner. I have the opportunity to handle files and perform the 

associated tasks in seven different areas of law, an experience that cannot be replicated in any 

articling position to the same degree or depth. Having systematically learned these skills, I will 

soon have an opportunity to put them into practice during my work placement. This combination 

of training and practical work experience is invaluable, and is providing me with the best 

preparation for the legal profession that I could hope for. The LPP, therefore, was never a 

“second choice” program that I felt I was “forced” into; it is the training I have been looking for 

and which I wish was more widely available to law graduates across the country. I do not feel 

that I am a “second-tier” candidate compared to my articling contemporaries. Indeed, I agree 

wholeheartedly with the Committee’s report (para. 59), which suggests that the program is

actually a superior method of training lawyers in many respects. This assessment reflects my 

own views, and indeed the views of many of my colleagues. 

The Committee’s report highlights the financial burden of subsidizing the LPP that is currently 

imposed upon articling students, and the cost ($17,000) that LPP candidates would face if they 

were to shoulder the program’s full cost. However, these calculations do not take into 

consideration the time, effort, and expense invested by would-be lawyers in acquiring an 

undergraduate degree, writing the LSAT, going to law school, and writing for the bar exams, not

to mention the years of foregone earnings that are the inevitable consequence of delaying entry 
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into the workforce. All of this time and expense will be for naught if the candidate is unable to 

locate an articling position. The LPP, even with an elevated cost, provides a means by which 

candidates can receive their credential and begin to earn a return on their investment, as opposed 

to being saddled with debts only to stumble at the finish line. This is a quandary faced 

particularly by would-be lawyers. Doctors receive assistance in finding residencies. Dentists 

receive clinical experience as part of their training. Psychologists are connected with internships 

and practica through their graduate schools. Compared to other professional designations, the 

legal education system goes against the grain by allowing candidates to complete their studies 

without ensuring that they have the opportunity to receive their certification. The LPP provides 

an opportunity for those candidates who have met every other requirement of our profession to

receive their experiential training, and eventually be called to the bar, when a diligent search for 

an articling position produces no results. 

Such a search is particularly likely to be fruitless where the candidate in question’s career goals 

involve practicing outside major metropolitan areas and large firms. I have colleagues who wish 

to practice in rural areas that are chronically underserved by the legal profession. And yet, 

employing an articling student for ten months often constitutes a disproportionate investment in 

time and money that is particularly burdensome for these small rural firms. Four months, 

however, is an entirely more manageable investment for them. The LPP also eases the 

administrative burden for these firms by streamlining the paperwork required to employ an LPP 

candidate. I have colleagues who have benefitted from the LPP in this way, and secured 

positions in regions of the province they wish to practice in that may have otherwise been closed 

to them. In this way, the LPP serves these candidates by allowing them to train, and therefore 

gain a footing, in the region of their choice, while also helping the public in these regions, who

will benefit from access to legal services. 

I thank you for your consideration in this matter, and look forward to the deliberations regarding 

the program taking place on November 9, 2016. 

Sincerely, 

Jocelyn Ferguson 

BA (UBC), MPA, JD (Dalhousie) 

Bar Admission: Law Society of Upper Canada (passed November, 2015 Barrister and Solicitor

Licensing Examinations, first attempt) 

LPP Candidate 2016/2017 
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October 2016 

This document has been produced in order to 
give to The Professional Development and 
Competence Committee more information 
about the French Law Practice Program. 

For any supplementary information please 
contact us by e-mail at 
maydayppd@gmail.com. 

Follow us on Twitter here: 
@ppd_sos 

And join our movement: 
#sosppd 

Liliana Mora and The French LPP candidates 

Comments from candidates 
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Our motivations 

The Law Society of Upper Canada (Law Society) launched the Pathways Pilot 
Project. The Law Practice Program (LPP) was created through this project. The 
French version of the program is offered at the University of Ottawa. 

As French LPP candidates, we carefully read the report from the Professional 
Development & Competence Committee. We were impressed with the quality and 
detai 1 of the report. However, we disagree completely with the proposai at the first 
paragraph of the motion report: "That Convocation approve that the pathway of 
the Pathways Pilot Project known as the Law Practice Program (LPP) end following 
completion of Year Three (2016-2017)." p. 6. 

lnstead, we suggest: 

1. That Convocation approve that the element of the Pathways Pilot Project 
known as the French LPP remain in place and continue to be evaluated for 
effectiveness, consideration of further enhancements and as part of future 
considerations respecting transitional experiential training. 

2. That the Law Society continue to monitor the French Law Practice Program 
and address the issues that have emerged from the pilot respecting fairness, 
including the impact on equality-seeking groups and hi ring, accessibility and 
objectivity. 

3. That the Law Society will explore with the University of Ottawa, the French 
LPP Advisory Board and other stakeholders who wish to be involved, ways to 
develop the groundwork laid by the French LPP in order to create services 
for the French community in Ontario. 

Even if we did not yet complete the program, we have been exceedingly impressed 
with the high quality and potential offered by the French LPP. We want to share 
our experiences and reasons why it is for the good of the legal community and the 
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public to keep this program. While we have only had a month to prepare this 
report, we c:an provide further information later. 

We thank you for acceptlng our comments and for conslderlng them prtor to 
making any declslon. 

Liliana Mora and The French LPP candidates 
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About the French Law Practlce Pro9r1m 

Why have the French LPP candfdates written this report fn Engllsh 1 

We thlnk that 
acœss to Justice ln 
French is very 
important. 
However, we are 
aware of the 
challenges that it 
represents. With it 
belng Impossible 
to practlce 
without speaking 
English, we chose 
thls language ln 
order to reach a 
larger public. 

Aline Longin, Anne Levesque, Lise Rivet and Christiane 
Saad, from left to right 

lndeed, part of the French LPP does not mean that we do not speak English. lt 
means that want to make an extra effort in order to help maintain French services 

The French LPP team 
We have been supported bythe French LPP Team (Fr-Team}, a group ofexceptional 
women who, through their work, efforts and patience, make this program possible. 
We want to thank Aline Longin, Anne Levesque, Christiane Sélad and Lise Rivet for 
supportlng us ln the development of our legal careers. 
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Who are we? 

We reflect a diversity of backgrounds. Trying to resume who we are is impossible. 
Sorne statistics have tried to describe us, but the numbers do not tell the whole 
story. For this reason, some LPP candidates have accepted ta share their staries. 

IMPORTANT: candidates have accepted ta share their persona! testimonies with 
the committee and members of the Convocation only. ln order to protect their 
persona! information, we request that you do not malte their testimonies public. 
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Why is the French LPP important? 

As candidates of the French LPP, we want to share how this program may help the 
Law Society reach its goals. 

Access to Justice 
There is not a day in the French LPP where we do not talk about access to justice. 
We discovered many legal services, including providing legal information without 
providing legal advice and representation in both official languages. We have been 
made aware of multiple challenges involving social marginalization and poverty, for 
example. But how do we help improve access to justice? 

Thanks to the work of the Fr-Team eleven candidates are going to Sudbury this 
week. They will give legal information for free to the community in both French and 
English. The French LPP is building bridges and reducing economic, linguistic and 
geographic barriers. This is only part of the French LPP's potential. 

Competence and Professional Standards 

ln October, are the French LPP candidates perfect and ready to practice? Of course 
not. How is the program helping us to improve our competences? The Fr-Team has 
placed us in an environment where we are able to learn practical aspects of the 
legal profession in the most efficient way by having us produce legal documents 
that are evaluated by top legal practitioners in the Ottawa legal community. Unlike 
the case in many traditional articling positions that could only be focused on legal 
research or other activities that do not require the preparation of legal documents, 
we receive a basic level of experience in many fields of practice and feedback on 
our errors. 

Within very tight deadlines, we are asked to perform many tasks: conduct legal 
research, produce legal opinions, retainer agreements, statements of daim, 
applications, pleadings, invoices, etc. lndeed, we develop our knowledge in civil 
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litigation, administrative law, commercial law, criminal law, family law, real estate 
law, wills and estates law, and establishing and managing a firm. Each experience 
gives us the opportunity to correct ours errors and improve the quality of our legal 
skills. 

What standards are used to evaluate the French LPP'? Once again, the Fr-Team has 
impressed us. They convinced a group of lawyers with excellent reputations in their 
fields of practice and high standards to train us. We are under the supervision of 
almost 10 different lawyers with different styles and strengths. 

Consequently, we need to adapt our work to different kinds of practice. We are 
forced to learn to manage stress and deadlines. We explore different areas of 
practice and improve our individual and collective work techniques. ln December, 
the difference between us on day one of the French LPP in September and then will 
be impressive. 

Equity and Diversity 

lt is hard to imagine a better way than the French LPP to address equity and 
diversity challenges. The tools used by the Committee show the difference 
between traditional articling and the LPP. We disagree with the tools used. 

lndeed, most LPP candidates are considered as belonging to a minority for one 
reason or another. lt is to be expected that they would have more difficulty in 
accessing legal careers. lndeed, this does not mean that it is the LPP that made 
them have a more challengingjourney. 

Quite the contrary, the French LPP offers reat support to its candidates. lndeed, 
let's examine what tools were used in the evaluation, what the French LPP offers 
and what the evaluation does not show. 

On one hand, we think that the French LPP experience offers a greater opportunity 
to develop competences than the traditional articling experience. Unfortunately, 
the metrics used in the report assessing our program were too general. The metrics 
verified if candidates in traditional articling positions and in the LPP reach a certain 
level of competence. However, it overlooks additional and higher levels 
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competences attainable through the French LPP. Consequently, we cannot see the 
advantages of the program in the report produced by the Committee. 

On the other hand, it is true that some LPP candidates have experienced some 
difficulties, but as mentioned earlier, the program is the magnifying glass that 
shows us this reality. The tools used by the Committee do not answer to the 
question 11Why?" As French LPP candidates, we are witness to some reasons, while 
others may be discovered when the appropriate metrics are used. If the committee 
accepts, we could suggest some tools which would be able to explain these 
difficulties. 

Moreover, with the right tools and the right information, we are sure that the Fr
Team could help to selve equity and diversity challenges. The cancellation of the 
French LPP would be without doubt a great mistake. lt would deprive the Law 
Society of a program that is able to make the practice of law more accessible with 
regard to principles of equity. 
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French Law Practice Program 

Our flnal comments 

Our limits 
One month to prove the need to save the French LPP is not enough. We need extra 
time in order to produce a complete report, using authorities, proposing solutions, 
etc. ln short, we want to have the opportunity to add some proofto our allegations 
and propose our support ta help the Law Society improve the French LPP. 

What about the English LPP? We have not had the time ta communicate with this 
program's candidates. Unfortunately, for these reasons do not have information to 
comment on or share with respect ta the Ryerson program. 

What we propose 
For the best of the profession, as presented earlier, we suggest: 

1. That Convocation approve that the French LPP element of Pathways Pilot Project 
remain in place and continue to be evaluated for effectiveness, consideration of 
further enhancements and as part of future considerations, respecting transitional 
experiential training. 

ln order to: 
• Make the practice of law more accessible and offer access to justice in 

the French language 
• Offer supplementary help to minorities who need it in order ta access the 

profession 
• Allow new candidates have the great and unique experience we are 

having 

2. That the Law Society continue to monitor the French LPP and address the issues 
that have emerged from the pilot project respecting fairness, including the impact 
on equity-seeking groups and hiring, accessibility and objectivity. 
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ln onferto: 
• Allow the Law Society to use other metrics in order to properly evaluate 

the French LPP. 
• Allow the Fr-Team to ldentlfy barrlers and create a system able to 

eftlclenttv support candidates ln accesslng the profession 

3. That the Law Society wlll explore wlth the University of Ottawa, the French LPP 
Advlsory Board and other stakeholders who wlsh to be lnvolved, ways to develop 
the groundwork laid by the French LPP in order to create services for the French 
community in Ontario. 

ln orcfer to: 
• Make the program useful to more than just candidates, but to the whole 

legal community 

We can collaborate with any Committee, group or team in order to improve the 
French LPP and help solve any challenges from public opinion to financial 
challenges. 

There are not enough reasons to suspend the French LPP, while there are too many 
to keep it in place and improve it. 

Once agaln, thank you for acœptlng our comments and for conslderlng them 
before making any decision. 

Liliana Mora and The French LPP candidates 
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Notes: 
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Jordan Furlong   

In Defence of the Law Practice Program  

The Law Society of Upper Canada’s Professional Development and Competence Committee has 

released a report that recommends ending the Law Practice Program (LPP), an alternative 

pathway to licensing lawyers in Ontario, only two years into its pilot project term. The governing 

Benchers of the law society will vote on the committee’s recommendation on Nov. 9. Here are 

news articles about the situation from The Globe And Mail, The Lawyers Weekly, Law Times, 

and CBA National magazine. 

The committee’s recommendation is incorrect and ill-advised, and the Benchers should reject it 

at their November 9th meeting. Here’s why. 

1. There is no evidence that the program is failing. 

Let me quote from the committee’s report itself: “There is no evidence to suggest that the LPP is 

in fact second-tier or merits [such a] perception. Indeed, as the Committee has discussed above, 

the LPP is to all observation of very high quality and may, in fact, excel over articling in a 

number of areas” (para. 59).  

Indeed. There is no evidence that the new lawyer training experience provided by the LPP is 

inferior to articling, that lawyers trained through the LPP are less competent than those who 

passed through articling, or that the two providers of the LPP (Ryerson University and the 

University of Ottawa) are failing to provide a good training experience — in fact, the committee 

went out of its way to praise these providers. 

There’s only one data point in the report that casts any kind of shadow on the LPP. In paragraphs 

88 to 102 of its report, the committee notes that first-time licensing exam failure rates were about 

three times as high for LPP participants as for articling students. Obviously, that’s a concern.  

But as the committee says, these exams “require candidates to study, comprehend, analyze and 

then apply their knowledge, skill, ability and judgment to situational test questions.” Put 

differently, these exams test in writing a candidate’s knowledge of the law, a topic on which 

neither the articling experience nor LPP work placements has any real bearing. This discrepancy 

is far likelier to be traced back to the licensing candidate’s performance in law school — and I 

strongly suspect that it’s precisely those students who performed below the average in law school 

who have greater trouble landing an articling job, and who are therefore likelier to enter the LPP. 

(Author’s note: please see comment from David Wiseman, below, for clarifying information on 

this point.) 

If the committee wants to address with law school deans the preparedness of new law graduates 

to pass the licensing exam, then they should do so. But that’s not an issue to be laid at the LPP’s 

feet: correlation is not causation. If the committee had evidence that lawyers trained through the 

LPP fall below the standards of performance and professionalism that the Bar has set for itself, 

I’m sure we’d hear it. But I don’t see that data in this report.  
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I also see references in this report to the greater difficulty faced by LPP participants in landing 

full-time jobs in law firms [para. 69]. With respect, that’s not why the LPP (or articling, for that 

matter) exists. The sole purpose of both the articling system and the LPP is to ensure the 

competence of new lawyers, so as to better serve and protect the public interest. Nobody 

suggests that an articling experience is worthless if the student is not hired back as an associate. 

The same test should not be applied to the LPP. 

2. The “second-tier” argument for ending the program is specious. 

The primary ground cited by the committee to support ending the program is that the LPP is 

perceived to be a second-tier pathway into the profession. Here are some of the reasons cited by 

the committee to support its opinion: 

* “The majority of candidates in each licensing cohort appear to consider the LPP alternative as a 

second choice or, indeed, no choice at all.” [para. 60] 

* “The LPP failed to interest a significant portion of licensing candidates who could have chosen 

this path.” [para. 62] 

* “A declining percentage (38% in Year One and 27% in Year Two) of candidates in the LPP 

reported that it was their first choice for transitional experiential training.” [para. 64] 

* “Some of the LPP Focus Group participants expressed that this notion of stigma is linked to 

nomenclature, for example, ‘LPP candidate’ versus ‘articling candidate,’ when both could be 

‘students at law.'” [para. 68] 

* “The Committee accepts that there is little concrete evidence yet about law firm attitudes 

toward hiring the graduates, but the perceptions of candidates themselves reveals a deeply held 

view about which pathway is preferable.” [para. 79]  

So, if I’ve read this correctly, the committee wants to cancel the LPP primarily because many of 

its student participants consider it to be an inferior or second-class pathway into the profession. 

Where could they have gotten this impression? Who could be sending LPP participants a signal 

that their licensing experience isn’t as good as an articling experience? 

Let’s ask all the Benchers who voted against the LPP pilot program in 2012, as reported 

nationwide by The Globe And Mail: “Some within the Law Society have criticized the program – 

20 of 56 council members voted against it. They argue some firms will see the participants as 

second-class [and] that it will create a two-tiered licensing system….” 

Let’s ask former Bencher Gavin MacKenzie, who opposed the creation of the LPP in 2012 and 

explained his reasons to Law Times: “A major objection that I and others had to the proposal that 

carried … was that it created a two-tiered system and that graduates of the Law Practice Program 

would not be perceived in the same light as students who secured articling jobs.” 
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Let’s ask current Bencher Joseph Groia, who spoke at length to The Lawyers Weekly about his 

opposition to the LPP: “I would say to the people who want us to continue: How many more 

disadvantaged, second-tier lawyers do you want to have called to the bar…and what do you 

propose to do to help them overcome the stigma that they now are really having to deal with as 

they try to become fully contributing members of the profession?” 

And let’s ask current law society Treasurer Paul Schabas, whose 2015 Bencher candidacy 

website states: “I also opposed the Law Practice Program for creating a two-tier licensing 

process. There will be review of it soon, and if it’s not working we mustn’t be afraid to dump it.” 

I’m not criticizing any of these lawyers for holding these opinions, to which they are fully 

entitled. I’m saying it’s a little hard for the Law Practice Program to establish itself as a 

legitimate pathway into the profession in Ontario when the leaders of the profession have been 

ripping it as inferior and second-tier from the day the program was announced.  

Why wouldn’t the LPP’s participants feel they’ve been shunted onto a secondary track, when 

practicing lawyers keep sending that message in the legal and mainstream press? The LPP’s 

“second-tier perception” rap looks to me like a self-fulfilling prophecy; yet it’s the primary 

ground relied upon by the committee for ending the program. 

As for many LPP participants’ own preference for an articling position rather than an LPP 

placement — why should this be a surprise? Of course most students would prefer the articling 

route: it pays better, it offers a better (if ever-dwindling) chance of hireback, and as the 

profession apparently never tires of telling them, it’s regarded as the first-tier option.  

Viewed in this light, the remarkable thing about the committee’s prize statistic — that the LPP 

was the preferred choice for “just” 38% of Year One and 27% of Year Two candidates — is that 

the number is that high at all! Nearly a third of the people enrolled in this brand-new, frequently 

derided pathway in its first two years are there because they want to be. What would those 

numbers be like in five years, or ten, as the program continues to evolve and improve? 

Law professor Noel Semple puts it very well: “A regulator ending the LPP because it’s perceived 

as second-tier to articling is like a regulator banning Chevrolets because they are perceived as 

second tier to Cadillacs.”  

3. The financial reason for ending the program isn’t much better. 

The “second-class status” of the LPP isn’t the only reason cited by the committee to end the 

program. As The Globe And Mail reports, the LPP “is funded through an additional $1,900 

licensing fee from each of the more than 2,000 people who enter the profession each year. If the 

fee was charged to LPP participants only, it could rise to as much as $17,000.”  

The committee’s report also says: “Lawyer licensees are also supporting the cost of the LPP by 

contributing $1 million annually as part of their licensing fees” — but then it goes on to add, 

“although this amount has been allocated in years preceding the pilot project for other licensing-
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related matters.” So let’s be clear: this amount is not a new expense created to cover the cost of 

the LPP.  

If the committee’s problem with the LPP is that it’s expensive, then my response is: Yes, it is. 

It’s supposed to be. Training new lawyers is expensive. Law firms, the private entities to which 

the law society has been outsourcing the responsibility of assuring new lawyer competence 

through articling, routinely spend tens of thousands of dollars every year in salary alone to hire 

an articling student, never mind overhead, benefits, staff support, and billable time foregone by 

supervising lawyers. And I think most law firms in Ontario would attest that they can recover at 

most a small fraction of that expense through billing the students’ services to clients. (And we 

wonder why the number of articling positions is diminishing?)  

What the LPP has really done here is to surface and make visible to the law society exactly how 

much money it costs to bridge a lawyer from law school to practice. Perhaps because the law 

society has never had to incur those costs directly, they’ve come as a bit of a shock.  

But if the concern is that charging all new licensees $1,900 to fund the LPP is unfairly 

burdensome, then I agree. This cost should not be borne solely by new licensees, who enter the 

profession already staggering under massive debt loads and who have the lowest earning power 

of anyone in the profession. Instead, let’s spread the cost among the nearly 50,000 lawyer 

licensees in Ontario, or even among the approximately 25,000 lawyers in private practice.  

Let’s do the math. If I multiply $1,900 by 2,000 new licensees, I get $3,800,000 annually. Divide 

that number by 50,000 and the amount drops to $76. Limit it just to private-practice lawyers and 

the amount doubles to $152. Add in the $1 million cited above, if you like — that’s $40 per 

practicing lawyer, bringing us to a grand total of $192 a year. According to Canadian Lawyer‘s 

2016 legal fees survey, that’s equivalent to less than one billable hour a year for first-year 

lawyers, maybe 20 billable minutes a year for veteran practitioners. That doesn’t seem 

excessively burdensome to me. 

4. The Law Practice Program works. 

I’m not suggesting that the LPP is flawless and requires no improvements. Of course it’s a work 

in progress, and I expect that its providers would be among the first to agree. But just two years 

into a small-scale pilot project, how is it reasonable to expect anything else? If we travelled back 

in time to the early 20th century and assessed the articling system two years into its 

development, how good would it look by comparison? It’s really not clear to me what the 

Professional Development and Competence Committee expected from the LPP at this stage of its 

development, and how realistic those expectations were. 

But if the committee was interested in hearing some LPP success stories, some first-hand 

accounts that could belie the “second-tier” label, they are readily available. The lawyers, law 

firms, and in-house departments noted below either don’t buy the “second-tier” assessment or 

were willing to look past it. 
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* Jeffrey Francis, senior counsel at RBC, “wondered about the LPP program when it was 

launched and whether it would give students what they needed to know. ‘When I was articling, I 

estimate it took me at least six months to get up to where Amanda was when she joined us,’ he 

said, regarding LPP participant Amanda Amiri. ‘She knew what an NDA was, an indemnity, and 

a lot of other things you aren’t taught in law school.'” 

* “There was a negative perception [at the Ministry of the Environment] about what the LPP 

was,” said program participant Anna-Carole Bougie. “But when I spoke to them and as they saw 

the work I did, I got a lot better feedback about the LPP program. They said in some cases I was 

better prepared, because the practical experience we had in the fictional firm allowed me to know 

what documents they were talking about.” 

* Joshua D’Cunha’s “classmates and lawyers derided the program, insisting that employers 

would thumb their noses at LPP grads. Over time, D’Cunha recalls, that negativity sunk in: ‘I 

wondered, Maybe this will haunt me for the rest of my career.’ Then he got to Infrastructure 

Ontario — and no one cared. ‘All they were concerned about was my ability to do the work,’ 

says D’Cunha. After his placement, his boss hired him back, selecting him over an articling 

student.” 

Notice that in each of these cases, there was an initial degree of skepticism about the quality of 

LPP participants among the lawyers who took them on, or even among the participants 

themselves. But the students overcame those perceptions and proved themselves to be as good as 

any student hired to fill an articling position. And that brings me to my final point. 

5. Perceptions can be changed.  

If the law society is really concerned that there’s a perception of second-tier status afflicting the 

LPP, then it should start working to change the perception. If the law society were to throw its 

weight and authority behind the LPP, to show its support by standing up for the program and its 

participants, then those perceptions would start to improve in a hurry.  

This would not be hard to do. Find more success stories like those cited above from the LPP and 

publicize them throughout the profession. Get clients who’ve worked with LPP lawyers to 

provide glowing testimonials. Acknowledge that the program still has bugs to be worked out, but 

then start working to address them — don’t pronounce the patient to be terminally ill upon 

getting its very first physical.  

This is the opportunity that now lies before Convocation. The report of the committee, and the 

denigrating commentary about the LPP that accompanied it, has inflicted a great deal of damage 

to the program. Once you start telling everyone that something is “second-tier,” then regardless 

of the facts, the perception is poisoned and the program will find it ever more difficult to recruit 

participants, mentors, and placement opportunities. The prophecy continues to fulfill itself. 

But Convocation can stop that process in its tracks by rejecting the committee’s 

recommendations next month. By voting to support the LPP for at least another few years (and 

strengthening its sustainability by spreading the financial cost of the program more equitably 
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across the profession), the law society’s Benchers can start a brand-new narrative: of a governing 

body that’s willing to show courage and vision in the face of challenging early returns, that 

won’t abandon ship at the first sign of trouble ahead.  

If the LPP were demonstrably proven to be producing incompetent lawyers, then I’d be deeply 

concerned about continuing to support it. But is the law society seriously going to give up on a 

promising and innovative new-lawyer training program because it has an image problem? 

I’ve had my beefs with LSUC Convocation before. I opposed the decision to continue enforcing 

Ontario’s restrictions against non-lawyer ownership of law firms, for example. But the ABS 

debate was a real debate, with facts, evidence, and principles in play, and reasonable people can 

disagree about the wisdom of non-lawyer ownership. The decision not to pursue the ABS path 

was at least defensible, and while I disagreed strongly with those on the other side, I respected 

their position.  

This situation is different: there are no facts to discuss and no greater principles at stake. The 

committee wants to end the LPP because it isn’t sufficiently popular within the legal profession 

two years into its pilot term. That’s not remotely a good enough reason. 

No other options are on the table 

And let’s add one more fact about the LPP: it is never more necessary than it is today. The 

committee’s report does not exactly praise the articling system to the heavens either, and rightly 

so. The worst-kept secret in the Canadian legal profession is that articling has been stretched 

beyond its limits and can no longer function as a viable and equitable new-lawyer competence 

assurance system, a role it was never meant to play anyway.  

If the LPP is abandoned, then the rapidly narrowing path of articling will be the only way for 

new law graduates in Ontario to enter the profession, and that’s not going to cut it. Hundreds of 

otherwise viable candidates for Bar admission will be shut out of the legal profession every year 

because the articling positions simply aren’t there for them. It is inevitable that one of them will 

challenge the barrier to entry that the law society has erected. It is entirely likely that they will 

win. And then what? 

Let’s be clear: the Law Practice Program was conceived out of pure necessity. The number of 

articling jobs is shrinking, and there’s nothing the law society can do to stop that. There needs to 

be another route into the profession besides articling, yet over the course of several decades of 

near-constant study, the law society has not come up with any viable alternative option other 

than the LPP. There is no Plan C. 

The choice today is to invest more fully and sincerely in supporting the Law Practice Program 

through its growing pains, or to sit back and wait for the letter to arrive from the federal Bureau 

of Competition opening an investigation into restrictive admission practices by the self-

regulating body for Ontario’s lawyers. I think that’s a decision that all but makes itself. 
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If you’re an Ontario lawyer who’s concerned by the foregoing, then contact a Bencher in your 

district to make your opinions known. If you’re a lawyer outside Ontario or just an interested 

onlooker, consider signing on to this petition simply to make your feelings known. And if you’re 

a Bencher of the law society, I hope you’ll consider these arguments before casting your vote 

next month. 
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Kathryn Gamble-Lerchner 

 
Dear Review Committee: 
 
I was shocked to see the recommendation to discontinue the LPP. 
I have trained new lawyers coming out of the LPP program and feel they are receiving a 
solid foundation for learning how to service clients.  They are not second class.  They 
show many aptitudes at competence levels beyond the elite pool that get articles. 
This option should remain available in order to ensure we do not curtail the 
opportunities for those from education programs to get licensed. The market forces are 
not good for getting more general representation into the lawyer pool. 
The elimination of an alternative to traditional big firm articling  is setting us back as to 
advances on ensuring representation and fairness within the profession. 
The LLP should continue until another solution is found.  It is concerning that the 
program is being judged on the self-reflected perceptions of the students.   
The articling process is unfair to older, and marginalized students.  The Process of 
learning to be a lawyer that is competent to open a private practice should be available 
to everyone at law school in cooperation with placements where OSAP funding can be 
made for a practical year. The competencies obtained from articling should be available 
to everyone who is a graduate of law school.  The LSUC should partner with the 
schools and build a system where the competencies are obtained at law school and not 
after in some added on process.  The academics should include all the practical 
components and pure substantive law courses redesigned to incorporate the applied 
activities as well as a year of actual practical experience where everyone is on 
placements without pay.  Licencing standards are met during the school period and 
everyone comes out into the job market equal. 
 
These are my personal comments as an articling principle and do not reflect my 
employer’s views. 
 
 
Kathryn 
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Fernando Garcia 

General Counsel 

Nissan Canada, Inc. 

Mississauga, Ontario 

 

 

Sent via email to: policy@lsuc.on.ca 

 

Re: Pathways Pilot Project Evaluation and Enhancements to Licensing report 

 

Esteemed Law Society Benchers and fellow members of our profession, 

My name is Fernando Garcia and I am the General Counsel for Nissan Canada. I and my employer have 

supported the LPP (“Law Practice Program”) since its inception. During this time, we have had three LPP 

students join our legal department and immediately add value. In light of the recommendation made to 

terminate the LPP, I must express my view that this is a decision that is not only an incorrect decision, 

but it is one that will work to further marginalize those students from certain vulnerable categories such 

as women, international students and students from diverse backgrounds who have not had the 

opportunity to leverage networks or get into the formal process early enough to secure an articling role 

through the traditional process.     

Quality of Students 

The quality of resumes and the level of experience, professionalism and enthusiasm brought by the 

students I have met in no way support the argument that these students or the program are second tier. 

There will be some who feel this, in the same way that some people may still hold unacceptable 

personal beliefs that members of certain minority groups or gender should not be lawyers, we do not 

need to give them any validity, rather we need to educate THESE people about the value that the LPP 

provides to students. Yes, there will be a higher number of members of diverse background in the LPP as 

a result of being new to the country, lacking mentors and connections in the profession, etc. However, 

this in no way suggests that these students are less knowledgeable, capable or valuable to the 

profession.  Rather, the LPP offers an invaluable opportunity for these students to get a foot in the door, 

develop networks and put their skills and education to practice.  

Lack of Articling Roles.  

Many students find it difficult to secure articling positions as a result of their lack of networks and, 

especially for new Canadian or foreign trained lawyers, due to procedural limitations with the process 

that have an adverse effect of foreign lawyers. Many articling roles at law firms are filled through on 

campus interviews (OCI) and bringing in students in the first or second year, which then leads to an 

articling role. This, in practice, excludes foreign trained lawyers who only become available in the third 

year and do not have the benefit of an OCI process.  
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Experiences in the Program 

The LPP itself, based on my discussions with students enrolled in it, is very positive. The emphasis on the 

building of practical skills, the use of actors and the ability to see the process from beginning to end is 

very valuable. I have spoken to many traditional articling students, including myself, who felt that their 

articling experience was filled with an extensive amount of memo writing and photocopying. Much of 

the learning was also book-based learning through the bar ads. The move toward the new program, the 

active learning and simulation of actual client experiences adds value to the learning experience and is 

well accepted by the students.  

Unpaid Placements 

I understand that one of the criticisms of the LPP is that students have had to take unpaid articling 

placements in order to complete their program. However, I understand that 73% of all placements were 

paid. To be clear, unpaid placements are not only a reality under the LPP. Unpaid placements also 

existed in the traditional articling program. I myself knew students who worked for 10 months in unpaid 

articling roles, just to check the box and get called to the bar. To criticize the LPP for having unpaid 

placements is not justified.  

Economies of Scale 

I note that some of the criticisms of the LPP, which resulted in the recommendation to not extend the 

program, relate to the cost of operating the program. It is important to note that the costs associated 

with developing and starting the program will always be greater than the costs of maintaining the 

program moving forward. Also, there are economies of scale with having a greater number of 

participants go through the program. Consequently, I would propose that the LPP become the main 

articling process. This not only addresses the concerns with the “second tier” argument, it helps address 

the adverse effect on diverse and foreign trained lawyers of finding a traditional placement, but also, 

most importantly, it provides better training for the lawyers of tomorrow. 

Realities of the Legal Profession 

Most law school graduates will not practice law in a law firm. The old days of this singular career path 

are no longer here. Today, law school graduates and lawyers are playing critical roles in the in-house 

counsel profession, within compliance departments, in government, working for charities, in HR, and in 

many other roles. The LPP is better at preparing these students for these roles which, I am sure statistics 

will show, in the long run are the most likely career path for these graduates. The LPP is more reflective 

of the current labour market realities than the traditional articling program. 

Room for improvement: Length of Placement 

If there is one piece of the LPP that I would replace, it is the length of the placement term. The 4-month 

placement is too short. Just as LPP students are getting comfortable with their role, the players within 

their placement and the companies/organization, the term ends. I would prefer to see an 8 or 10 month 

placement term. 
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Recommendation:  

When weighing in all of the factors above, I recommend and would be supportive of replacing the 

traditional articling program with the LPP. This will ensure that there is no stigma associated with LPP 

students, that these students get a valuable and practical education and to start all students with a firm 

foot forward in their career. By making the LPP the main articling program, it can also benefit from the 

economies of scale associated with getting a greater number of students enrolling in the program.  

We owe it to our future legal colleagues to support and advance the programs that add value to their 

education and career, killing the LPP would be very misguided and will hurt those who are most 

vulnerable and the ones who we need to become successful in order to ensure that all of our 

communities benefit from access to justice and the elimination of barriers.  

 

Thank you for your time and consideration 

 

Fernando Garcia 
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Anita Goela 
 

 

Dear Benchers, 

 

I am currently an LPP mentor. I also work for Legal Aid Ontario as staff duty counsel in criminal and family court. I was 

attracted to the LPP because of its focus on experiential learning and potential for solving access to justice issues. 

 

What has struck me most about the program is its focus on practical training. I am confident that the candidates I mentor 

are well-equipped to begin their careers in private practice or for an employer. The virtual law firm programming 

delivered by the LPP is rigorous and masterfully-crafted. For candidates considering careers as sole practitioners, I would 

recommend the LPP over traditional articling. For those who do not seek out careers as sole practitioners, the benefits of 

the program include valuable skills development in research, ethics, client management and communications. 

 

LPP candidates are being trained to perform high quality legal work at an affordable rate. I have faith that they will solve 

access to justice issues in criminal, family and small claims court. In fact, the candidates I mentor are currently developing 

a business model for delivering high quality and low cost legal services in family court as part of their Access to Justice 

Innovation Challenge. 

 

From what I understand, all articling candidates, regardless of whether they are LPP participants, pay equally for the LPP. 

This is not fair for traditional articling candidates. The LPP is a high quality skills based legal training program. It should 

charge participants fees. It is reasonable that LPP participants should pay more than non-LPP participants. 

 

Thank you for considering my comments. 

 

Anita Goela 

 

 

*These comments are mine alone and do not reflect the views of Legal Aid Ontario or the Law Practice Program.* 
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October 19, 2016 
 
 
Policy Secretariat 
The Law Society of Upper Canada (LSUC) 
Osgoode Hall, 130 Queen Street West 
Toronto, ON  M5H 2N6 
     
By e-mail to: policy@lsuc.on.ca 
 

Re:  The Law Practice Program 
 
Dear Sir or Madam: 
 
I am writing this letter to urge you to reject the recommendation by the LSUC subcommittee that 
the Law Practice Program (LPP) end after the 2016-2017 term. 

 
I support the LPP because of its ability to effectively teach licensing candidates how to be 
excellent lawyers.  Personally, I have learned so much about Canadian law, professional conduct, 
and legal writing in two short months.  Prior to joining the LPP, I was concerned about my 
ability to practice law in Ontario.  My concern was based on the fact that my exposure to 
Canadian law and professional training was limited.  However, my concerns have diminished 
significantly since I started the LPP.  So far, I have learned how to:  perform legal research, 
interview clients, draft legal memos, manage my time, draft estate documents, communicate 
effectively with clients, write opinion letters, and docket.  All of these skills are required to be an 
effective lawyer, and I am continuing to hone these skills in seven different areas of law.  
Frankly, I believe that the LPP provides the kind of training and experience that clients need 
their lawyers to have. 

 
The LPP has provided me with a tremendous opportunity to gain the skills and confidence I need 
to practice law in Ontario.  I sincerely hope that future licensing candidates will have the same 
opportunity that I currently have.  If you have any questions regarding my opinion or experience 
in the LPP, please feel free to contact me.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
Daniel Gordon 
LPP Candidate 
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Dilpreet Grewal 

Hello, 

As a recent graduate from the University of Manchester Law School I have been keen on 

participating in the LPP.  Currently I am in the process of writing NCA exams and doing my best 

to get through them while I work.  I do this to support myself and pay loans with the intention of 

qualifying for the final year of the pilot program offered at Ryerson.  Articling is a major concern 

and a program such as the LPP after nearly a decade of working to this point is indispensable as 

a resource.  If the program had already been renewed I would take more time to do my NCA 

exams given my financial circumstances.  There are many barriers in my conversion but I have 

found the LPP to provide a certain degree of predictability and opportunity for such a 

challenging transition.  Should it not be renewed and I cannot meet the requirements in time, an 

important avenue to my goal of being a well-trained practicing  lawyer will be gone.  While this 

does not end my chances for an articling position, it significantly hampers them as I do not have 

the robust practical training Canadian law schools offer despite my academic competency.  I am 

looking forward to not only fulfilling my articling requirements, but to also enjoy the full benefit 

of the 4 months of training.  The program fills many gaps and creates an opportunity for able law 

graduates to demonstrate their full potential despite the many barriers they face.  It is my 

sincerest hope that the LPP is renewed for the benefit of not only candidates, but to those firms 

that participate. Thank you for your time and consideration of my views on this matter. 

Dilpreet Grewal 
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Neil Guthrie 

I am writing in support of Ryerson's Law Practice Program, but I should first make two 

disclaimers: my comments do not necessarily reflect the views of Bennett Jones or its clients; 

and I have been involved with the LPP as a subject matter expert, having helped to develop and 

deliver the curriculum in legal research and writing. 

My experience of the LPP suggests that the content and execution of the programme are good, 

and in some ways better than what is offered to articling students at a large firm (who are often 

buried in meaningless tasks like document review and making deliveries). No doubt the LPP can 

be improved, but I think it has provided good training so far – as the Law Society sub-

committee's report itself acknowledges. One might even argue that it is the articling system that 

should be dispensed with, in favour of a programme more like the LPP.  

It seems unfair to criticise the LPP for not finding paid placements for all candidates; this is a 

reflection of a difficult job market. It is also true, I will admit, that the large Toronto firms could 

do more in taking on LPP candidates.  

Nor, I think, should the success rate of LPP candidates in the Bar admission exams be attributed 

to the LPP. The blame, it seems to me, may lie with the law schools.  

That brings me to a further point: doing away with the LPP will exacerbate, not ameliorate, the 

problem of an excess supply of law graduates who are unable to pursue careers as lawyers. The 

LPP may not be perfect, but it does allow a significant number of graduates to become licensed 

and to practise. This is particularly important in light of the high cost of a legal education, which 

leaves many students with very large indebtedness. 

Based on my observation of three LPP classes, there is a larger percentage of what used to be 

called visible minority candidates than there may be among the articling students at many Bay 

Street firms. The LPP is, in this respect, probably more reflective of the diversity of Ontario's 

population than the articling cohort, and I fear that ending the programme will have a 

disproportionate (and obviously negative) effect on law graduates from backgrounds that have 

historically been under-represented in the profession. 

I urge Convocation not to vote in favour of ending the LPP – and to make a comprehensive 

reassessment of legal education and licensing in Ontario.  

Yours truly 

Neil Guthrie 
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Oct. 19, 2016 

 

     

Policy Secretariat  

The Law Society of Upper Canada 

Osgoode Hall, 130 Queen Street West 

Toronto, ON, M5H 2N6 

Re: Pathways Pilot Project Evaluation and Enhancements to Licensing report 

Dear Sir/Madame: 

This letter is intended to briefly weigh in on the pilot project known as the Law Practice 

Program (LPP).  

Much of what I would comment on has already been identified by others.  The Sept. 22, 

2016 Report by Professional Development & Competence Committee provides an  insufficient 

analysis of the LPP to properly weigh and consider the merits of whether the program should be 

continued.   

For example,  the use of  intake  interviews on  the perception of  the program  is not  a 

qualitatively valid means of assessing the contents of the program.  In other words, nothing in the 

program itself can be objectively criticized by the Committee in the Report.  All objective measures 

of training appear to suggest that the LPP program is qualitatively equivalent, if not superior, to 

the traditional articling process  in ensuring that  licensing candidates receive the practical skills 

and training that are necessary for practice.  It is the focus on the skills and training that are in the 

public interest, and what the licensing process is intended to address. 

Additionally, the disproportionate focus of the Report and surrounding discussions on the 

passage rate of LPP candidates with the licensing exam is misplaced.  It should not be a surprise 

that candidates who conducted their  law school education outside of the  jurisdiction (i.e. NCA 

candidates) will typically fare worse on  licensing exams than those who did not.   The fact that 

there  is a disproportionate number of NCA  candidates  in  the  LPP  is  itself  incidental, and not 

determinative of the program itself. 

What I would like to focus on instead stems directly from my role as an invited moderator 

by the law society for the debate on the articling crisis on Nov. 21‐22, 2012.  As a result of this 

informal role, I was likely more attuned to the nuance and the details of some of the discussions 

around  this  program  that most members  of  the  bar.    In  particular, my  focus will  be  on  the 

amendment to the motion made by Bencher Julian Falconer, which accomplished 2 things: 

1. The  length of  the  LPP program was  shortened  from 5 years under 1.a. of  the 
motion to 3 years 

2. The cost of the program was to borne in part by the profession 
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The  current  review of  the  LPP  is  therefore being  conducted  in 2016, as opposed  to 2018, as 

originally envisioned.  In a new and innovative program which appears to be evaluated in the Sept. 

22, 2016 report primarily by perspective of incoming participants, this abbreviated length of time 

is insufficient to either collect appropriate data or to transform any of these perceptions, if these 

perceptions were a valid metric for evaluation to begin with. 

The original motion required under 1.b.,i,  for data  to be collected  for  the purposes of 

evaluation.    Not  only  is  this  data  not  properly  collected  in  the  Report,  the  analysis  by  the 

consultant is similarly flawed for many of the same reasons.  The motion to abbreviate the LLP 

program  from 5  to 3  years  therefore has  the  effect of  ensuring  that  the program  cannot be 

successful. 

The second component of the Falconer amendment was that the costs should be shared 

by  the  profession.  Although  on  a  plain meaning,  and  on  a  contextual  understanding  of  the 

amendment as it was introduced in the debate, would suggest that the cost would be defrayed 

across all licensees in the province, this is not in fact how the law society decided to implement 

it. Instead, this turned into a cost allocation across all the licensees, LPP candidates or otherwise, 

for the applicable year.   

The  origin  of  this  cost  implementation  came  from  the  original  suggestions  from  the 

Pathways Project, and is not a proper interpretation of the amendment as it was presented. The 

effect of this is to accentuate and concentrate the costs of the LPP on those who can least afford 

it, and those who do not have a vote for the benchers in the law society. That itself is a significant 

cause for concern when considering the broader context. 

The Pathways Project emerged out of an increasingly acute need to review the fairness 

of the route to licensing in the province. This was not a new concern, and there are law society 

materials dating back to at  least 2007  indicating that there were discussions around the  issue.  

The problem was  that despite congratulatory assurances  that  the profession would  solve  this 

problem ourselves by creating additional articling positions, nothing was truly done to solve the 

problem.  In  other words,  the  legal  community  failed,  despite  repeated  attempts,  to  solve  a 

problem that was facing them for several years. The LPP  is the first  instance where something 

substantive has actually been executed to address the issue. 

In this context, it is completely inappropriate to remove the LPP program entirely, as is 

currently contemplated, without a viable alternative  in place. To do so would  return  the  legal 

community in Ontario to a position we were in a decade ago, with no foreseeable alternatives in 

the future.  Administratively this appears to be a bizarre manner to address a pressing problem, 

and itself is an ineffective and inefficient use of resources. 
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We must also remember that the majority of those who do not receive articling positions 

come from historically marginalized populations in Ontario.  Removing the LPP entirely without 

an  alternative  at  this  time  would  effectively  be  to  disproportionately  and  adversely  impact 

racialized members, women, and those of lower socio‐economic status.  Such actions cannot be 

seen as conscionable, and raise fundamental questions about the role and function of the  law 

society as a whole. 

The review of the LPP is incomplete. Despite ongoing controversy around articling and its 

alternatives,  the  legal community  in Ontario  is not  in a position  to provide any determinative 

conclusion, either about the future of articling or the LPP as a whole. The only viable solution in 

these  circumstances  is  to  provide  a  time‐limited  extension  on  the  LPP,  and  introduce  better 

metrics  to  evaluate  its  participants  from  a  skills  and  training  perspective  following  their 

completion.  In  order  for  this  information  to  have  any  statistical  validity,  a  similar  form  of 

evaluation would need to be conducted for those who are participating in the traditional articling 

program. 

Thank you for reviewing these comments, and I hope that any decisions regarding the LPP 

be made  carefully,  cautiously,  and with  full  consideration  of  the  candidates who will  be  left 

without any recourse if this program is terminated prematurely. 

Sincerely, 

 

  Omar Ha‐Redeye 

AAS, BHA (Hons.), PGCert, JD, LLM 

CNMT, RT(N)(ARRT) 
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Carolyn Hart 

 
 
To Whom It May Concern 
 
I am writing to express my support for the Law Practice Program and my opposition to the 
recommendation that it be discontinued after this year.  I have worked with the LPP, since its inception, 
as a mentor. I was impressed with the curriculum in the first year and it has improved in each 
subsequent year.  In my view, the LPP is an improvement over regular articles in that it ensures that all 
students get to work on a variety of files and develop their practical skills such as legal research, legal 
writing advocacy and interviewing.  
 
Although it is a long time since I personally articled, I believe that the LLP program gives students a 
better foundation than regular articles.  Regular articles can be quite random.  What you learn is a 
function of what your principal is working on, how much time they have to spend with you and how 
good they are at teaching.  In the LPP, students get assigned difficult and responsible tasks that they 
might not get to do during regular articles.  Moreover, they get feedback on almost everything that they 
do and the feedback comes from experienced lawyers who are passionate about working with young 
lawyers.  Many of the students that I mentored have commented to me that they wished that law 
school had been more like the LPP.   
 
I maintain that it would be a mistake to abandon the LPP and return to the “dog eat dog” system where 
lots of intelligent people, many of whom are racialized,  do not get to practice because they cannot find 
articling positions. In fact, I would like to see the LPP made a requirement for all students seeking 
admission to the bar.  If all students went through the LPP stream there would probably be enough jobs 
to go around.  Colleagues have commented to me that they would be more likely to create an LPP 
articling placement than a regular articling job because it is not as big a commitment for their firm or 
organization.  Making the LPP mandatory would solve also the problem of the LPP being perceived as 
second best.  Lastly, there is precedent for making participation in such a program mandatory.  In 1993, 
when I qualified, we were required to take bar admission courses through the LSUC that last for 
approximately one semester.   
 
I understand that there are more law grads today and more who graduate from schools outside of our 
jurisdiction but I do not find that a compelling argument for continuing with a system that weeds out 
too many people who have worked very hard to achieve their dream of becoming a lawyer.  The 
majority of LPP candidates that I have worked with have been competent.  Some of them have been 
excellent.  Yet quite possibly none of them would have been able to qualify as lawyers without the 
LPP.  That suggests to me the our profession needs the LPP. 
 
I urge Convocation to reject the recommendation to discontinue the LPP and to consider making 
participation in the LPP mandatory for all students seeking admission to the bar in Ontario. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Carolyn Hart 
Counsel 
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Robert G. Harvie, Q.C. 

 
 
As a former Bencher in Alberta who was on their Education and Credentials Committee, I was impressed 
with the very hard work required to eventually achieve success in national mobility in the Profession. 
 
I was equally dismayed when, with what appeared to be no interprovincial consultation, the LSUC 
embarked upon the LPP program, fundamentally changing the way that lawyers entered the profession, 
with what appeared to be an assumption on the part of the LSUC that fellow Law Societies would just 
accept that equivalency.  For the most part, that appears to have been the case, but the failure of the 
LSUC to consult with and engage the broader profession in the discussion I think is now resulting in the 
unfortunate situation you find yourself. 
 
With all of the work that went into coordinating inter-provincial mobility, until you obtain broad 
acceptance from all Law Societies at adopting a the same approach, I would recommend deferring this 
“novel” approach to access to the profession. 
 
Otherwise, your effort risks reducing the efficacy of the Federation of Law Societies as showing a certain 
degree of indifference to a “national approach” to qualification, and does a disservice to the students 
who are being sold a “brand” of access which is, for perhaps good reason, seen as an “inferior” 
qualification to admission to the bar – and, worse, may result in an expansion of poorly trained young 
lawyers entering the profession struggling to make a living – which, in my experience as an adjudicator 
on conduct matters, is a recipe for future sanctionable conduct. 
 
Robert G. Harvie, Q.C. 
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Andrew J. Heal, LL.M. 

 
 
 
October 19, 2016 
 
SENT BY E-MAIL & DELIVERED 
 
The Law Society of  Upper Canada 
Osgoode Hall 
130 Queen St. West 
Toronto, ON 
M5H 2N6 

Re: Law Practice Program (“LPP”) 
Submissions to Convocation 
Convocation Meeting November 9, 2016 

I would urge Convocation to look closely at the benefits of  the alternative LPP program and consider 
extending it. 

Our firm has actively supported the LPP since its inception. We hired an LPP Candidate for January 2015, 
for January 2016, and we will participate again, having offered a position to a candidate for this coming 
January 2017. We hired one of  our LPP candidates full time as an associate lawyer, and the other was 
extended multiple times prior to his call to the bar. 

The Professional Development & Competence Committee Report of  September 22, 2016 (the “Report”), 
includes a comprehensive look at the articling and LPP pathways to licensing. The conclusion of  the Report 
is to do away with the LPP alternative pathway. The conclusion is the LPP pilot project has “run its course”.  

I would pose these questions for consideration: Is our increasingly diverse society more or less represented 
in the either of  the two pathways to licensing? If  the diversity of  our society is more reflected in the LPP 
program (as the Report seems to suggest), why end the program?  

In my respectful view, it would be a shame for Convocation to vote to end the LPP alternative pathway to 
licensing.  

The LPP pathway to licensing:  
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x Allows eligible candidates an alternative pathway to licensing since they have been excluded from the 
articling pathway by choice, or by circumstance. 

x Has excellent tools of  a mix of  lecture and skills training, and on-line sessions that prepare 
candidates over 17 weeks for a further 16 week work placement.  

x Ensures only competent candidates become licensed. There is no demonstrable difference to entry -
level skills demonstrated in the LPP pathway compared to the articling pathway according to the 
Report.  

x The apparent criticism of  the LPP pathway is a perception of  the LPP as a “second tier” pathway. 
This is not my perception, as a LPP work placement supervisor and mentor. 
 
The Report goes on to state, in part:  

“The Committee observes at the outset of  the analysis of  second-tier perception that over the last two years there has been positive f eedback 
about the LPP pathway and the performance and competence of  the candidates emerging f rom it.  This has come f rom a variety of  sources 
including work placement supervisors, lecturers, lawyers and mentors in both the English and French LPP.  Although the LPP has been the 
second choice for the majority of  candidates in it, it is true that for a percentage of  the candidates it was the f irst choic e.  For those who have 
now completed the LPP and been licensed it was a path to licensing. 
 
Despite this, af ter two years, and at the outset of  the third, in the Committee’s view there is evidence that the alternative  pathway of  the LPP is 
perceived as second tier.  The Committee strongly emphasizes the language of  “perception”, because there is no evidence to suggest 
that the LPP is in fact second-tier or merits the perception.  Indeed, as the Committee has discussed above, 
the LPP is to all observation of very high qual ity and may, in fact, excel over articling in a number of areas.” 
 

(See Report, at para. 58 and 59 [emphasis added]) 

Further, it appears plain that the LPP candidates self-select as motivated and eligible candidates who 
undertake the appropriate steps to become licensed. Further, the work placement supervisors, lecturers and 
lawyers and mentors confirm positive feedback about performance and competence, as reflected in the Report. 
Performance and competence should be the focus. 

The Report does state the focus of  the LSUC licensing process must be to ensure that all lawyer candidates 
demonstrate the required competencies at entry-level to provide legal services effectively, in the public 
interest. The LPP pathway appears to meet this criterion. 

My greater concern is that without an alternative pathway to licensing such as the LPP, a significant portion 
of  eligible candidates will have no pathway to licensing. Such candidates will continue to face economic 
barriers to entry into our profession when there is no evidence that the LPP is in fact a second-tier pathway.  
This is particularly distressing when the LPP pathway actually produces competent entry -level candidates for 
licensing according to the Report. 

Our profession needs to look to the future and a changing and more diverse Ontario, and give back some of  
the opportunities we received.  
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We participate in the LPP to give back to the profession that mentored us, and to ensure that there are 
reasonable opportunities for candidates from diverse backgrounds that may not otherwise have a pathway to 
licensing.  

We are a boutique law firm of  now five lawyers. While we formed recently, I have practiced over 25 years  in 
Ontario. My two partners have each practiced over 10 years at the Ontario bar. We have practiced at large 
firms, and smaller firms, and mid-sized firms. We have interacted with and seen a lot of  articling students 
and young lawyers over the years. 

Each LPP candidate we have interviewed are as good candidates as any of  the articling students  any of  us 
have seen over our many years of  practice, both at Heal & Co. LLP, and at our predecessor firms. We don’t 
hire LPP students as “a favour” or as “a compromise” or perceive them as “lower tier” candidates, or 
becoming “lower tier” lawyers.  

The greatest threat to our profession is that we might individually or collectively forget that the only reason 
any of  us are qualified lawyers is that more senior and more established lawyers first mentored us to allow 
entry into a competitive and challenging profession. Now more than ever there are greater barriers to entry 
(including the cost of  law school) and the opportunity cost of  pursuing a license.  

No one has a right to practice law; it is a privilege to do so; but the playing field should be fair and even. 
Let’s all do our part to make it that way. 

Yours very truly, 

Heal & Co. LLP 

Andrew J. Heal 
AJH/bc 
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Kwong Ho 

 

Hi, I am a candidate of the LPP 2016-17. I wish to share my thoughts on the program. 

 

I have recently decided to be called to the bar, some 5 years after graduation. In talking to my 

classmates already called, it seems the LPP is a substantial improvement over articling for Bay 

Street firms if I were aiming to operate small practice. The advantages that I see are: 

 focus on RPC 

 overall exposure for all areas of law 

 practical training on the practice of law i. e. client intake, conflicts and dealing with 

everyday issues like running a law practice as a business 

The main disadvantage that I see is the lack of a senior lawyer to provide insight if a situation 

comes about in practice I think this would be something that the LPP can provide through a 

mentoring program. 

 

Overall, the LPP provides greater access to justice through setting up smaller practices. It is a 

shame that the good work of Chris and Gina are coming to an end. It is also very disappointing 

that candidates who want to have a smaller firm will no longer have the opportunity to attend 

such a unique and enriching program. 

 

kyh  
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October 19, 2016

Policy Secretariat
The Law Society of Upper Canada
Osgoode Hall, 130 Queen Street West
Toronto, ON
M5H 2N6

To whom it may concern:

Re: Pathways Pilot Project Evaluation and Enhancements to Licensing report

I am a present candidate of the Law Practice Program, and offer my comments in support of the 
Professional Development and Competence Committee's recommendation to end the Law 
Practice Program.

At the time the Law Practice Program was conceived, the Ontario legal profession was facing a 
crisis. Our freshly minted JD's were unable to obtain Articling positions; the final major hurdle to 
earning the right to practice law in Ontario was eluding. The Law Society Articling Task Force 
was formed in December 2011 to address this issue, and the Law Practice Program was created as
a pilot project to remedy this problem.

However, my view is that this program does not adequately address this problem, and does so at a
considerable cost to the legal profession.

The “articling crisis” has been incorrectly characterized as a problem of unavailability of articling
placements. I believe it is more correctly characterized as a lack of articling positions with 
adequate compensation. There are a number of articling placements available through job boards 
such as Indeed, the Law Society of Upper Canada's Articling Registry, WowJobs, Kijiji, etc. 
However these placements offer little or no compensation to the prospective candidate.

The root causes of this explosion of placements for little or no compensation can be debated. My 
view is that it can be traced back to the number of graduates produced by law schools across the 
country. JD graduates have flooded the market for legal services in increasing numbers1, which 
only compounds unavailability of articling placements for adequate compensation.

Why is it so important for adequate compensation for an articling student? In addition to growing 
enrollment in JD programs, the cost of admission has ballooned as well. University of Toronto's 
tuition fees have increased from $2451 in 1995 to nearly $35,000 in 2016, representing a 1317% 
increase in just 21 years.2 Inflation over the same period would warrant just a 47% increase in 
tuition fees.3 For a student who has access to the Newfoundland and Labrador Student Loans 
program, the maximum aid available for a prospective legal professional is a mere $350 per week
of study plus an additional $375 per month of study for students from low income families.4 
Students eligible for both would have a relatively meager $12,800 in student aid available, barely 
covering 1/3 of University of Toronto's JD tuition cost.

The financial picture is just as grim for students attending other law schools. Only University of 
Victoria, University of New Brunswick, University of British Columbia, University of Manitoba, 

1 http://news.nationalpost.com/full-comment/robyn-urback-here-ontario-have-some-more-law-school-
grads

2 http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/education/todays-law-grad-six-figures-in-debt-and-
heading-to-bay-street/article10565699/; http://www.law.utoronto.ca/academic-programs/jd-
program/financial-aid-and-fees/student-fees-jd-program#jd_fees. 

3 CPI index – Bank of Canada, http://www.bankofcanada.ca/rates/related/inflation-calculator/
4 http://www.aes.gov.nl.ca/studentaid/fulltime/assistance/index.html#1617
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and McGill University offer tuition low enough to allow a student the possibility to pay tuition on
Newfoundland and Labrador's public student aid system alone.

This has the effect of leaving students in massive debt post-graduation5. It should be no surprise 
that the same students are unwilling to accept unpaid articling placements. For those who already 
come from disadvantaged backgrounds, lacking financial stability to enter the profession is 
compounding their pre-existing barriers.

It was my belief that the LPP offered a better alternative to an unpaid (or nominally paid) 
articling placement.

The LPP consists of 4 months of a practical training component, which is not compensated. The 
financial aid available to LPP candidates is continuation of interest free status for OSAP 
borrowers during the program. Students who do not live in the Toronto area are required to 
commute to Ryerson at their own expense for three “in-person” weeks throughout this 
component.

Following the 4 month practical training component candidates complete a work placement, 
which they have the onus of obtaining for themselves. 28% of these placements in Year 2 of the 
LPP program were unpaid.6 This leaves 72% of LPP candidates with paid placements assuming 
the 100% placement ratio that Ryerson provides in their report on the LPP. Ryerson does not 
provide the amount of compensation to candidates in their report.

Ryerson offers assistance to students in the form of solicited placements via the PlacePro 
platform. These paid placements range in compensation from around minimum wage ($11.40 per 
hour) and/or modest stipends to sums that would be acceptable for any legal graduate. These 
placements are overwhelmingly concentrated in the Greater Toronto Area, with 2 placements 
available in Middlesex and Elgin counties, 1 in Windsor-Essex, 1 in Cochrane district, 1 in 
Waterloo region and 3-4 in Ottawa. For students who are required to work in the GTA, minimum 
wage or modest stipends will not cover cost of living in Toronto.7

I do not deny the value of the practical training component or work placements. I also do not 
deny that both experiences have value comparable to articling. However, financial burden 
weighed heavily on my decision to pursue the LPP instead of articling. On reflection, the 
financial burden was comparable for both options.

In sum, the effect of the Law Practice Program is comparable to placing a band-aid on a gunshot 
wound. There are underlying factors that have contributed to the articling crisis in Ontario: rising 
student debt, increased enrollment at Canadian law schools, exorbitant tuition fee increases, and 
the inability of students - like myself - to accept unpaid articling placements for fear of financial 
ruin. The Law Practice Program offers an alternate, but not a solution. It does so at considerable 
cost to the legal profession.8 Unpaid and nominally paid articling placements are available to law 
graduates, and still will be if the Law Practice Program is discontinued, but they accept the same 
at their own peril.

I do not advocate for a return to the former status quo. I advocate for exploring another solution. 
The Law Practice Program was an experiment in alternative licensing, and served that purpose 
admirably enough. However, the time has come to move towards another alternative. One that 

5 http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/education/todays-law-grad-six-figures-in-debt-and-
heading-to-bay-street/article10565699/

6 https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7rz2imdI0kXTnRPY0toTzNjXzg/view
7 https://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2015/04/10/toronto-couples-with-kids-must-make-1852hr-each-to-

get-by-report-finds.html
8 http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/ottawa/ontario-law-school-fee-almost-doubles-due-to-new-training-

1.2527980
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identifies financial barriers to legal graduates and the underlying causes of why our graduates 
aren't completing articling placements.

Sincerely,

Alexander Hodder
London, ON
B Sc (Memorial, '11), JD (New Brunswick, '15)
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"1i'4 ~~,:~~'~;.::L LLP 
'Trust re;cperience" 

October 19, 2016 

Via Email - policy@lsuc.on.ca 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Re: Policy at LSUC 

TORONTO: 141 Adelaide Street West, Suite 1700 
Toronto. Ontario M5H 3L5 
TEL.: (416) 369-1140 FA.X: (416) 369-1517 

OAKVILLE: 228 Lakeshore Road East 
Oakville, Ontario L6J 5A;2. 
TEL.: (416) 369-1140 FAX: (416) 369-1517 

WEBSITE: www.hullandhull.com 

lan M. Hull 
Certified Specialist (Estates and Trusts Law) 
Certified Speclalist (Civil Lltigation) 
Direct: (416) 369-7826 
E-Mail: ihull@hullandhull.com 

1 write to provide my strong support for the LPP program. 1 was intricately involved with the 
program from its beginning. 1 assisted in preparing the estates materials and participated 
directly in teaching online estates seminars and also 1 taught at live seminars in respect of both 
estates matters and regarding practice issues such as interviewing clients. 

1 have had direct contact with many of the students over the last three years and 1 am constantly 
impressed with the enthusiasm and the level of expertise that is created by this program. 

ln my view my strongest endorsement of the program is the fact that we have also maintained 
an LPP student every year and 1 have enjoyed the experience with working with them over the 
past three years. Finally, 1 have also employed a lawyer that has corne out of the LPP program. 
She has been an excellent resource for our firm and has corne into our practice with excellent 
practice skills. 

ln conclusion, 1 cannot more strongly support this program and in my view it is something that is 
essential for the Law Society to continue. 

*on behalf of The Hull & Hull Professional Corporation 

t t83798 1 
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The Law Society of Upper Canada (LSUC) 
Osgoode Hall, 130 Queen Street West  
Toronto, Ontario M5H 2N6 

RE: Pathways Pilot Project; Law Practice Program 

Dear Law Society of Upper Canada, 

My name is Melissa Ilardo. I was called to the bar in June, 2016 after completing the Law Practice Program 
(LPP). I am writing this letter to express my disappointment with the LSUC Subcommittee recommendation for 
the termination of the LPP, mostly because I think that the data used in the report is not an accurate depiction of 
the cross section of candidates which participate in the program. I support the LPP fully and want to give you my 
story so that you can see that not all LPP candidates can be so easily classified in the way that the report groups 
us. I would have provided feedback sooner had any member of the Subcommittee approached me, but it appears 
they only selected a few former candidates for comment. 

I wanted to be a lawyer since I was ten years old. Unlike many of my peers, I did not have the luxury of a family 
with a long line of lawyers, business people or professionals who could give me the advice I needed to start on 
this path. Although my family was supportive of my dream, I was the first person in my lineage to have gone to 
University, let alone, anything beyond an Undergraduate Degree. Because of this, I had to figure out each step of 
the journey as I went. 

When it came to going to law school, I decided to study abroad. Not because I didn’t get accepted in Canada, 
actually, I never applied to a Canadian school. I wanted to experience life outside Toronto, travel the World and 
experience different cultures before I settled down into the career which I hoped would take me into my old age. I 
chose England because having studied English literature in University, specializing in British literature, I was 
enamoured by the country which our democracy and culture was inspired by. I thought at the time that going back 
to the source of our laws would ultimately help me practice in Canada with a deeper rooted knowledge of why 
and how our legal system came about. 

When I did some research on yours and the NCA website about what the transfer back to practice in Canada 
would be, it didn’t seem all that daunting to have to write another 5-7 exams before writing the bar exam. In fact, 
I thought it would be great to have the English law background first so that I would have knowledge of both 
systems. This might seem naïve or silly, but like I said, I had nobody who could steer me in the right direction and 
I wouldn’t even have been able to guess where I should have turned for advice. 

Nowhere did it suggest that in reality students who transfer back would have a very difficult time landing articles, 
and furthermore, constantly face prejudice by employers and peers that their education is less valuable than those 
who study in Ontario. I learned this the hard way when I applied for my first set of jobs and landed an 
informational interview at a leading Bay Street firm. Quickly awakening to the reality, I applied to Osgoode Hall 
for a Master’s Degree, in hopes that it might help me gain some access to the network of Ontario students and 
broaden my training to include more Canadian courses. The program allowed me to complete five of my seven 
NCA exams through Osgoode instruction, along with a number of other specialized courses in international law. I 
completed the other two NCA requirements through self-study while I was undergoing my coursework at 
Osgoode. Strategically, I also chose a program that would provide me an opportunity to compete for an internship 
in law firm or legal department. Through this process I was successfully placed in the Ministry of Government 
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Services. Albeit unpaid, I hoped that the internship would help me get some experience that no one else seemed 
willing to provide me. Upon completion of the internship and my LL.M., I began studying for the barrister and 
solicitor licencing exams, which I passed both in my first try. 

At that point in my journey, I hoped that employers would see that with straight A’s in an LL.M. from one of the 
most reputable schools in the country and a successful first attempt on the licensing examinations, I was qualified 
to begin my career and would finally get my foot in the door. I was partly correct. 

After passing the exams, I took a temporary placement in a boutique law firm as a law clerk/secretary. My boss 
and colleagues were fully aware that I was in the final stages of lawyer licensing but wanted to get as much 
experience as I could in the meantime. I asked them if there was any opportunity to complete my articles there, to 
which the answer was no. 

I continued applying and networking elsewhere, securing five important job interviews before accepting the LPP 
as my ticket. 

The first was a highly coveted position with the LSUC. I went on three rounds of interviews until I was eventually 
rejected in the final stage. Once I made it to the final round of interviews, I felt it was only fair to tell my boss 
about the interviews since I was told that if I got the position, I would have to start immediately. Since he knew 
that I was applying elsewhere and he only hired me on a temporary basis, I didn’t think it would be a problem or 
want to burn the bridge had I quit with no warning. In retrospect, this was obviously a mistake. Once I alerted him 
that I had been interviewed, he let me go the next day. Ironically, as time would have it, the same day I was 
notified that I did not secure the position with the LSUC. 

The second was with a small firm that could only offer an unpaid 10 month placement, even though they were 
paying two other Ontario trained students. A third, sole practitioner, crudely told me that since I needed him more 
than he needed me he would also not pay me for my round the clock work for him. Naturally, I rejected both these 
offers because I had vowed to myself that I would only take a non paying job if it were helping promote access to 
justice in low income communities. These roles offered to me, were not in practice areas that would, by my 
definition, be ‘helping people,’ in fact, the lawyers would be billing my hours to commercial clients and getting 
the benefit of fulfilling their CPD requirements without actually deserving it. Further, I didn’t feel like I could 
hold my head up working for lawyers who felt I was ‘second-tier’ for studying abroad. 

I secured the fourth interview networking, with a lawyer that told me I impressed him in our conversation. He 
offered me to article with him and called me the next day to discuss. In our discussion he told me that he too 
could not pay me. I was willing at this point to consider it because his practice was based mostly on legal aid 
certificates and he promised to teach me what he could and help me network. Once it finally came time to sign the 
paperwork, he admitted he had only been practicing for two years, thus could not actually take a student. 

Disheartened, I kept applying for positions and interviewing/ meeting with recruiters in different firms. However, 
I made a decision. I would register for the LPP and give myself until the day it began to find articles, if by that 
deadline I hadn’t secured a job, I would take the LPP. In August, 2015 in the Toronto recruit (only two weeks 
before the LPP was set to start) I was given an interview for what I would then describe as my dream job at a 
boutique firm that had only advertised on their firm website. By this point, slightly disillusioned but still hopeful 
that this could be my big opportunity, I showed up to the 3pm slot they gave me (fully aware that this meant I was 
probably not one of their first choices). I spoke with a panel of five about my experience, answered their 
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questions, and left feeling like it had went well, but partly distrusting my instinct that I would get a call back. The 
next day I was invited for a final round interview. I arrived to meet with the Partners and all the associates, 
making the room full of about ten distinguished lawyers. After a two hour discussion, one of the partners took me 
for a tour of the office, told me about some of the cases he was working on that he felt I would be a good help on, 
and thanked me for applying to his firm as he was really happy that I had sought them out. I left (2 hours before 
the final offers would be made) feeling like I would get that call and finally things would work out for me. At 
5:08pm, I did receive a call from the firm, advising me that it was very close but I was their second choice and the 
first had accepted the position. The Partner on the line told me that normally they wouldn’t have called anyone 
else but since my interviews had gone so well, they felt they owed me an explanation. Months later I would find 
out that the candidate they did hire was the nephew of one of their clients. 

Broken-hearted, my decision was made. I would start the LPP and hope that I would get a good work placement. 
Or any work placement at this point. 

My luck changed once I began the program. I was offered my first choice placement at MAG. Upon completion, 
they extended my contract until I was called to the bar, and hired me as Counsel as soon as it was official. 

As the saying goes, “what is meant to be, will be”. The LPP gave me the chance to work in an environment that 
would welcome the diversity of my experience, and provide me an opportunity to let my work and 
professionalism speak for itself. Over the years I have met with lawyers on Bay Street or boutique firms who told 
me I would make a great lawyer one day but their hands were tied until I was licensed. They provided guidance 
and named me ‘a friend of the firm’, but it didn’t matter because tradition prevented them from looking outside 
the Canadian talent pool. 

When I needed the ‘traditional’ system to work for me, it didn’t. It was Gina Alexandris, Chris Bentley, and the 
rest of the LPP team, who by advocating for the LPP gave me the chance to live out my dream and my full 
potential, while still being able to hold my head up doing it. 

The point I am getting at is to ask you, as a Law Society, what are the qualities that you are looking for in your 
licensing candidates, and ultimately, lawyers in Ontario? If your answer is a profession where all its individuals 
look and act exactly the same, come from the same backgrounds, academic or otherwise, bring the same life 
experience to the table, and follow the same steps to getting there, then I can understand your unwillingness to 
nurture the LPP. However, if your answer is that you want lawyers in Ontario to resemble the diversity of the 
province, in all ways: racially, academically, and through varied life experience as your commitment to 
diversifying the profession seems to suggest, then there is no reason that over time the perception of the LPP 
cannot change. 

Perhaps some of you may think, as the report suggests, that those of us who enrolled in the LPP are simply the 
students who couldn’t get noticed. Maybe in some ways this is true, but like any case, the facts and the 
circumstances matter. Like myself, many of my peers in the program may not have chosen the LPP as our first 
choice, but can you blame us when our governing body has voiced its discontent with creating an alternative path 
to licensing from the outset? For many of us, adding yet another variable on our resumes was a defeat that we 
weren’t ready to accept. 

The difference is that many of us have had to face quite a few more obstacles than our colleagues who followed 
the traditional path and landed the first job they interviewed for. That’s not to say that they aren’t brilliant lawyers 
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or deserve those jobs, but the reality is for some of us, it did not come as swiftly. I had no family connections, no 
school alumni to call on for advice or information about the process, no aunts or uncles that were coveted clients 
at a firm looking for a student. 

But, if I had a chance to do it all over again, I would not change any of it, obstacles and all. The journey I took to 
get here taught me how much I love the law and how ready I am to be here. Speaking for myself and many of my 
peers, after all of the adversity, the misconceptions and prejudgments that the rest of the profession threw at us, 
we didn’t just give up on becoming lawyers. We fought for it. Just like we will all fight for our clients as lawyers. 

As a profession of advocates, how can you be willing to turn away a group of candidates who literally embody 
exactly what it is to advocate zealously and not give up in the face of adversity. We may have got here from 
different paths but that doesn’t mean that you should group all of us into the categories that the sub-committee so 
easily did, without taking the time to find out why we took this route.  If you terminate the LPP, the statement you 
make is that you don’t want to see different people in the profession; you just want to see variations of the same 
person. 

As I see it, the even bigger problem here is that eliminating the LPP will only force more people to work in 
unpaid articling positions for 10 months (as opposed to the 4-month work placements) and in turn, be treated like 
they are worth less because they weren’t scooped up by Bay Street in the recruit. Of these students, the lucky ones 
will actually learn something, but many will just end up being legal assistants and scheduling meetings for the 
term. The LPP at the very least, creates a benchmark where students will have a certain level of knowledge 
coming out regardless of where they complete their work placement. 

Those of us who already put our faith in the program need the LSUC to show the rest of the profession that you 
have faith in us as lawyers. That you believe we embody what it means to be a lawyer in Ontario regardless of 
which pathway we took. You dictate the perception. Without your support, you won’t only be doing a disservice 
to the future students who won’t have the opportunity to take the LPP, you will be turning your back on all of us 
that have fought our way to become lawyers and put our faith in the Law Society’s experiential program to get 
there. The rest of the profession may not be prepared to alter their opinions tomorrow, but in time, with the 
LSUC’s support, the perception will change and what is now considered ‘first’ and ‘second’ tier will only be 
different pathways of lawyer licensing. 

I hope you will consider my letter and accept that we are not just statistics. 

Sincerely, 

Melissa Ilardo 
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Policy Secretariat 
The Law Society of Upper Canada 
Osgoode Hall, 130 Queen Street West 
Toronto, ON, M5H 2N6 
[via email: policy@lsuc.on.ca] 
 

October 19 | 2016 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 

Re:  Pathways Pilot Project Evaluation and Enhancements to Licensing Report 

Please accept this submission in response to the Pathways Pilot Project Evaluation and 
Enhancement to Licensing Report (the “LPP Report”) that was issued for consultation on 
September 22, 2016 on the issue of the Law Practice Program (the “LPP”) and licensing 
process.  

Background 

My name is Elena Iosef and I am a lawyer practicing in Toronto, Ontario. I was called to the 
Ontario Bar in 2014. I graduated from Osgoode Hall Law School (“Osgoode”) in 2013. As 
Osgoode’s 2012-2013 student government president and one of the founding members of 
the Law Students’ Society of Ontario (the “LSSO”), I was involved in many consultations with 
Law Society of Upper Canada (“LSUC”) benchers regarding the LPP before its formal 
implementation.  

During consultations with LSUC, I was dismayed at how little regard benchers gave to the 
serious concerns students had with the proposed LPP program. I sincerely hope LSUC avoids 
making the same error. LSUC should heavily weigh the opinions of law students and young 
lawyers who are closer to the heart of this important issue.  

I strongly oppose the dismantling of the LPP. I adopt and underscore the submissions of the 
Ontario Bar Association Pathways Report Working Group, the Roundtable of Diversity 
Associations, and fellow LSSO alum Douglas W. Judson. Below, I outline some of the reasons 
why I believe discontinuing the LPP would be an enormous injustice to our profession. 

The Adverse Effect on Equity Seeking Groups 

On September 22, 2016, LSUC released a report entitled Working Together for Change: 
Strategies to Address Issues of Systemic Racism in the Legal Profession (the “Diversity 
Report”). The Diversity Report does not pull any punches or mince any words. It states that 

Elena R. Iosef 
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“discrimination based on race is a daily reality” in our profession1. LSUC has admitted flat 
out that systemic racism is a problem that must be solved within our community.  

While the Diversity Report is eye opening and a worthy read in its entirety, the following 
two passages are of particular note in this consultation2: 

“Racial and ethnic barriers were ranked highly among the barriers to entry and 
advancement. Forty percent (40%) of racialized licensees identified their 
ethnic/racial identity as a barrier to entry to practice, while only 3% of non-racialized 
licensees identified ethnic/racial identity as a barrier. Racialized licensees frequently 
identified physical appearance, socioeconomic status, place of birth and upbringing, 
age, manner of speaking English/French and gender identity as barriers — more so 
than non-racialized licensees. Racialized licensees were also more likely to have 
struggled to find an articling position or training placement.  

Similarly, 43% of racialized licensees identified ethnic/racial identity as a 
barrier/challenge to advancement, while only 3% of non-racialized licensees 
identified ethnic/racial identity as a barrier. Racialized licensees were more likely 
than non-racialized licensees to believe they had not advanced as rapidly as 
colleagues with similar qualifications.” 

The LPP Report outlines that in its second year, close to 32% of LPP students were 
racialized, compared to only 18% of articling students. Similarly, 19% of LPP students were 
over 40 years of age compared to only 2% of articling students.  

It seems that for some reason, racialized students end up being “shunted” into the LPP path. 
In light of the Diversity Report’s findings it is hard to believe that systemic racism is not one 
of the chief reasons why this occurs. I can’t know for certain what the Diversity Report 
committee thinks of the evolving patterns in the LPP program, however, because the 
Diversity Report does not mention the LPP even once. Similarly, the LPP Report does not 
cross-reference the findings of the Diversity Report.  

How is it possible that when faced with the difference in program makeup the LPP and 
Diversity Reports did not reference one another? I am frankly shocked LSUC would even 
consider dismantling the LPP without doing further research into why and how racialized 
and mature students end up in the program to begin with.  

The LPP Report concluded that despite how it is perceived, the LPP provides effective 
experiential training to students. It even goes as far as stating that “in some ways the LPP 
delivery is superior to the Articling Program for consistency and attention to sole and small 
firm practice realities.”3 We are unable to fully consider the benefits of the LPP seeing as 
the Report does not have any data on post-LPP career placements of its second year cohort.  

The reality is that despite its current architectural flaws, the LPP ensures that a substantial 
amount of racialized and mature students get called to the bar. As the Diversity Report 
states, part of LSUC’s mandate is “to ensure that the law and the practice of law are 

                                                      

1 Diversity Report page 35. 
2 Diversity Report page 39. 
3 LPP Report page 24. 
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reflective of all the people in Ontario, including Indigenous peoples, Francophones and 
equality-seeking communities”4. Discontinuing the LPP after only its second year without 
another solution in place to support racialized students get called to the bar would go 
directly against this important mandate. 

Detrimental Reliance on Existence of LPP 

The LPP was marketed to law school students as a four year pilot program. Students 
currently in law school detrimentally relied on the program’s availability when crafting 
summer and post-graduation plans. Some students may have preferred the LPP to articling 
after hearing positive feedback from LPP graduates. Some students may have wanted to 
enroll in the LPP due to its emphasis on practical learning. Other students may have 
preferred the program because they wanted the opportunity to work with organizations 
that rarely offer formal articling programs.  

Students who expected to enroll in the LPP in its third and fourth years trusted LSUC with 
their future. LSUC should not break its promises to these students by discontinuing the pilot 
after only two years and on the basis of limited data.  

Like many other young lawyers, I fear that dismantling the LPP without another solution in 
place will only increase the amount of exploitative unpaid articling positions being offered 
in the market. Like Mr. Judson, I fear that without the LPP such a troubling phenomenon 
would be normalized further. It’s also important to note once again that students who 
resort to accepting unpaid articling positions are more likely to be older and racialized, and 
LSUC should take this factor into consideration when making its final decision.  

The LPP Can Be Improved 

Once again, I agree with Mr. Judson as to how two of the LPP’s biggest issues can be 
improved upon.  

I strongly believe that the financial burden of continuing the LPP should be borne by all 
members of the profession rather than just licensees. I am very confused as to why 
licensees, a group already beleaguered by low pay and heavy student debt, is the only 
subset of our profession supporting the program. 

I also believe that the perception of the LPP can be improved with architectural changes 
such as emphasizing its consistency and practical skill building and integrating it with OCI 
and articling recruitment processes. LSUC should take active steps in the next two years in 
marketing the program as competitive with articling as opposed to an option of last resort. 

As one contributor to the Diversity Report wisely stated: “If attitudes don’t change, the 
numbers are not going to change.”5 I and many others believe that perceptions can be 
changed. If LSUC ultimately does not agree with us, it should use the two remaining years of 
the pilot program to research viable alternatives to the articling crisis.   

                                                      

4 Diversity Report page 3. 
5 Diversity Report page 45. 
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Thank you for the opportunity to participate in this consultation. Please feel free to contact 
me if you have any questions about this submission.  

Sincerely,  

 

Elena R. Iosef 
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Manda Ivezic 

 
Hello, 
 

I would like to submit the following comments on the Report for the Professional Development 
and Competence Committee’s consideration: 
 

I was an LPP candidate in its second year, did my work placement in Guelph, was called to the 
bar in June, and am now starting my own practice in London, Ontario.  
 

Let me start by outlining some of the positives I see in the LPP. Primarily, as the Law Society 
was involved in developing it, it offers a standardized program that can more reliably and 
consistently impart the skills LSUC expects lawyers entering the profession to have, whereas 
articling experiences are largely the result of the oversight, resources, and opportunities at 
individual firms. Another advantage is that the LPP includes exposure to the ‘’business of law’ in 
its training more so than would be encountered in articling. Also, shortened work placements 
allow firms with lesser resources to take on students to expose them to a practical setting, while 
the students are prepared with training going into their placements, and overall level of training 
is not compromised. This is crucial as articling positions are limited, especially the farther one 
goes from the GTA (which can be prohibitive to candidates not from that area - it’s hard to justify 
the cost of moving to Toronto for a 10 month articling position), and are more suited to the 
resources of larger firms. 
 

As for my comments on the recommendation of the report, most concerning is that if the LPP is 
discontinued outright, there is no substitute in place for the large number of students who would 
otherwise go through the LPP and may not be accommodated in articling positions. Licensing 
would revert to solely articling, though it is not clear that the problems with articling and the 
articling crisis have been addressed. I think the problems with the LPP can be addressed, and 
should be - the LPP should be modified, built on, and improved rather than scrapped entirely 
and suddenly. 
 

With regard to the perception of the LPP as second tier - in terms of quality, I don’t think this 
conclusion can be drawn and the report itself makes clear that the contrary is the case - the LPP 
has been developed into a quality training program and may exceed the articling experience in 
some regards. 
 

However, in another sense the LPP is understandably second tier, due to its newness and 
unfamiliarity compared to articling. Another factor in the LPP being a second choice is the 
inability of students to work during the 4 month training period due to its time demands, as well 
as the lack of paid placements of every student. I understand that the LPP has made strong 
efforts to secure paid positions and has been able to increase the number of paid positions over 
time. I expect that this trend can continue (though perhaps not fast enough!). I also expect that 
‘uptake’ of the LPP can, over time, and with advocacy efforts, be increased to that the LPP will 
to a greater extent eclipse articling and become the favoured stream of both candidates and the 
profession. 
 

I have mentioned that improvements can and should be made rather than scrapping it - for 
example, condensing the 4 month training period or restructuring it in such a way that students 
are enabled to work, earning income concurrently; and lengthening the work placement to 6 
months (4 months of work seems short to me - even combined with the 4 months training it is 
still less than articling’s 10 months).  
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Additionally, perhaps the LPP is better suited for some purposes, and some candidates, than 
others and these should be its target - for example, candidates who intend to start a solo 
practice, or go into non-traditional career paths but who need a law license, or who have prior 
foreign experience. Perhaps the LPP can be folded into or blended with law school curriculums 
to allow students to opt out of articling, or allow for some manner of flexibility in meeting 
licensing requirements. Another consideration would be to allow LPP candidates to 
‘concentrate’ on particular areas of law rather than be generalists. 
 

I’m sure there are many other suggestions from many other creative minds, that should be given 
time to be considered and implemented. 
 

The decision on the LPP and future action regarding the licensing process should strive for 
standardized, equitable training opportunities and competency that meets the needs of new 
lawyers as well as demands of clientele, the profession, and the marketplace. It must also take 
into account the necessity for interaction between law school admissions and the professional 
licensing body to assess and address the fair and adequate but not excessive flow of members 
of the profession into the market, especially where there is most demand. Further, it is 
increasingly apparent that the burden of training a growing number of lawyers cannot be placed 
solely on the profession as the number of candidates has outpaced the profession’s ability to 
provide an adequate number or quality of several-months long articling positions. 
 

Sincerely, 
 

Manda Ivezic 
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DOUGLAS W. JUDSON 

 
October 19, 2016 
 
 
Policy Secretariat  
Law Society of Upper Canada 
Osgoode Hall 
130 Queen Street West 
Toronto, ON  M5H 2N6 
[via email: policy@lsuc.on.ca] 
 
 
Re: Pathways Pilot Project Evaluation and Enhancements to Licensing Report 
 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
Please accept this submission in response to the Pathways Pilot Project Evaluation and Enhancements 
to Licensing Report (the “Report”) that was issued for consultation on September 22, 2016. 
 
1. Background 
 
As President of the Law Students’ Society of Ontario (the “LSSO”) in 2014/15, I had the opportunity to 
engage the Law Society of Upper Canada (the “LSUC”) on the issue of the Law Practice Program (the 
“LPP”) and licensing process on several occasions. Former Treasurer Janet Minor welcomed student 
feedback, and took steps to include the LSSO in the Treasurer’s Liaison Group and Early Careers’ 
Roundtable. Today, the LSSO also participates in the LSUC Equity Advisory Group (“EAG”).  
 
I have attached the record of my prior correspondence with the LSUC about the LPP so that these 
documents may form part of the record under review in this consultation. These records disclose a 
number of student concerns about the administration of the program, and in particular, the LPP work 
placement arrangements. Some of these issues have been resolved over the course of the pilot period (at 
least insofar as disclosures have been made by Ryerson University, which delivers the English LPP). 
 
2. The General Context of this Review 
 
I encourage the LSUC to give substantial weight to the concerns of younger lawyers and law students 
that take part in this consultation process. The effect that changes to the lawyer licensing process have 
on students and other imminent members of the profession are of growing significance, yet continue to be 
under-appreciated by many senior lawyers. Even calls from the mid-2000s can fail to fully comprehend 
the limitations that a decade of skyrocketing tuition and increased licensing program costs have placed on 
the career prospects and possibilities available to new calls. The new economic reality of legal education 
and lawyer licensing has also exacerbated equity, accessibility, and health issues within the legal 
profession. These challenges will not be remedied by licensing policies that fail to account for issues that 
take shape at prior stages of the lawyer training pipeline. 
 
As you will read in the submissions of others, the LPP has emerged as a means of joining the profession 
for those who have experienced barriers securing an articling placement. Too often these are racialized 
individuals or those from equity-seeking groups. I serve on EAG and the Ontario Bar Association (the 
“OBA”) Pathways Report Working Group, and have contributed to their submissions in response to the 
Report. I am also familiar with the submission of the Roundtable of Diversity Associations (“RODA”). I 
adopt and underscore these submissions on the issue of accessibility for equity-seeking groups. 
 
In my view, the LSUC must balance its obligation to provide fair opportunities for all who qualify to join the 
profession, while preventing individuals from groups who experience barriers securing articling 
employment from routinely getting shunted into an alternative stream. 
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3. Specific Issues with the LPP 
 
I agree with the OBA, RODA, EAG, and others that the LPP should continue to be offered, at least for an 
extended trial period. I part ways with their submissions on a number of practical considerations.  
 
More specifically, there are a number of basic fairness, financial, and structural problems with the LPP 
which I have yet to see articulated in any submissions I have reviewed. LSUC should use this review 
juncture to address these problems. I have highlighted three such issues in the following subsections. 
 

a. Architecture of the LPP 
 
First, the Report goes on at some length to discuss the perception that the LPP is “second tier”. It is 
difficult to say (i) that the LPP is not second tier when the LSUC itself purports to end it on that basis, or 
(ii) how its graduates will ever shake that stigma if the program is ended on those terms.  

This perception issue is not a reason to end the LPP. It is a reason to look for root causes and address 
them. In my view, the LPP is only perceived to be second tier because it has been positioned as a second 
choice for licensing candidates. There are two reasons this has happened: 

1. The LPP is not presented as a viable licensing option early enough in the student-to-lawyer 
pipeline. Its work placements are not recruited for during the LSUC-regulated summer or articling 
student recruitment drives that occur during law school, meaning students cannot explore the 
LPP as an option until much later. This ultimately makes the program appear less desirable 
because it does not allow students to solidify plans for the early development of their career. 

2. The LPP work placements are not determined at the front end of the program – meaning that 
participants do not know if they will be paid (and if so, how much) for their placement when they 
enter into the program. 

Under the present structure, to expect students to view the LPP as a reasonable alternative, on-par with 
articling, is to expect them to eschew rational economic decision-making. This could be remedied by fairly 
straightforward adjustments to the point of entry into the LPP and the transparency and timing of the work 
placements. 

Overall, it would be a shame for the LSUC to discard an innovative curriculum and new approach to 
lawyer training in response to what is essentially a marketing problem.  

b. Financial Fairness of the LPP 

Second, the Report alludes to the financial fairness and sustainability of the LPP. As you know, the cost 
of the LPP is shared by all licensing program candidates (except those enrolled in Lakehead University’s 
Integrated Practice Curriculum). 

The cost of the licensing program went up by over $2,000 (with virtually no notice to students) when the 
LPP was launched. This has pushed the cost of the licensing program to over $5,000, which is a 
substantial burden for a law student to bear on the heels of that year’s $20,000 to $35,000 tuition bill. 
Moreover, for articling students, this is an absurd price to pay for a binder of bar materials, two exam 
sitting dates, and a training program which is largely delivered by their employer.  

The result of the fee increase is that each LPP candidate is the beneficiary of approximately $16,000 in 
cost offsets which are funded by articling candidates. While it would be unfair to expect an LPP candidate 
to shoulder the unabated cost of their program, it is also clear that the burdens and benefits which have 
been shifted are completely disproportionate and unfair to articling students. All qualified candidates 
should have access to the profession at a reasonable cost. 
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As such, if the LPP’s costs cannot be reduced, the source of its funding must be altered. By all accounts, 
if the cost of administering the LPP were distributed among lawyers, their annual fee increase would be a 
fraction of the burden placed on students. Licensed lawyers are much better positioned to cover this cost, 
particularly as the LPP ages and more lawyers have benefitted from a licensing program subsidized by 
the profession at large. 

I realize that lawyers may be resistant to this proposal. However, early Convocation records from the time 
the LPP was created suggest that the profession was supposed to cover the cost. Instead, the cost has 
been downloaded to students. In effect, the LSUC has funded its trial licensing program directly out of the 
lines of credit of law students. Sadly, some lawyers I have spoken to wish to keep the LPP as a means of 
promoting accessibility to the profession and understand that the cost to students is a barrier, but refuse 
to entertain the possibility of a small increase to their own bar fees. 

c. Alternatives to the LPP 
 
Finally, I note that it would be unfair to discontinue the LPP on short notice. As indicated above, law 
students determine the first stages of their careers during their time in law school. It is likely that many 
students are already expecting to enroll in the LPP to secure their license to practice. 
 
It would be unfair to suspend the program on such a short time horizon when the LSUC has no turnkey 
alternative to replace the LPP or stem the articling crisis. Recent years have already seen a rise in unpaid 
articling “opportunities”, and the LSUC should not adopt a course of action that risks normalizing this 
troubling phenomenon. 
 
4. Enhancements to Articling 
 
I have no substantive comments on the Report’s recommendations regarding the articling program. 
 

~ ~ 
 

Thank you for the opportunity to participate in this consultation. Please feel free to contact me if you have 
any questions about this submission. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Douglas W. Judson 
 
Encl. Correspondence with the LSUC on the LPP 
 
c. LSUC Equity Advisory Group 

OBA Pathways Report Working Group 
OBA Young Lawyers’ Division 
Roundtable of Diversity Associations 
Law Students’ Society of Ontario 
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Law Students' Society of Ontario 
Société des étudiants et étudiantes en droit de l'Ontario 

 105-1070 Sheppard Ave. W.  105-1070, av. Sheppard O. 
Toronto, Ontario  M3J 0G8  Canada 

info@lsso.ca  www.lsso.ca  @LSSOnt  
 

 

 
January 12, 2014 
 
 
Janet Minor 
Treasurer  
Law Society of Upper Canada   
Osgoode Hall  
130 Queen Street West 
Toronto, ON  M5H 2N6 
 
 
Dear Treasurer Minor: 
 
I am writing in follow up to our November email exchange on the Law Practice Program ("LPP"). You may 
recall that the Ontario law school student councils had originally written the Law Society of Upper Canada 
("LSUC", the "Law Society") on this issue in February 2014, and that you met with the Law Students' 
Society of Ontario ("LSSO") in April to discuss those concerns. Please accept our sincere thanks for your 
prompt and considerate attention to our inquiries, and for including the LSSO in your Liaison Group 
meetings. Both of our earlier correspondence records are attached for your convenience. 
 
As you know, the LPP is now several months into its first cycle as an alternative to the traditional articling 
pathway for licensing candidates. Its first cohort of candidates is now transitioning from the classroom 
components of the program to their work placements. Accordingly, we felt that this would be a timely 
juncture to share our updated observations on the program with the Law Society. We hope that this 
correspondence is of assistance with both your ongoing monitoring and improvements to the LPP and the 
Law Society's ultimate decision on the future of the pilot program. The following sections canvass the 
various concerns that have been brought to our attention by current law students and LPP candidates, 
and where warranted, offers recommendations. 
 
Work Placements 
 
First, in light of recent news reports, we continue to be concerned about the program's work placements.1 
We were disheartened to learn that up to 40% of the Ryerson work placements offered through the LPP 
would be unpaid.2 That said, we do not think that this is a surprising outcome, given that no requirements 
for compensation were imposed on the LPP providers or the student work sites that they recruited (the 
latter of which may be billing the student's work to clients).3 We understand that even some of the paid 
placements are offering very small stipends - as low as $250 per month. 
 
As indicated to the Law Society when the LPP was being considered, without a requirement for 
compensation, the program disregards both the potential for employers to take advantage of free labour 
and the coercibility of indebted students with no alternatives to secure their license. Potential employers 
know that LPP candidates have already committed significant financial resources and several months to 
the program, and that they have no options but to follow through with the placement offer extended to 
them or to drop out if they cannot afford to remain in the program. Placement sites also know that many 
candidates have selected the LPP stream as a last resort to become licensed. This is not an enviable 
position for the LPP candidate. These factors create a tremendous power imbalance - one permissible 

                                            
1 Sara Mojtehedzadeh, "Ontario Law Practice Program leaves some students in financial limbo", Toronto Star (2 January 2014) 
online: Toronto Star <http://on.thestar.com/1xoiL1O>; Matt Hopkins, "Reality bites for LPP students," Canadian Lawyer (29 
December 2014) online: Thomson Reuters <http://canadianlawyermag.com/5401/Reality-bites-for-LPP-students.html>. 
2 Law Society of Upper Canada Professional Development & Competence Committee, "Report to Convocation” (28 November 
2014), para 18, available online: LSUC <http://bit.ly/1vX0ncc> [LSUC Report]. 
3 LSUC Report at para 20. 
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under Ontario law, though analogous to the type restricted by the rules on unpaid internships.4 While we 
appreciate your observation that some candidates are selecting unpaid placements over paid 
opportunities because the work more closely matches their interests, this is not a luxury most can afford. 
The LPP's unpaid placements remain uniquely troubling due to the candidate's time committed to the 
program, the crushing debt they may carry from law school, and the limited use of their degrees without a 
license to practice. 
 
Moreover, we are alarmed by the wider consequences of these placement policies and procedures. First, 
without knowing details of their placement in advance, LPP students are left in financial limbo for several 
months leading to the placement matching. This is a problem because many of these students are 
graduating with unprecedented debt levels due to the skyrocketing cost of legal education. As outlined in 
our recent report on this subject, at graduation, the average indebted law student in Ontario carries over 
$70,000 of debt.5 These borrowers are required to begin making payments on those debts during their 
time in the LPP. Given that the cost of legal education itself is already pricing many students out of the 
market for law school,6 the added uncertainty and risk of having to weather several months of debt 
payments without an income is a further barrier to joining the profession. In our respectful view, 
reinforcing this barrier is arguably inconsistent with the Law Society's public interest and access 
mandates.7 
 
Further, we are also concerned about the sustainability of the present work placement model. Even if the 
current cohort had enjoyed a greater proportion of paid placements, we question the likelihood that these 
same placements will be available in subsequent years, particularly if current students are hired by their 
hosts. This could lead to fewer placement spots or a greater proportion of unpaid work in future cycles, 
worsening prospects for subsequent LPP cohorts. On the other hand, if there is no prospect of hire by the 
placement sites, this raises questions about the employers' incentives to offer a quality learning and work 
experience. Obviously, this will become clearer as the current LPP placements transpire. 
 
Finally, we feel that the rationale behind the LPP disregards workforce economics. We continue to be 
concerned about the impact the LPP will have on the market for paid articling placements and the 
employment of young lawyers. By making a pool of licensing candidates available for unpaid labour, the 
Law Society may cause the number of paid articling positions to decrease. It is possible that any future 
increase in demand for the LPP may not be signalling its popularity among students, but rather its 
effectiveness at killing articling positions. We are already seeing some incidents of unpaid articling 
positions across Ontario.8 While these too are undesirable, offering them in place of the LPP would not 
have required such a significant increase in licensing fees to subsidize a new program.9 We continue to 
monitor these issues and gather feedback as the LPP unfolds. 
 
Multiple Licensing Streams 
 
Second, current students continue to express apprehensions about the equality of the licensing streams. 
As you know, the LPP is offered alongside articling and the integrated curriculum at Lakehead 
University's law school. Despite the Law Society's good intentions or the quality of the LPP curriculum, by 
operating the streams in parallel, what emerges is a pecking order. Many feel that the LPP will be viewed 
as a "last chance" and that LPP candidates will carry a stigma into the workforce, particularly if their 
                                            
4 Andrew Langille & Josh Mandryk, "Ontario must take urgent action on unpaid internships", Toronto Star (4 November 2013) online: 
Toronto Star <http://on.thestar.com/1diHmw3>. 
5 The average debt of borrowing students was found to be $71,444 at the end of their law program. See Law Students' Society of 
Ontario, "Just or Bust? Results of the 2014 Survey of Ontario Law Students’ Tuition, Debt, & Financial Aid Experiences" (17 
September 2014), pp 4 and 32, online: LSSO <http://lsso.ca/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/LSSO-Report-2014.pdf> [LSSO Report].  
6 LSSO Report at pp 4, 23, 25. 
7 Law Society Act, RSO 1990, c L.8, s 4.2. 
8 Sara Mojtehedzadeh, "Durham Region legal clinic offers unpaid articling job, raising eyebrows ", Toronto Star (24 November 2014) 
online: Toronto Star <http://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2014/11/24/legal_clinic_offers_unpaid_articling_job_raising_eyebrows.html>. 
9 Invoices for the Class of 2014's Lawyer Licensing Process indicated that fees were $5,039, which is an increase from the $2,892 
fee levied in 2013. The $5,039 includes the $180 application fee that was paid prior to receiving the invoice.  
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placement does not turn into a job after they are licensed and they need to begin competing for work 
alongside articling-stream licensees and other young lawyers. Similarly, some of those in the LPP have 
expressed that there is an alarming range of legal skills and knowledge among their peers, and that this 
could harm their prospects for hire and the reputation of the program, generally, if the LPP is outputting 
licensees of mixed preparedness. While we understand that the LPP currently exists as a pilot and is 
subject to further evaluation, we would encourage the Law Society to address these issues in its 
concluding decision. 
 
Equity Considerations 
 
Third, students and other stakeholders are rightly concerned about the LPP's impact on racialized, 
disadvantaged, and underrepresented groups in the legal community. While we were pleased to learn 
from our recent survey of Ontario law students that law schools are beginning to more closely reflect the 
wider population on many dimensions of diversity, we know that these improvements are not consistent 
across the legal industry.10 We are concerned that students from these groups will continue to experience 
more difficulty accessing the profession via articling than others, and will disproportionately turn to the 
LPP to obtain their license. 
 
Similarly, students from disadvantaged socioeconomic backgrounds (i.e., without an inherited social or 
professional network) have increased difficulty accessing the profession, and alternatives like the LPP 
may serve to marginalize them behind the veil of a more representative aggregate pool of licensees. 
Many of the individuals that fall into these groups may also be the least able to pay the $5,000 licensing 
fee after they have exhausted their resources and debt to complete law school. 
 
As requested in our November correspondence, we are interested in learning about the demographic 
profile of the LPP cohort compared to other licensing streams and how this might influence the Law 
Society's work on the challenges facing racialized licensees. We are looking forward to contributing to 
LSUC's consultations on this topic in the coming months. 
 
Coordination with Law Schools 
 
Lastly, we feel that the LPP's structure and content highlights a need for greater coordination between the 
Law Society and law school curriculum. Law schools are already signalling an interest in offering more 
practical legal education, and the Law Society's willingness to accredit the integrated practical curriculum 
at Lakehead suggests that the model could be suitable elsewhere. This would eliminate issues with work 
placements and provide a transformative shift toward more practical, responsive, and workplace-ready 
legal education across the province. Current LPP candidates have remarked that the classroom 
components of the program only serve as a seventh, unnecessary semester of law school - particularly in 
light of the wide range of pre-existing legal skills and knowledge among those in the program. Students 
from Ontario law schools who took part in clinical education or other practical learning opportunities 
during their degree have found some of the LPP content to be repetitive. 
 
As we have insisted in all of our recent advocacy (such as in our report on law student debt and our 
submission to LSUC on alternative business structures11), we feel strongly that the Law Society needs to 
adopt a broad, systems view when it exercises its regulatory mandate. The licensing pathways should not 
be selected and administered in isolation from other factors in the supply chain of new lawyers. 
Accordingly, a coordinated approach to lawyer training that addresses more components of the licensing 
program within existing law school curriculum would improve access to the profession by reducing costs, 
and consequently, could provide an opportunity to improve access to legal services and to achieve other 
important goals. 
  

                                            
10 Law Society of Upper Canada, "Racialized Licensees - Challenges Report", available online: Law Society of Upper Canada 
<http://www.lsuc.on.ca/racialized-licensees/>; LSSO Report at pp 4, 7-15. 
11 LSSO Report; Law Students' Society of Ontario, "Law students make submission to Law Society on alternative business 
structures", available online: LSSO <http://bit.ly/1zQy2dW>. 
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Summary 
 
In closing, and for greater clarity, our present view is that a more accessible and responsive lawyer 
licensing regime would have the following characteristics: 
 

 A single licensing stream for all candidates (aside from any special streams to license foreign-
trained lawyers or to address unique regional needs) that does not require or facilitate significant 
unpaid work after law school; 
 

 A return to the licensing fee levels of 2013;  
 

 A shift to more practical learning integrated into the curriculum at all Ontario law schools; and 
 

 Ongoing monitoring and action to address equity and diversity issues in the licensing pathways. 
 
If the LPP is to continue, we request that the Law Society institute a requirement for all work placements 
to be reasonably compensated. In order to ensure a sufficient number of placements and to address the 
power imbalance between candidates and legal employers, we suggest that LSUC offer financial 
incentives to encourage employers to host LPP students. Such disbursements could be used to create 
work placements in underserved communities or areas of practice. In our view, this option would be better 
aligned with the access to justice needs of Ontarians than the current LPP structure. 
 
Should you have any questions, or should you wish to further discuss this matter in person, please do not 
hesitate to contact us. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Douglas W. Judson 
President 
 
 
 
Encl. Letter from Ontario law school student councils to LSUC, dated February 24, 2014;  
  reply letter from Janet Minor to Ontario law school student councils, dated March 26, 2014. 
 
  Email from LSSO and Federation of Asian Canadian Lawyers ("FACL") to LSUC, dated November 4, 2014; 
  reply email from LSUC to LSSO and FACL, dated November 12, 2014. 
 
 
C.  Members of the Professional Development & Competence Committee, Law Society of Upper Canada, 
  Osgoode Hall, 130 Queen Street West, Toronto, ON, M5H 2N6 
 
  Lorne Sossin, Dean, Osgoode Hall Law School, York University, 
  Ignat Kaneff Building, 4700 Keele Street, Toronto, ON, M3J 1P3; lawdean@osgoode.yorku.ca 
 
  Edward Iacobucci, Dean, Faculty of Law, University of Toronto, 
  84 Queen's Park, Toronto, ON, M5S 2C5; edward.iacobucci@utoronto.ca 
 
  Camille Cameron, Dean of Law, University of Windsor, 
  401 Sunset Avenue, Windsor, ON, N9B 3P4; ccameron@uwindsor.ca 
 
  Nathalie Des Rosiers, Dean, Common Law Section, Faculty of Law, University of Ottawa, 
  Fauteux Hall, 57 Louis Pasteur Street, Ottawa, ON, K1N 6N5; nathalie.desrosiers@uOttawa.ca 
 
  Bill Flanagan, Dean, Faculty of Law, Queen's University & President, Canadian Council of Law Deans, 
  Macdonald Hall, 128 Union Street, Kingston, ON, K7L 3N6; w.flanagan@queensu.ca 
 
  W. Iain Scott, Dean, Faculty of Law, Western University, 
  151 Richmond Street, London, ON, N6A 3K7; iain.scott@uwo.ca 
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  Lee Stuesser, Dean, Bora Laskin Faculty of Law, Lakehead University, 
  PACI Building, Room 2007, 955 Oliver Road, Thunder Bay, ON, P7B 5E1; lstuesse@lakeheadu.ca 
 

Lai-King Hum, President, Federation of Asian Canadian Lawyers, c/o Hum Law Firm Professional Corporation, 
First Canadian Place, 100 King Street West, Suite 5600, Toronto, ON, M5X 1C9; lhum@thehumlawfirm.ca 

 
 Michele H. Hollins, President, Canadian Bar Association, 
 500-865 Carling Avenue, Ottawa, ON, K1S 5S8; president@cba.org 
 
 Orlando Da Silva, President, Ontario Bar Association, 
 300-20 Toronto Street, Toronto, ON, M5C 2B8; president@oba.org 
 

Elana Anzel-Sivkin, Chair, Student Division, Ontario Bar Association 
300-20 Toronto Street, Toronto, ON, M5C 2B8; elana.anzelsivkin@gmail.com 
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Student Legal Society 
Western University 

Faculty of Law 
http://bit.ly/1gGKEsO 

 

 
 
February 24, 2014 
 
 
Law Society of Upper Canada 
130 Queen Street West 
Toronto, ON  M5H 2N6 
 
 
Dear Treasurer and Members of Convocation: 
 
We are writing on behalf of the student governments at 6 of Ontario’s law 
schools.  Collectively, we represent over 4,000 future members of the legal 
profession.  Prompting this letter is the Law Society of Upper Canada’s 
(LSUC’s) decision to increase the fees charged to new law school graduates 
seeking admission to the bar of the Province of Ontario.  LSUC’s fee hike has 
direct and substantial impacts for our constituency.  We are writing to register 
our concerns and to request an immediate reduction of the fees charged to 2014 
and future entrants to the articling process.  It is our strongly held belief that 
LSUC’s fee hike stands in blatant and fundamental opposition to the law 
society’s duty to act in the public interest and promote access to justice. 
 
To begin, we have long understood that a reasonable fee increase should be 
expected.  However, the magnitude of this year's fee hike was unanticipated by 
and poorly communicated to the law student community.  The increased cost 
has had immediate consequences for the Class of 2014, most of whom only 
became aware of the increase after their final term of law school was underway.  
On February 4, students intending to practice law in Ontario were invoiced by 
LSUC in regard to their forthcoming licensing process.  Students were advised 
that their accounts had been updated and payment in full would be due in 60 
days - well before any students will have graduated or generated any earnings 
to pay down the bill.  The invoice indicated that the Lawyer Licensing Process 
fees for 2014 are $5,039, which translates into a 74% increase from the $2,892 
fee levied in 2013.1  This is a striking fee hike compared to the less than 1% fee 
increase for lawyers.2  LSUC further stipulates in its invoices that an 
administrative fee of $50 to $100 will be charged to students if they wish to pay 
in installments over the course of the articling term – an unnecessary tax on 
those least able to pay.  LSUC fees cannot be covered by government student 
financial aid, adding further stress to the student’s debt capacity, if any is 
remaining after three years of study. 
 
The increase of $2,147 is said to cover the cost of the new Law Practice 
Program (LPP), which was instituted despite well-founded concerns and 
opposition from student groups and other stakeholders.  With this month’s fee 
hike, it is clear that these concerns are now coming home to roost.  The LPP 
continues to pose a threat to the future market for articling students by offering 
free labour to employers who might otherwise remunerate articling students.  As 
such, not only does the LPP impose a monumental new cost to articling 
students, but the lack of income it provides may render more students each year 
unable to make their debt payments when their loans become due after 
graduation. The LPP structure itself may encourage more employers to use the 
LPP to move student labour off the payroll in an effort to minimize costs, adding 
to the problem.  The new cost seems particularly unfair in the face of records 
which indicate that the law society subsidized the start-up costs of its paralegal 
regulation program in 2007.3   
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While we understand that LSUC has no direct influence over the cost of law school in Canada, it does 
directly control the decision to erect barriers to practicing law in Ontario.  Students allocate their financial 
resources (i.e., mostly debt) very carefully over their law programs.  No member of the Class of 2014 
could be reasonably expected to generate a $2,147 contingency for such a sharp increase, especially 
with minimal notice.  LSUC should be setting its fees conscious of the fact that law students who are 
fortunate enough to be able to fund 3 years of legal education are graduating with historically high levels 
of debt.  Tuition alone for a law degree in Ontario has swelled to a total of between $45,000 and $90,000.  
Only a minority of new graduates have their articling fees covered by their employers, and there is no 
guarantee that this will continue given the size of the increase.  At this point in time, 2014 graduates only 
have a few months left in their law school programs and many exhausted their debt facilities paying for 
their final semester’s tuition bill.  This additional $2,147 liability renders many in the Class of 2014 unable 
to begin work and significantly prolongs the climb out of debt for others.  The vast majority of Ontario 
lawyers work in small firms, which are typically lower-paying for new lawyers.4  These impacts are wholly 
unfair and unacceptable. 
 
Our greatest concern is the inconsistency between LSUC’s new fee regime and its statutory mandate to 
act in the public interest and to promote access to justice.5  The fee hike will disproportionately impact 
those least able to pay, will further disincentivize areas of practice most in need of new lawyers, and will 
disproportionately exclude underrepresented groups from the profession.  Graduates pursuing lower-
income legal work in small law offices or public interest work now find their solvency in jeopardy, and 
those who were interested in these fields are now discouraged from pursuing their career choices.  Areas 
of practice that focus on historically underserviced communities or legal needs will suffer most as a result 
of this decision.  Students committed to pursuing these practices will face the greatest cost, as their 
employers are among those least likely or able to foot the bill.  In sum, the fee hike constitutes a barrier to 
access to justice by moving public interest legal careers even further out of reach than they are already. 
The new articling fee undermines the diversity of both the profession and the clients it is able to serve. 
 
Overall, in order to fulfill its public service mandate, the law society has a responsibility to reduce barriers 
to accessing legal education, the legal profession, and more broadly, justice itself.  In our view, this fee 
hike constitutes a severe derogation of LSUC’s duties to society and the professional community.  
Respectfully, we must insist upon an immediate reconsideration of the fee increase and its underlying 
causes.  This incident demonstrates that dialogue with the law school community should be enhanced, 
particularly on issues directly impacting students’ financial wellbeing and career options.   
 
We look forward to your response.  This issue is of foundational importance to the future face of the legal 
profession and legal services in Ontario, and we hope that future decision making will incorporate a 
formal role for substantive student participation and consideration in LSUC policy-making.  Please direct 
your correspondence to dwjudson@gmail.com. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

  
Philip Cumbo 
JD Candidate (2014) 
President, on behalf of 
Students' Law Society 
University of Windsor Faculty of Law 
slsp@uwindsor.ca 

Sherif Rizk 
JD Candidate (2014) 
Président / President 
Association des Étudiants et Étudiantes de 
Common Law Student Society (AÉÉCLSS) 
Université d'Ottawa / University of Ottawa 
president.aeeclss@uottawa.ca 
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Dylan McGuinty 
JD Candidate (2014) 
President, on behalf of 
Legal and Literary Society 
Osgoode Hall Law School, York University 
legalandlitprez@osgoode.yorku.ca 

Brendan Stevens 
JD Candidate (2014) 
President, on behalf of 
Students' Law Society 
University of Toronto Faculty of Law 
brendan.john.stevens@gmail.com 

  

 
 

Jeff Mitchell 
JD Candidate (2014) 
Chair, on behalf of 
Student Caucus of Faculty Council 
Osgoode Hall Law School, York University 
studentcaucus@osgoode.yorku.ca 

Naheed Yaqubian 
JD Candidate (2014) 
President, on behalf of 
Law Students’ Society 
Queen’s University Faculty of Law 
nyaqubian@gmail.com 

  

 

 

Ali Currie 
JD Candidate (2014) 
President 
Student Legal Society 
Western University Faculty of Law 
sls@uwo.ca 

 

 
/dj 
 
c. Lorne Sossin, Dean, Osgoode Hall Law School, York University, 
 Ignat Kaneff Building, 4700 Keele Street, Toronto, ON, M3J 1P3; lawdean@osgoode.yorku.ca 
 
 Mayo Moran, Dean, Faculty of Law, University of Toronto, 
 84 Queen's Park, Toronto, ON, M5S 2C5; mayo.moran@utoronto.ca 
 
 Camille Cameron, Dean of Law, University of Windsor, 
 401 Sunset Avenue, Windsor, ON, N9B 3P4; ccameron@uwindsor.ca 
 
 Nathalie Des Rosiers, Dean, Common Law Section, Faculty of Law, University of Ottawa, 
 Fauteux Hall, 57 Louis Pasteur Street, Ottawa, ON, K1N 6N5; nathalie.desrosiers@uOttawa.ca 
 
 Bill Flanagan, Dean, Faculty of Law, Queen's University, 
 Macdonald Hall, 128 Union Street, Kingston, ON, K7L 3N6; w.flanagan@queensu.ca 
 
 W. Iain Scott, Dean, Faculty of Law, Western University, 
 151 Richmond Street, London, ON, N6A 3K7; iain.scott@uwo.ca 
 

Lee Stuesser, Dean, Faculty of Law, Lakehead University, 
PACI Building, Room 2007, 955 Oliver Road, Thunder Bay, ON, P7B 5E1; 
lstuesse@lakeheadu.ca 
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Bill Flanagan, President, Canadian Council of Law Deans, 
57 Louis Pasteur Street, Ottawa, ON, K1N 5N5; w.flanagan@queensu.ca 

 
 Fred W. Headon, President, Canadian Bar Association, 
 500-865 Carling Avenue, Ottawa, ON, K1S 5S8; president@cba.org 
 
 Pascale Daigneault, President, Ontario Bar Association, 
 20 Toronto Street, Suite 300, Toronto, ON, M5C 2B8; president@oba.org 
 
 Thomas G. Conway, Law Society Treasurer, Law Society of Upper Canada, 

Osgoode Hall, 130 Queen Street West, Toronto, ON, M5H 2N6; tconway@cavanagh.ca 
 
The Honourable Brad Duguid, Minister of Training, Colleges and Universities, 
3rd Floor, Mowat Block, 900 Bay Street, Toronto, ON, M7A 1L2; bduguid.mpp@liberal.ola.org 
 
The Honourable John Gerretsen, Attorney General of Ontario, 
11th Floor, 720 Bay Street, Toronto, ON, M5G 2K1; jgerretsen.mpp@liberal.ola.org 
 
Jonathan M. Richardson, Chair, Young Lawyers' Division (East), Ontario Bar Association, 
Augustine Bater Binks LLP, Suite 1100, 141 Laurier Avenue West, Ottawa, ON, K1P 5J3; 

 jmr@abblaw.ca 
 
Sarah L. Kirshin-Neilans, Chair, Young Lawyers' Division (Southwest), Ontario Bar Association, 
Nicholson Smith & Partners LLP, 295 Central Avenue, London, ON, N6B 2C9; 

 skneilans@nicholsonsmith.com 
 
 Omar Ha-Redeye, Co-Chair, Young Lawyers' Division (Toronto), Ontario Bar Association, 
 20 Carlton Street, Unit 126, Toronto, ON, M5B 1J2; Omar@FleetStreetLaw.com 
 

Christine A. Jackson, Co-Chair, Young Lawyers' Division (Toronto), Ontario Bar Association, 
Osler, Hoskin & Harcourt LLP, 100 King Street West,1 First Canadian Place, Suite 4600, P.O. 
Box 50, Toronto, ON, M5X 1B8; cjackson@osler.com 
 
Lisa Marie Barnet, President, Young Lawyers' Division, Canadian Bar Association, 
Ontario Power Authority, 1600-120 Adelaide St W, Toronto, ON, M5H 1T1; 
lisa_barnet@hotmail.com 
 
Blake Jones, Chair, Student Division, Ontario Bar Association, 
20 Toronto Street, Suite 300, Toronto, ON, M5C 2B8; bjones44@uwo.ca 
 
Janet Whitehead, President, Country and District Law Presidents' Association, 
731 9th Street West, Owen Sound, ON, N4K 3P5; jwhitehead@sarnialaw.com 
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1 The $5,039 includes the $180 application fee that was paid prior to receiving the invoice.  LSUC's Pathways to the 
Profession report estimates a lower cost of $4,350 at paragraph 181, but even this amount was not properly 
communicated in the intervening year since its publication.  The Pathways report is available at 
<http://www.lsuc.on.ca/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=2147489848>. 
2 The increase in fees for lawyers was just $15 in 2014, and $25 in 2013.  See LSUC's Media Release on its 2013 
budget, issued 22 November 2012, available at <http://www.lsuc.on.ca/budget-2013/>, and LSUC's 2014 budget 
summary, available at 
<http://www.lsuc.on.ca/uploadedFiles/For_the_Public/About_the_Law_Society/Convocation_Decisions/2013/2014%2
0Approved%20Budget%20Summary.pdf>. 
3 Start-up costs of regulating paralegals were expected to exceed initial revenues from paralegal candidates.  As 
such, the difference was covered by LSUC, with the deficit to be recovered through an annual surcharge to 
paralegals. See Christin Schmitz, "Regulation of paralegals one issue raised in Ontario bencher election," The 
Lawyers Weekly, April 6, 2007; see also Reports to the Attorney General of Ontario Pursuant to Section 63.1 of the 
Law Society Act, June 2012, p 19, available at 
<http://www.lsuc.on.ca/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=2147488010>. 
4 Robert Half Legal's 2014 Salary Guide reports that first-year associate salaries in small firms range from $50,000-
$66,750 per year.  Small firms account for most of Ontario's lawyers (see Jim Middlemiss, "The rise of the sole 
practitioner", National Post, July 17, 2013). 
5 See Law Society Act, RSO 1990, Chapter L.8, s. 4.2. 
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March 26, 2014 

Philip Cumbo 
President, Students' Law Society 
University of Windsor Faculty of Law 

slsp@uwindsor.ca 

Sherif Rizk 
President 
Association des Etudiants et Etudiantes de Common Law Student Society 
University of Ottawa 
preside nt .a eeclss@uottawa.ca 

Dylan McGuinty 
President, Legal and Literary Society 
Osgoode Hall Law School 
York University 
legalandlitprez@osgoode.yorku.ca 

Brendan Stevens 
President Students' Law Society 
University of Toronto Faculty of Law 
Brendan.john.stevens@gmail.com 

Jeff Mitchell 
Chair 
Student Caucus of Faculty Council 
Osgoode Hall Law School 
York University 
studentcaucus@osgoode.yorku.ca 

Naheed Yaqubian 
President 
Law Student's Society 
Queen's University Faculty of Law 
nyaqubian@gmail.com 

Ali Currie 
President 
Student Legal Society 
Western University Faculty of Law 
sis@uwo.ca 

Dear Student Presidents and Chair: 

Barreau 
The Law Society of du Haut-Canada 

Upper Canada 

Osgoode Hall 
130 Queen Street West 
Toronto, Ontario 
MSH 2N6 

www.lsuc.on.co 

tel (416) 947-3300 
toll-free 1-800-668-7380 

Thank you for your letter of February 24, 2014 written on be ha If of student governments at 6 Ontario 

law schools. 
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Convocation approved the licensing process fees for 2014-15 in November 2013. The fees were set at 

$4300 (not including HST), comprised of a $1500 fee for licensing examinations and a $2800 fee for 

experiential training (either the Articling Program or the Law Practice Program). 

Student concerns respecting the licensing fee were brought to Convocation's attention on February 27, 

2014. At that time, it was noted that Convocation had fully debated and decided the fee issue only three 

months earlier. Any consideration of future changes to the fee would be part of the 2015 budget cycle. 

The approved licensing fee of $4300 (not including HST) was not changed. 

ln 2012 Convocation addressed the viability of the former licensing process, and in particular the 

articling program, after consideration by the Articling Task Force and consultation with ail members of 

the profession, law schools and law school students. lt determined that action was required to resolve 

what had become a barrier to entry. ln order to address this issue, the new licensing process will now 

include an alternative to articling in the form of Law Practice Program and enhancements to the articling 

program. At the same time, Convocation acknowledged the need to do ail it could to minimize the cost 

increase of these required changes. 

Today's licensing fees reflect the actual costs of supporting candidates in the licensing process and are 

the equivalent of those licensing candidates paid for many years leading up to the discontinuation of 

the Bar Admission program in 2005. Through those years, the profession provided an annual subsidy to 

offset licensing costs. ln November 2013, Convocation voted to re-instate that annual subsidy at a level 

of $1million for the 2014-15 licensing year. 

Convocation has also restated its commitment, as noted in its Board meeting held on November 21, 

2013 when the licensing fees received a full debate and approval, that the issue of needs-based 

bursaries and/or other supports would be reassessed in the fall of 2014 following receipt of further 

information on the progress of the new licensing system. If, following deliberations in fall 2014, 

Convocation determines that financial or other supports will be made available, then candidates who 

are currently registering into the 2014-15 licensing process, and who fulfill the needs criteria, will be 

eligible for those supports. 

ln the interim, the Law Society has further considered the payment schedule for licensing fees and is 

proposing to split the fee payments for those candidates who are entering the 2014-15 licensing 

process. The fee for licensing examinations for those who wish to write in June ($1500 not including 

HST) will be due and payable on April 4, 2014 as previously invoiced. The fee for the experiential 

component of licensing, the LPP or Articling Program ($2800 not including HST), will be due and payable 

on July 2, 2014. 

ln addition, for those candidates who are entering the 2014-15 licensing process, the Law Society has in 

place a monthly payment plan with a variety of fee payment methods (by cheque or credit card) and 

three payment plan options, each available with the monthly plan. ln addition, the Society sponsors a 

Re payable Allowance Program to assist candidates in the licensing process who experience difficulty in 

obtaining financial assistance to meet their educational costs, who demonstrate that need, and have 
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exhausted ail other sources of funds. Applications for the monthly payment plan and for the Re payable 

Allowance Program are available in the "Becoming a Lawyer" section of the Law Society's web site at: 

http://www.lsuc.on.ca/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=2147491511 
http :/ /www. ls uc .on .ca/F ina ncia !Assistance/ 

The Law Society has also approached the Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities on the matter of 

student loans. As a practical training course required for professional licensure, the Law Practice 

Program does not qualify for OSAP funding. However, candidates enrolled in the Law Practice Program 

are eligible for Continuation of lnterest-Free Status. This allows candidates to maintain interest and 

payment free status for previously issued government loans while they are enrolled in the LPP. 

Candidates with questions about this process can approach the Financial Aid office at their law school, 

at Ryerson University or at the University of Ottawa. 

The Law Society will continue to monitor the developments in the licensing process, including fee 

structures, as part of its ongoing commitment to assure the competence of members of the legal 

profession. 

The licensing fees information contained in this letter will be posted on the Law Society's website and 

provided to all licensing candidates. 

Thank you. 

Janet E. Minor 

Chair 

Professional Development & Competence Committee 
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Douglas W. Judson <dwjudson@gmail.com>

Follow-Up from Liaison Group Meeting

Zelia Pereira <ZPereira@lsuc.on.ca> Wed, Nov 12, 2014 at 1:02 PM
To: LSSO President <president@lsso.ca>
Cc: "lhum@rogers.com" <lhum@rogers.com>, Lai-King Hum <lhum@thehumlawfirm.ca>, Diana Miles
<DMiles@lsuc.on.ca>

Dear Mr. Judson,

 

Thank you for your email of November 4th, requesting an update on the Pathways to the Profession Pilot
Project.

 

Later this month there will be a report to Convocation on the Project, including a discussion of financial aid
considerations and an update provided on the number of placements. I can advise that we are confident that
the LPP providers will have sufficient placements available for all candidates, and candidates are already
exercising their best efforts to obtain those placements including interviewing for placements and engaging
with employers, with the assistance and support of the LPP providers.

 

We can also report, as it will be in public in late November, that we anticipate that approximately 40% of the
placements are likely to be in a nominally paid or unpaid environment. We also have a number of candidates
in the process choosing those unpaid placements over paid placements, as they prefer the work environment
or the legal practice focus that is being provided.

 

With respect to your other enquiries, we are actively monitoring all components of the Pathways as part of
our evaluative obligations, as set by Convocation of the Law Society, and will be reporting through to relevant
Committees and then into Convocation as the process evolves. We are, of course, very cognizant of the
importance of the issues that you have raised in your email, to current candidates, future candidates and the
profession as a whole.

 

We welcome your continued interest and encourage you to monitor Convocation meetings for further
updates.

 

 

Janet E. Minor

Treasurer
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From: dwjudson@gmail.com [mailto:dwjudson@gmail.com] On Behalf Of LSSO President
Sent: November-04-14 5:55 PM
To: Zelia Pereira
Cc: lhum@rogers.com; Lai-King Hum
Subject: Follow-Up from Liaison Group Meeting

 

Dear Treasurer Minor -

 

Thank you for the invitation to join the Treasurer's Liaison Group. It was a pleasure to attend last night's meeting
and to speak with you at the reception.

 

I am writing to follow up on one item of discussion that was raised by Lai-King Hum, President of the Federation
of Asian Canadian Lawyers (FACL). The LSSO shares many of her concerns about the LPP. I have copied Lai
on this message.

 

First, we are interested in any data that LSUC can provide related to the demographics of the LPP cohort
(racialized students, home region, age, etc.). We continue to be concerned that students and/or lawyers from
disadvantaged socioeconomic backgrounds (i.e., without an inherited social or professional network) will have
increased difficulty accessing the profession and that multiple licensing streams may serve to marginalize these
individuals.

 

Second, we are also curious about the work placements that the students are receiving. For instance, we are
interested in learning how many placements have been created by employers (what is the remaining shortfall?),
how many have been secured by LPP candidates, how many positions are paid, and any statistics you can
share on the range of compensation that the paid positions offer. We think that data on these matters should be
important to evaluating the program's success at the end of the pilot period.

 

Finally, any insight you can provide as to how LSUC intends to deliver the financial aid to LPP candidates would
also be appreciated. When we met in the spring, I recall that November was the anticipated disbursement time,
if any funds were to be made available.

 

Thank you again for the invitation. I look forward to the next discussion.

 

Sincerely,

 

______________________________________

Douglas W. Judson, BSocSc, BCom (Hon.)
JD/MBA Candidate (2015)
Osgoode Hall Law School & Schulich School of Business, York University

President
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Law Students' Society of Ontario

E: president@lsso.ca | M: 416-628-3146
______________________________________
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Dan Snyder, Nadia Kadri, Keisha-Anne Pillai 

 
To the Benchers of the LSUC, 
 
Re: Pathways Pilot Project Evaluation and Enhancements to Licensing Report 
 

 
As gatekeepers to the legal profession, your statutory duties include 

promoting access to justice, protecting the public interest, and acting in a timely 
manner. Prematurely scrapping the LPP would contravene these principles and 
as such the program should be allowed to run its full course. 
 

Firstly, limiting the pathways to the legal profession goes against 
promoting access to justice. The LPP appeals especially to those future lawyers 
interested in solo practice, community clinics, and legal aid - areas at the 
forefront of access to justice. 
 

Secondly, the public has an interest in a legal profession that is flexible, 
accessible, and inclusive in order to meet their 21st century expectations. The 
traditional articling model chiefly benefits those with privileged social capital; the 
public would rightly view a reversion to solely that system as elitist and 
regressive. 
 

Thirdly, as a professional regulator, the LSUC has a duty to act "in a timely 
manner" so that those affected can plan their affairs accordingly. It is not fair to 
force law students to pivot their career trajectory at the cusp of 
graduation. Prematurely ending the LPP after only three out of its five years 
would detrimentally affect those of us relying upon the continuation of this 
program. For soon-to-be law school graduates, many of us have planned our 
career paths around the LPP. We have networked with the LPP in mind, and not 
a traditional articling position. A decision to abandon the LPP at your upcoming 
November convocation would not be acting “in a timely manner” for those of us 
relying on attending this program next fall. 
 

In sum, please allow the LPP to continue to run its promised course. 
Maintaining the LPP would promote access to justice, protect the public interest, 
and would prevent casting hundreds of law school graduates into ‘legal limbo’ on 
short notice. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Dan Snyder 
Nadia Kadri 
Keiisha-Anne Pillai 
 
B.C.L./LL.B. Candidates, 2017 
Faculty of Law, McGill University 
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Navtej Khehra 

 

 

Respected Sir/Madam, 

It was my pleasure to be a LPP candidate at the Ryerson University in 2015-16 batch. I learned 

lot of things, which I would not have without participating in the LPP. Most important aspect of 

the LPP was, supervision and feedback by the mentors. In addition to that; we were trained in 6 

practice areas, which is not possible if a law student join an articling position in a law firm. The 

LPP saved me a year because of easy availability. If LSUC terminate this program, it will be a 

great loss to legal profession and I will be shocked. 

Navtej Khehra 

Barrister, Solicitor & Notary Public 
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Beth Kibur 

 
Dear Sir/Madam,  
 
Please accept this email as my objection to the recommendation to cancel the LPP Program currently 
hosted at Ryerson University. I have copied Mr. R. F. Evans who is my local bencher, though I have not 
previously discussed this matter with him directly. 
 
I am involved in this program as a mentor. I was called to the bar in 2010 and have been practicing 
mostly Family Law for the past, almost 7, years.  
 
As a younger mentor, I can easily recall the plight of the newly called lawyer, and particularly a newly 
called lawyer of minority background. My family were hard working immigrants who provided a decent 
life for me and my siblings, but did not have any ‘connections’ in the Canadian Legal community. I 
certainly felt disadvantaged leaving law school and looking for an articling position as I did not feel I fit 
the mold of a “typical law student”. I was very fortunate to article with Mr. Roger Rowe, who was a 
brilliant articling principle and to whom I credit my success thus far in my career. However, I recall that 
during my articling year (2008/2009), which occurred contemporaneous with the international financial 
crisis,  many of my cohort had to resort to unpaid, unproductive articles, or worse yet, some did not find 
articling positions at all and lost 6 – 18 months of productivity in the search for placement. The LPP 
program has offered a solution to the problem of articling shortage, which shortage further marginalizes 
the most vulnerable of law students, those of minority background and mature students. I was a bit 
shocked to see that the committee recommended terminating the program without offering another 
solution. In effect, leaving vulnerable members of our legal communities to fend for themselves in the 
face of a problem that they did not create, and they should not have the burden of resolving on their 
own.  
 
I was recently assisting with a Trial Advocacy Seminar hosted by the LPP program this past weekend, 
which was as excellent as all of their programming. In my experience over the past two years of 
providing mentorship for the first half of the program, I can say I am very impressed with the program. 
Much like my fellow lawyers, I too was skeptical prior to my direct involvement with the program. How 
can a simulated law firm and simulated clients replace the real thing? However, I believe that medical 
and dental students work with simulated patients prior to performing procedures on real patients, and 
that is probably a really good thing! Also, the LPP program has gone to great lengths to provide as much 
realism as possible, by rendering assignments in real time with real deadlines. My LPP mentees were as 
stressed out and busy as any other articling students I’ve encountered.  Not all articling experiences are 
the same, and the LPP is as good as any. Public perception cannot be expected to shift in 2 years, 
considering how long the traditional articling program has been around. That is not an appropriate 
standard by which to assess the program at this stage.  
 
When looking around the auditorium full of candidates, I saw many candidates who looked like me and I 
suspect have the same ambitions and challenges as I did breaking into an industry where the majority of 
people do not look like us. As it is, these candidates of minority ethnic background will still have 
challenges in obtaining employment once called, and they will deal with the challenges as I have, by 
working hard and persevering against adversity. However, the licensing process is not like the general 
“job hunt” process. It is a complete barrier to practicing the profession which the candidates have spent 
so much time and resources to train for. It is unfair and unjust to undertake such a major investment 
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into one’s future, and all along foregoing many opportunities in favour of this pursuit, only to be 
disabled from proceeding once the finish line is in sight.  
 
I have had the good fortune of practicing in public service and private practice since my call. I do my best 
to serve my community in every manner possible, including providing services to legally aided clients 
and pro bono files. I would like to think the world, and profession, is better for having had my 
contribution and contributions from those like me – racial and religious minority, women etc. As it is, 
racial and religious minorities continue to be underrepresented in the legal community and more needs 
to be done to break down ‘soft’ barriers to have the diversity of our communities represented within 
our profession.   
 
I strongly object to the recommendations by the LSUC sub-committee to cancel the LPP program and I 
find the recommendation somewhat offensive, considering the report acknowledges how helpful the 
program was to marginalized licensing candidates.  
 
Thank you for considering my comments above.  
 
Respectfully submitted,  
 
 
 

Beth Kibur 
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Michael David Kocian 

 

 

Dear Benchers of the Law Society of Upper Canada, 

 

I am an alumnus of the second year (2015-2016) of the Law Practice Program 

(“LPP”). I completed the training and placement portions of the program successfully and 

was called to the bar in June. I would like to briefly offer my views on the 

recommendation to end the pilot project.  

While I agree that there are some reasonable concerns about the program, my 

experience with it has been a tremendously positive one and I do not believe that ending 

it after this year would be the best course of action for the Law Society and the future of 

the legal profession in Ontario. I have reviewed the PDCC Report (“Report”) and do not 

think that the reasons given justify ending the program.  

Like the Report and many others have said, there is no real concern about the 

quality of the program. Having been through it, I can say that it was a challenging 

program that also provided breadth of experience I do not believe many, if any, articling 

positions can match. I would also add that I am part of the minority that chose the LPP 

rather than articling and it was for this reason. I did not want to risk having a poor 

articling experience or one that left me with only a narrow set of competencies. I have not 

been disappointed. I feel confident to engage in a variety of practice areas that I would 

not have though I would ever practice in. The LPP has given me a perspective that I 

could not have learned from a traditional articling position. While it may not be the 

choice for all licensing candidates, I think it would be very unfortunate to deny future 

candidates such an option.  

Another significant concern that was mentioned in the Report is the stigma faced 

by LPP candidates and alumni. While most of my experience has been positive, some do 

see it as a second-tier path. This is a challenge my peers and I will have to face for years 

to come. Many of us are now members of the Bar and many more will be called. I fear 

that ending the LPP will be seen by some members of the Law Society and public as an 

admission of failure, affecting not only the reputation of LPP alumni but the reputation of 

the Law Society and profession as a whole. Even though the LPP’s quality is not in 

serious doubt, I fear that ending it will nonetheless increase the prejudice that its alumni 

face about their competence and quality of work. This is all the more concerning since, as 

the Report mentions, a large proportion of the candidates are already from marginalized 

or underrepresented groups.  

Finally, a key theme emphasized by Chris, Gina, and the rest of those who work 

with the candidates was the importance of the changes occurring in the legal profession, 

particularly regarding the problems with access to justice. While it is clearly not the holy 

grail, I am confident that the LPP has the potential to inspire future and recently called 

lawyers to seek innovative solutions to improve access to justice in Ontario and even 

beyond. To end it would in my opinion reduce the potential for innovation in the 

profession. 

I think it would be best to continue it for at least two more years (for the five 

years originally proposed for the pilot project) and continue to improve it so that a more 

complete evaluation can be undertaken, taking into account the results from alumni a few 
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years into their careers as lawyers as well as a more developed and refined program after 

five years of learning from and improving it. I believe not only those of us who were and 

are part of the LPP but the profession as a whole deserves as much. I urge you to consider 

these reasons as well as all the other comments others have submitted1 when deciding on 

how to proceed. Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

 

Sincerely,  

 

 

Michael David Kocian 

                                                 
1 I do not know if it has been submitted but I found this piece by Jordan Furlong to be quite compelling: 

http://www.slaw.ca/2016/10/04/in-defence-of-the-law-practice-program/  
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MEMORANDUM 
 
 
Via Email 

 
TO:  Policy Secretariat - The Law Society of Upper Canada 
 
FROM: Mitchell E. Kowalski  
 
DATE:  October 18, 2016 
 
RE:  Pathways Pilot Project Evaluation and Enhancements to Licensing Report 
  Presented to Convocation on September 22, 2016 by 
  The Professional Development & Competence Committee (“PDCC”)       
 
 
I write in connection with the call for comments on the above report which recommends 

that the Law Practice Program (“LPP”) be terminated. I disagree with the 

recommendation and suggest that the LPP Pilot be continued and given clear, 

measureable and reasonably achievable goals. 

 

Ontario has been in the grips of an articling crisis for years and that crisis was the reason 

behind the creation of the LPP. 

 

At the LPP’s inception in 2012 there were not enough articling positions for every law 

graduate who wanted to become a lawyer in Ontario. That situation has not changed. 

 

The LPP pilot was created to fill this gap and it has done so; enrolling 281 students in its 

first year of operation and 280 in its second year of operation. Without the LPP, nearly 

600 law graduates would still be looking for articling positions. 

 

In making its decision to terminate the LPP, the PDCC relied heavily upon the findings of 

an independent consultant. This consultant conducted surveys of articling students and 
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LLP students to determine is whether the LPP or Articling, was more effective in 

delivering transitional experiential training in defined areas of skills and tasks considered 

necessary for entry-level practice. The consultant’s report revealed that there was no 

clear, outright winner of this most ridiculous duel. 

 

In fact, the consultant’s report points out that LPP is actually better than Articling in 

some areas. For instance, the report states, “Data from these performance measures show 

that all the candidates in the LPP…. [while only] the vast majority of the candidates in 

the Articling Program met or exceeded the expectations for their competency 

development [emphasis added]” (page 140 of the consultant’s report). 

 

And while the PDCC created this most ridiculous duel, Convocation needs to determine 

whether or not PDCC actually had the authority to do so. 

   

Did Convocation unequivocally state that LPP training had to be clearly superior to 

Articling as a method of training, failing which it will be terminated? 

 

or, 

 

Did Convocation intend for LPP to provide training that was reasonably comparable to 

Articling so as to provide more opportunities for law graduates wishing to practice in 

Ontario? 

  

The correct question is the latter. In no document does Convocation unequivocally state 

that LPP must demonstrate itself to be clearly superior to Articling in all ways in order to 

survive.    
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Finally, and most inexplicably, the PDCC based its decision to terminate the LPP based 

upon the fact that some members of the profession perceive the LPP as “second-tier.” By 

doing so, PDCC turned its evaluation of the LPP and Articling into a popularity contest. 

 

It is neither fair, nor rational for “perception” or “popularity” to enter into the PDCC 

decision-making criteria. Moreover, should it be a surprise to anyone that after operating 

for only two years, the LPP failed to create a dramatic shift in perception? 

 
 
Conclusion 

 
In 2016, there cannot be any fair-minded person who will argue against the proposition 

that every law graduate who wishes to become a lawyer in this province must have an 

equal opportunity to do so. Whether a candidate succeeds or fails as a lawyer is to be 

determined on his or her merits, not on a lack of opportunity. 

 

If Convocation agrees with this view, it cannot vote to terminate the LPP and thereby 

reduce the number of pathways to becoming a lawyer in Ontario; it must extend the LPP 

pilot and give the LPP clear, measureable and reasonably achievable goals. 

 

However, 

 

if Convocation is of the view that Ontario should not provide every law graduate with an 

equal opportunity to be called to the Ontario bar; and 

 

if Convocation is of the view that the number of lawyers in Ontario must be restricted 

despite the ever-growing access to justice crisis; and 
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if Convocation is of the view that such restriction should be created by deliberately 

restricting the pathway to the profession to an insufficient number of Articling positions; 

 

Then, 

 

Convocation should have the courage to clearly make those statements instead of hiding 

behind a flawed, ridiculous duel between a two-year old pilot project and a well-

entrenched 100-year old training process.  

   
 
Regards, 
 
 
Mitch 
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Anna Krol 

I'm writing this email as an LPP alumni in hopes of aiding your decision this November. From personal experience the program has been invaluable to 
myself and many of my fellow colleagues. I could say an endless amount of positive things about the program, the staff and the training that I received 
but I will breakdown my experience into highlights that have benefited both myself, the legal community and the community at large.  
  
Measurable and Standardized Legal Training 
  
I think that the subjective nature of every articling experience can be both positive and negative. However, what the LPP does is ensure that a 
minimum level of legal training is met. The first four months of the LPP are a great equalizer for the profession. Future lawyers are not only exposed to 
a wide variety of files, legal problems, tasks and expectations but are measured on this performance every day and also in the in person weeks 
throughout the program. Further, the first four months offer an opportunity for candidates to practice their skills in a simulated environment. The data 
collected from these four months can serve as a benchmark for the profession in establishing where candidates excel and where the legal profession 
can offer more assistance and training to candidates. Due to the isolated environment of the traditional articling experience such data may not always 
be available on such a large scale. However, the LPP does not omit the benefits of real on the job training and offers candidates an opportunity to 
practice their legal skills during their work placement.  
  
Work Placement Employers 
  
One of the benefits of the LPP is that employers are able to accommodate into their organizations a student for a shorter term much easier than they 
are able to do so during the traditional articling route. I completed my work placement within the General Counsel's office of my previous employer. 
Although they did consider working with me in the traditional articling route of ten months, budgetary approval issues arose and they simply couldn't 
afford a student for ten months. However, the four month option was much more attractive to them due to these budgetary constraints. Without the LPP 
this option would not have been available to either myself or my employer and I would have had to leave an organization that I have been with prior to 
the start of the LPP, during my completion of it and now as a full-time employee of the organization.  
  
Complimentary Option  
I think it's important to remember that the LPP is not a threat to articling. Although novel ways of doing something can sometimes seem foreign and 
uncomfortable I think the legal profession has greatly benefited from the progress that the LPP has created. We see virtually every industry changing 
as new technology emerges and the legal profession is no stranger to that. The LPP doesn't serve as a replacement for articling but it does offer a 
complimentary option to both candidates and employers that need an option that doesn't fit the traditional mould. The LPP without compromising legal 
training and work place exposure is really that option.  
  
Thank you for taking the time to read my letter and I hope you will consider some of these points when you make your decision this November.  
  
Sincerely,  
  
Anna Krol 
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Valeri (Val) Kulkov, JD, MBA, MSc
BARRISTER & SOLICITOR

226 York Mills Road
Toronto, Ontario M2L 1L1

Phone: +1 (416) 7161237
Fax: +1 (416) 3526117

Email: val.kulkov@kulkovlaw.ca

October 21, 2016

Re: Pathways Pilot Project Evaluation Report

Dear Benchers,

I am a graduate of the first LPP cohort, 20142015. I have reviewed the September 22, 2016 Report to
Convocation (the “Report”) by  the LSUC Professional Development & Competence Committee (the
“Committee”). Please accept my submission with comments about the Report.

Sincerely,

Val Kulkov

Page 1 of 13
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1. Executive Summary
The LPP did not create “secondtier” candidates. The LPP simply exposed the “secondtier” that had
already existed prior to the LPP. The inability of a candidate to secure an articling position may not
necessarily reflect the candidate’s entrylevel competencies but rather the candidate’s race, age, and
absence of the Canadian law degree.

The majority of the LPP candidates came to the LPP not by their choice but rather in a consequence of
their inability to secure an articling position. The overrepresentation of the internationallyeducated,
racialized   and   the   age   40+candidates   in   the   LPP   program   does   not   reflect   preferences   of   these
candidates but rather it reflects tastes and preferences of the law firms recruiting articling students.

The overrepresentation of the “equalityseeking” or “disadvantaged” candidates as a consequence of
their race, age and absence of the Canadian law degree creates a selection bias in the LPP group, which
in turn introduces in a systemic error in the conclusions of the Evaluation.

Because of the presence of the selection bias and the absence of a correction for it, the “objective”
metrics used in the Evaluation to evaluate relative performance of the LPP and the Articling Program
groups, namely: (1) the proportion of candidates who were called to the Bar in June of their licensing
year, (2) the hireback rate, and (3) the rate of engagement in the firstyear practice, are misguided.

2. Evaluation criteria
The Law Society retained Research and Evaluation Consulting (RaECon) with Dr. Sidiq Ali, a scientific
psychometrician, to gather evidencebased information on the implementation and outcomes of the two
pathways through formalized, systematic program evaluation methods.1 A copy of Dr. Ali’s “Pathways
Evaluation Interim Results:  Years One and Two” (the “Evaluation”) was attached to the Report as
Tab 2.2.2

The Committee considered and approved  the multiphased evaluation model  of   the pathways  and
identified   the   components   and   particulars   of   the   evaluation   plan   in   its   Report   to   Convocation,
February 27,   2014   (the   “20140227   Report”).3  The   20140227   Report   identified   the   following
purpose of the evaluation plan (emphasis added):4

The goal will be to gather evidencedbased information on the application and results of the
two pathways with a view to measuring the effectiveness of those pathways to produce 
competent lawyers for entry into the profession.

It is crucially important to note that nowhere in the February 27, 2014 Report the Committee identified
the following metrics that were used later in the Evaluation as the criteria of effectiveness of a pathway

1 Dr. Sidiq Ali, “Pathways Evaluation Interim Results: Years One and Two”, p 8.
2 In this paper, references to page numbers in the Evaluation refer to page numbers as stated in the Evaluation, 

not to page numbers in the electronic (PDF) version of the Report.
3 20140227 Report”), p 19721980.
4 20140227 Report, p 1974.
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in producing competent lawyers for entry into the profession:

1. the proportion of candidates who were called to the Bar in June of their licensing year,

2. the hireback rate, and

3. the rate of engagement in the firstyear practice.

For reasons that follow, the above metrics of evaluating the effectiveness of a pathway in producing
competent lawyers for entry into the profession are misguided.

3. Selection bias

3.1.  The observation groups must be free of selection bias
The data used  in  the Evaluation come from a variety of   sources,   including surveys of  candidates,
principals, employers, and focus groups. All observations, regardless of their source or type, relate to,
derive from, or otherwise describe their source objects: the licensing candidates participating either in
the enhanced Articling Program, or the LPP.

A scientific  comparison of   relative performance  between  two groups  requires   that  the observation
groups must  be  free  of   selection bias.   If   the selection bias  cannot  be avoided,   it  may be possible
sometimes to reduce or eliminate bias from the observed results by the application of weight factors to
the study objects. However, the use of weight factors requires additional data about the observation
groups that may or may not be available.

3.2.  Opting for the LPP
RaECon and  Dr.  Ali  apparently  assumed  that  both   the  Articling  Program candidates  and   the  LPP
candidates were free to decide which licensing pathway they want to choose (emphasis added):5

For the first year of Pathways, approximately 77% of the licensing candidates selected the 
Articling Program and approximately 13% of licensing candidates opted for the Law 
Practice Program...

For the second year of Pathways, approximately 79% of the licensing candidates selected 
the Articling Program and approximately 12% of licensing candidates opted for the Law 
Practice Program.

The majority of the LPP candidates did not opt for the LPP program. The Report notes that “the LPP
was not the first choice for almost twothirds of the LPP candidates in Year One and for almost three
quarters of the candidates in Year Two”.6

The majority of the LPP candidates came to the LPP not by their choice but rather in a consequence of
their   inability   to   secure   an   articling   position.   The   Report   uses   the   terms   “equalityseeking”   or

5 Evaluation, p 10; also Evaluation Appendix 1, “INPUTS” section, p 143.
6 Report, p 18.
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“disadvantaged” in describing such candidates. As will be demonstrated below, law firms that recruit
articling students in Ontario tend to avoid certain categories of articling candidates.

3.3.  Perceptions about certain categories of licensing candidates
As the Evaluation noted, all LPP candidates met or exceeded the entrylevel competency expectations
for lawyers:7

Candidates in the LPP have been assessed for their learning in defined areas of skills and 
tasks; all were meeting or exceeding the competency expectations.

Therefore, the “equalityseeking” or “disadvantaged” candidates who were unable to secure an articling
position must have been rejected by law firms recruiting articling students for reasons other than their
level of competency. It appears plausible that the recruiting principals might have had a perception that
the   “equalityseeking”   or   “disadvantaged”   candidates   might   had   been   lacking   the   entrylevel
competencies for lawyers. However, in noting that all LPP candidates met or exceeded the entrylevel
competency expectations for lawyers, the Evaluation indicated that such perceptions were unfounded.

Apparently, perceptions can only be proven wrong over time, after the LPP candidates are given an
ample opportunity to prove themselves in the legal practice. Articling has been in place for more than
50 years.  As  with any new and untested process,   it  will   take many years  for   the LPP to disprove
skepticism or unfounded perceptions.

3.4.  Perceptions may continue past licensing
It is clear that certain characteristics of licensing candidates, such as their race, age, and absence of the
Canadian law degree remain in place after the successful completion of the LPP and obtaining a license
by a candidate.  As such,  certain perceptions of  recruiting principals  in  law firms  in respect of  the
“equalityseeking” or “disadvantaged” candidates may continue to persist and may apply to the new
lawyers.

The overrepresentation of the internationallyeducated, racialized and the age 40+candidates in the
LPP   program   does   not   reflect   preferences   of   these   candidates   but   rather   it   reflects   tastes   and
preferences of law firms recruiting articling students.

A licensing candidate’s race, age, and absence of the Canadian law degree appear to be the major
factors in determining a new lawyer’s employment opportunities.

3.5.  The Evaluation’s “objective” metrics are misguided
The selection bias in the LPP group introduces a systemic error in the conclusions of the Evaluation.
The “undesirable” status of many of the LPP candidates among law firms recruiting articling students
introduces a systemic error in such metrics as the hireback rate and the rate of engagement in the first
year practice. Due to the presence of  the selection bias  in the LPP group,  the metrics used  in the
Evaluation to evaluate relative performance of the LPP and Articling Program groups, namely:

7 Evaluation, p 5.
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1. the proportion of candidates who were called to the Bar in June of their licensing year,

2. the hireback rate, and

3. the rate of engagement in the firstyear practice,

are misguided in the absence of a correction for selection bias.

RaECon and Dr.  Ali  have not  made an attempt to  isolate,  evaluate and correct   the selection bias.
Without a correction for the selection bias, the conclusions in the Evaluation are misguided.

4. “Undesirable” licensing candidates
To evaluate tastes and preferences of law firms recruiting articling students, some of whom are hired
back as associates and eventually become partners, the author of this paper reviewed and analyzed
publicly available bios of 648 lawyers working in Toronto offices of three medium to large law firms,
with help from a person who wished to remain anonymous.

The author picked names of three law firms at random from the NALP Canadian Directory of Legal
Employers   at   https://www.nalpcanada.com/.   The   data   on   the   law   firm   websites   were   collected,
reviewed and analyzed in the period from October 17 to October 20, 2016.

The names of  the three chosen  law firms are not publicized in this paper.   It   is   important  to note
however that the information provided in the law firm websites is publicly available and the lawyer
bios are intended to be available to the public. Therefore, anyone can review and analyze the lawyer bios
on the law firm websites.

Upon request, the author will provide to the Committee and to the Convocation names of the three
chosen   law   firms   and   all   source  data   that   the   author  used   in   the  preparation  of   tables,   graphs,
summaries and conclusions in this paper.

The author analyzed the following characteristics of lawyers working in these three law firms:

1. whether the lawyer’s first law degree was obtained outside of Canada, and

2. the number of years from the first undergraduate degree to the first law degree.

The first characteristic, “whether the lawyer’s first law degree was obtained outside of Canada”, closely
relates to the “internationallyeducated” category in the Evaluation.

The second characteristic, “the number of years from the first undergraduate degree to the first law
degree”, is a measure of the age of a licensing candidate at the time when he or she enters the licensing
process. Most people in North America receive their undergraduate degree when they are 2122 years
old. Therefore, for a licensing candidate to be in the age 40+ category, her number of years from her
first undergraduate degree to her first law degree must be 18 or more.

The author was unable collect enough data from public sources to identify “racialized” lawyers in the
three law firms chosen for this study. The author is willing to pursue a study of “racialized” lawyers in
case public or private data on this topic becomes available.
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4.1.  Internationallyeducated candidates
According   to   the  Evaluation,  8% of   all   candidates   in   the  Articling  Program were   internationally
educated candidates in Year 1 and 9% in Year 2.8 By application of these rates to the total number of
candidates enrolled in the Articling Program in Year 1 (2,019) and Year 2 (1,878),9 we can estimate
that   the   total  number  of   internationallyeducated candidates   in   the  Articling  Program was  161   in
Year 1, and 169 in Year 2.

According to the Report, approximately 600 (25.5%) out of 2,350 newlyregistered candidates now
participating in the licensing process are the internationallyeducated candidates. As evidenced in the
previous  paragraph,   the  Articling  Program’s   capacity   for   the   internationallyeducated candidates   is
limited to about 165 articling positions per year. Therefore, the rest of the internationallyeducated
candidates,  or  approximately  435  candidates   (almost   threequarters  of  all   internationallyeducated
candidates),  must   look  elsewhere   for   completion  of   their  experiential   learning   requirement  of   the
licensing process.

What are the possible reasons for the shortage of articling positions for the internationallyeducated
candidates?   In   the   three   law   firms   chosen   for   this   study,   the   internationallyeducated   associates
accounted for 2% to 5% of all associates. The internationallyeducated partners accounted for 0.7% to
2.5% of all partners in these firms. In contrast,  25.5% of newlyregistered licensing candidates are
internationallyeducated.

Appendix 1: internationallyeducated candidates on page 11 of this paper presents the summary data
about the internationallyeducated candidates in the three law firms chosen for this study in graphs and
tables.

The information about the articling students currently doing their articles in the three law firms chosen
for this study could not be easily obtained for two of the three law firms. Among 28 articling students
in law firm 2, only one articling student obtained his Bachelor of Law degree outside of Canada. This
articling student represents 3.6% of all articling students in law firm 2.

In view of the foregoing, it is easy to explain why 52% of all LPP candidates in Year 1 and 50% of LPP
candidates in Year 2 were internationallyeducated candidates. Many of the internationallyeducated
candidates did not opt for the LPP program. The LPP was their only way to complete the experiential
learning requirement of the licensing process. 

4.2.  Age 40+ candidates
According to the Evaluation, just 2% of all  candidates in the Articling Program were the Age 40+
candidates in Year 1 and Year 2.10  By application of these rates to the total number of candidates
enrolled in the Articling Program in Year 1 (2,019) and Year 2 (1,878),11 we can estimate that the total

8 Evaluation, p 76.
9 Evaluation, p 3.
10 Evaluation, p 76.
11 Evaluation, p 3.
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number of age 40+ candidates in the Articling Program was 40 in Year 1, and 38 in Year 2.

The   age   40+  is   disproportionately   represented   in   the   LPP  program.   In  Year   1,   17% of   the   LPP
candidates, or 48 individuals, were identified as age 40+. In Year 2, 19% of the LPP candidates, or 53
individuals, were identified as age 40+.12

Therefore, the total number of age 40+ candidates was about 90 in each year of the pilot. This number
represents about 4% of all candidates.

What are the possible reasons for the disproportionate representation of the age 40+ candidates in the
LPP group? In the three law firms chosen for this study, only one out of 648 lawyers entered her
licensing process in her 40s. This is 1/648 = 0.15% of all lawyers in these law firms. Not one of the
articling students in law firm 2, where some information on articling students was available, was in the
age 40+ category.

Appendix 2: Age 40+ candidates on page 13 of this paper presents the summary data about the age
40+ candidates in the three law firms chosen for this study in tabular format.

If law firms recruiting articling students treated the age 40+ candidates in the same way as they treat
the “average” candidate, about 2% of all lawyers in law firms would be the ones who obtained their
license in their 40s. This is after accounting for the fact that career of a lawyer who obtains a license to
practice law in her 40s is about twice as short as one of a lawyer who obtains a license in her 20s,
therefore the 4% rate of age 40+ licensing candidates must translate into about 2% of all lawyers
considering the length of their career path in law if all age 40+ licensing candidates obtain their license
and begin practice law.

The disparity between the acceptance rate of lawyers who applied for a license in their 40s by the law
firms that were chosen for this study, and the rate of occurrence of age 40+ licensing candidates in the
pool of licensing candidates, can only be explained by the utmost reluctance of the law firms to retain
the age 40+ candidates.

5. The “secondtier”

5.1.  The LPP exposed the “secondtier” that had already existed
The LPP did not create “secondtier” candidates. The LPP simply exposed the “secondtier” that had
already existed prior to the LPP. As demonstrated in the ““Undesirable” licensing candidates“ section
above, the market has its own tastes and preferences.

In  the market  where  the availability  of  articling positions exceeds  the number  of  candidates,   it   is
mathematically inevitable that the “excess” candidates will be deprived of an opportunity to complete
their licensing process within the prescribed threeyear period. In large part, these “excess” candidates
will be the candidates whom the articling principals tend to avoid.

Therefore, it is the market and not the candidate’s entrylevel competencies that will determine access

12 Evaluation, p 3, 76.
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to the profession for these “excess” candidates if there is no alternative to articling.

5.2.  Questions to the Committee and the Convocation
1. Is the market an effective tool in separating candidates who "possess the required competencies

at an entrylevel to provide legal services effectively and in the public interest"13 from those who
do not? The Report and the Evaluation did not address this question.

2. Are the “excess”, or “undesirable” candidates less capable in the legal profession? Based on the
Evaluation’s conclusion in respect of the LPP candidates, the answer must be “no”:14

Candidates in the LPP have been assessed for their learning in defined areas of 
skills and tasks; all were meeting or exceeding the competency expectations.

3. Is the Law Society prepared to accept that access to the profession for some candidates with be
determined by the market forces?

4. If   there   is   no  alternative   to  articling,  will   the   shortage  of   articling  position  prevent   some
competent candidates from getting a licence?

5. If a competent candidate cannot obtain a license due to the shortage of articling positions, is the
licensing process fair, accessible and objective?

6. Is there public demand for competent and affordable lawyers?

7. Does   the  Access   to  Justice   initiative  encourage   the  increased availability  of   competent  and
affordable lawyers?

6. My own experience with the LPP
Before  entering  Queen’s  Law  in  2010,   I  had Master’s  Degree   in  Organic  Chemistry   from Moscow
University, Russia (1988) and M.B.A. from the University of Toronto (2002). Between 1996 and 2010,
I worked in two computational chemistry companies in Toronto as President and CEO.

When I received my JD degree from Queen’s University in 2013, I was 47 years old. Unlike most of my
classmates who received offers of articling positions and started their articles right after finishing the
law school, I had no offers.

For about 4 or 5 months after finishing law school, I was making cold calls and sending applications to
law firms in the GTA. In early stages of this process, I was targeting law firms specializing in my area of
interest:   the   intellectual   property.   In   later   stages   of   the   process,   I   expanded   my   search   to   firms
specializing in the commercial law, civil litigation, administrative law, employment, and real estate law.
I  attended 6  to 8  interviews,  without  getting any offers.   I  stopped making cold calls  and sending
applications as soon as I heard about the availability of the LPP.

If I did not have an opportunity to join the LPP, it is very possible that I would not have been able to

13 Report, p 5.
14 Evaluation, p 5.
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complete my licensing process.

The LPP exceeded my expectations in almost every aspect, except for the availability and choice of the
placement positions. In hindsight, it could hardly be a surprise: the shortage of LPP placement position
was at least as severe as the shortage of articling positions during my LPP year.

I am currently practicing civil litigation. My clients are telling me that they are happy with my work
and they are willing to provide references for me on request.

7. Conclusions
A candidate’s inability to secure an articling position may comes a result of the candidate’s membership
in one of the groups that Ontario law firms recruiting articling students tend to avoid, rather than the
reflection of the candidate’s level of competency.

The candidate’s  race,  age and absence of the Canadian  law degree appear to be important factors
determining the candidate’s membership in one of the “equalityseeking” or “disadvantaged” groups.

The  LPP  attracted  a  disproportionately   large  number  of   licensing   candidates  who were  otherwise
unable to continue and complete their licensing process. The conclusions in the Evaluation in respect of
the relative performance of the Articling Program and the LPP cannot be correctly interpreted without
elimination of the selection bias in the LPP group.

In view of the continued shortage of articling position, ending the LPP without providing an alternative
pathway for licensing candidates will necessarily mean that the “excess” candidates will be deprived of
an opportunity to complete their licensing process within the prescribed threeyear period. In large
part, these “excess” candidates will be the candidates whom the articling principals tend to avoid.

Some of the candidates who will be prevented from getting a licence due to the shortage of articling
positions may in fact be competent candidates. Therefore, if that happens it cannot be said that the
licensing process is fair, accessible and objective.

Ending the LPP will not solve the problem of the shortage of articling positions, it will exacerbates it.
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8. Appendix 1: internationallyeducated candidates
The graphs and tables below represent the proportion of internationallyeducated lawyers in Toronto
offices of three medium to large law firms chosen by the author of this paper by random picking of firm
names from the NALP Canadian Directory of Legal Employers at https://www.nalpcanada.com/.

Source: the respective law firm websites. Data currency: current as of October 19, 2016.
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Number of internationallyeducated lawyers: law firm 1.

Law firm 1 internationallyeducated

Position No Yes

Partner 79 2

Counsel 19 2

Associate 56 2

Total 154 6

Number of internationallyeducated lawyers: law firm 2.

Law firm 2 internationallyeducated

Position No Yes

Partner 137 3

Counsel 7

Associate 110 2

Total 254 5

Number of internationallyeducated lawyers: law firm 3.

Law firm 3 Internationallyeducated

Position No Yes

Partner 139 1

Counsel 26

Associate 60 3

Total 225 4
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9. Appendix 2: Age 40+ candidates
For the purpose of evaluating the number of lawyers in the three law firms chosen for this study who
entered the licensing process in his/her 40s, it has been assumed that a licensing candidate entering
the licensing process in his/her 40s earned his or her undergraduate degree at the age of 21 or 22, or
18 or more years before earning his or her law degree.

The three law firms were chosen by the author of this paper by random picking of firm names from the
NALP Canadian Directory of Legal Employers at https://www.nalpcanada.com/.

Source: the respective law firm websites. Data currency: current as of October 19, 2016.

Law firm 1 Years, undergraduate degree to law degree

Position 07 810 1117 Data not
available

Associate 51 3 1 3

Counsel 14 7

Partner 65 2 1 13

Total 130 5 2 23

Law firm 2 Years, undergraduate degree to law degree

Position 07 810 1117 18+ Data not
available

Partner 105 4 2 1 28

Counsel 4 1 2

Associate 102 4 2 4

Total 211 9 4 1 34

Law firm 3 Years, undergraduate degree to law degree

Position 07 810 1117 Data not
available

Partner 110 6 1 23

Counsel 22 1 3

Associate 55 3 2 3

Total Result 187 10 3 29
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Natalie M. Leon 

 

We had a great experience both times we hired an LPP candidate. We found both candidates well 

trained and felt that they obtained a positive experience at our firm. We hired the last LPP 

candidate on a full-time basis following his completion of the program. I expect that the LPP 

experience is more beneficial than the articling experience at many firms.  

 

We agree that the program is racialized. We had an inordinate number of candidates applying 

who were black and brown. In fact, this time around, every candidate we interviewed was non-

white. However, this is a reflection of bias that exists among firms hiring for articling positions 

during the regular program and is not the fault of the LPP program. In fact, as far as I am 

concerned, taking away the LPP program will most greatly affect non-white students and their 

ability to article.  

 

As far as the program having stigma, any candidate who is not hired during the first round of 

article interviews during the summer after second year is already stigmatized. I suspect most 

hiring lawyers who interview students still available after the interview process during the 

regular program is complete wonder why these students were not hired.  

 

As a rule, we opt out of the main articling summer circus and only advertise for candidates when 

that process is complete. We have been thrilled with the regular articling candidates and the LPP 

candidates that we find outside of the regular articling process.  

 

Natalie M. Leon  
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Yuval Levy 

 

To whom it may concern: 

 

Two steps forward, one step back: a plea to reject the first paragraph of the motion 

advanced by the Professional Development & Competence Committee (the 

"Committee") in its September 22, 2016 report to convocation (the "Report") and 

continue to evaluate the Law Practice Program (the "LPP") in the context of the 

enhanced licensing process. 

 

In its September 22, 2016 report to Convocation, the Committee recommends the 

enhancement of the licensing process.  For reasons explained below, I welcome the 

introduction of the new practice and procedure examination (PPE) as "entrance to licensing" 

requirement.  I believe that an objective entrance to licensing exam is the fix that will improve 

both the LPP and traditional articling, for different reasons.  It will enhance the quality of 

candidates independent of the path that they chose for their experiential training. 

 

If it was not for the LPP, I would have never become a lawyer.  Despite (a) decent academic 

performance at Western Law, (b) an exchange term at Université Laval in Québec, and (c) 

extra curricular activities that included incorporating a small business at the Western Law 

Business Clinic, representing a taxpayer in Tax Court, and representing Western Law at the 

Laskin Moot: by the time I graduated law school I could not secure a traditional articling 

position.  I tried.  Hundreds of application letters.  Dozens of interviews.  No articling. 

 

Maybe it was language: English is my fifth language and it is less risky to hire a native 

speaker.  Maybe it was geography:  local employers where wondering why a globe trotter 

who lived and worked on three continents would want to settle in bucolic London, Ontario.  

Cosmopolitan Toronto interviewers were visibly displeased when I candidly admitted that the 

next day I would be interviewing in Vancouver.  Maybe I did not cast the net wide enough?  

With two decades in business under the belt, I applied only to business law firms.  Maybe it 

was age?  Surely not, no law firm would infringe on the Human Rights Code.  But is it not 
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less risky to hire the candidate that fits the mold rather than the odd outlier who for his midlife 

crisis bought himself a legal education in Ontario instead of a sports car in Florida? I am the 

kind of outlier that even diversity initiatives do not capture.  And the LPP is in my view 

uniquely positioned to offer outliers an opportunity to complete the licensing process in a fair 

and objective way that no individual lawyer or law firm can. 

 

After graduating law school I had a case set down for trial at the Tax Court of Canada on the 

same week as the Licensing Exams.  I postponed the Licensing Exams and by the time I 

obtained a successful judgment, I was already busy with other fulfilling endeavours such as 

providing leadership to the development team of a technology start-up.  I had given up the 

idea of becoming a lawyer when a lull in my business activities coincided with the next 

Summer session of the Licensing Examination and the beginning of the second LPP year.  I 

registered at the last minute for the Licensing Exams, passed both of them on my first 

attempt, continued into the LPP, found a work placement at Aequitas Neo Exchange, Toronto 

latest stock exchange, and completed a rewarding licensing experience in the fastest possible 

sequence, achieving the goal I had set myself when I applied to law school.  This was a goal 

that I could have never achieved had I been dependent on securing a traditional articling 

position for my experiential training. 

 

Being an outlier should not disqualify a candidate from the practice of law.  However, there is 

only so much diversity that individual lawyers and law firms can take, and if the profession 

wants to be open to everybody who meets objective criteria, it must make space for the 

experiential training of outliers like me, who graduated from an LSUC accredited Canadian 

law school and passed the Licensing Exams before starting the LPP. 

 

While the LPP has room for improvement, ending it after such a short time misses the LPP's 

contributions to (a) establish an objective standard for experiential training; and (b) give an 

opportunity to the profession to welcome capable individuals that do not fit in the business 

model or subjective criteria of the established firms. 
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In the LPP I have met many bright women and men that in my view will make excellent 

lawyers at a very high level; and enough unqualified students that in my view should never be 

unleashed on the public.  However, I met such unqualified students at law school too, and I 

saw them securing a place in the traditional articling process with the help of friends and 

family.  While I believe that a well crafted "entrance to licensing" exam will establish 

more objective criteria to keep the unqualified out, the profession needs a more 

objective approach to experiential training, and that approach is the LPP.  The LPP is in 

a unique position to offer an objective view because candidates are mentored and assessed 

by so many lawyers that the inevitable subjectivity of the individual is filtered out in the group 

evaluation process. 

 

In the context of the LPP I have been mentored directly by two amazing lawyers during the 

experiential traning and I have worked for three inspiring lawyers who were always available 

to answer my questions and teach me new things.  I have been supported by a capable 

faculty of many more lawyers in my transition from student to professional; I have been 

assessed by about a dozen lawyers who have provided me with written, actionable feedback; 

and I have been inspired by many more lawyers who have invested their time to shape the 

next generation of lawyers. 

 

You can ask any of these lawyers whether I deserve to be a lawyer and I believe that the 

answer will be a resounding YES.  And yet, if the LPP did not exist, outliers like me would 

never get the opportunity to join the profession.  Can you live with that?  Subjecting students 

to the variability and subjectivity of the traditional articling experience after you had this great 

evolutionary idea that is the LPP?  Please, introduce the examination changes and let the 

LPP run another few years to observe how the entrance examination will have improved 

candidates across the board.  It does not matter if the LPP will attract a larger or smaller 

number of candidates: as long as there are outliers, only the LPP is objective enough to 

accommodate them. 

 

Thank you for your consideration. 
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Paul Lomic  

 
 
Dear LSUC, 
 
I fully support the LPP program as an alternative route to licensing in Ontario.  
 
I am a sole practitioner called to the Ontario bar in 2004 with a practice that focuses primarily on 
intellectual property law.  Prior to starting my own practice in 2014, I was an associate at Gowlings.  
 
I have been a mentor in the program since its inception. I have been extremely impressed with the 
quality of the programing and the candidates.  
 
Chris Bentley, Gina Alexandris, André Bacchus and the entire LPP team have done an outstanding job in 
delivering an impressive and high quality program.  
 
This year, I incorporated a LPP work placement candidate, Sabrina Salituro, into my practice. Sabrina did 
an outstanding job and was and is an integral part of my practice. I hired Sabrina back as an 
associate.  This is a testament to the quality of the LPP program and her skill and abilities as a lawyer.  
 
Please do not hesitate to contact me if I can provide any additional information.  
 
Best regards,  
 
Paul Lomic  
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Heather MacIvor,  

Re: Pathways Pilot Project Evaluation and Enhancements to Licensing Report 

Date: October 19, 2016 

 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I wish I had been wrong. 

Back in May 2013, the new summer students at the Constitutional Law Branch were summoned to a 

meeting with then-General Counsel Janet Minor. To the chagrin of the other students, I answered 

honestly when Ms. Minor asked us what we thought of the impending changes to articling in Ontario. I 

told her, with perhaps more bluntness than necessary or advisable, that I thought the proposed Law 

Practice Program would be a disaster. It would create two tiers of licensing candidates. Those who were 

able to secure traditional articling positions would enjoy an even greater advantage in the job market 

over the “second-class” LPP alumni, despite the diminishing frequency of hirebacks. I also told her that 

certain groups of JD graduates would be heavily concentrated (I may have said “ghettoized”) in the LPP. 

In particular, I warned her that mature students and those with onerous family responsibilities would be 

even more heavily stigmatized by their relegation to the LPP. To her great credit, Ms. Minor listened 

politely to my diatribe. I left the meeting hoping that I had been too pessimistic. 

Well, so much for that. Your September 2016 Report to Convocation confirmed my expectations. For 

that, I thank you. Not because you proved me right, but because the study undertaken for this report 

generated some powerful data. Let me be frank again: the legal profession in Ontario has a severe case 

of ageism. Without taking anything away from the experiences of racialized licensees and other 

established equality-seeking groups in the legal professions, newly-minted lawyers in their 40s and 

beyond are also suffering profound systemic discrimination. But no one wants to acknowledge the 

ubiquitous ageism in legal recruitment, let alone do anything about it. 

I was 47 when I entered law school. I had already spent nearly 20 years as a Political Science professor 

specializing in Canadian public law. In second year I participated in the OCI process. At that time, 

October-November 2012, I was the top-ranked student in my law school class and the top mooter in the 

law school. Any firm should have been eager to hire someone with those credentials. But my CV also 

disclosed that I earned my BA (the first of four previous degrees) in 1985. So despite being exactly the 

sort of student that firms typically seek to attract, I could not get a second interview with any of the 

firms to which I applied. One of those firms has since told me that they would not consider my 

application for an associate position because they were only hiring from their own articling pool – which 

is fine, unless that pool was generated by a discriminatory hiring process. 

By the time I earned my JD, ranked third in my class and garlanded with awards, I was 50 years old. I had 

received a Clerkship at the Divisional Court and an articling position at CLB. I took my Call in June of this 

year. I have been actively looking for work since January. I have done everything I can think of to find a 

legal job in Toronto: applied to posted positions, sent out CVs and letters of introduction to firms 

specializing in my areas of expertise, sought advice from senior lawyers, gone on coffee dates with 

friends of friends in the profession, become active in the OBA and the Advocates’ Society, done 
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volunteer work with law-related groups, etc. As of October 19 I am still unemployed, with no immediate 

prospects of a position (although I am about to start a freelance project for LexisNexis). I have 

repeatedly seen less qualified, significantly younger people given jobs for which I applied. This is 

prima facie evidence of age discrimination. I am fit, healthy and energetic. I do not require workplace 

accommodation of any sort. Nor would hiring me impose “undue hardship” on an employer. I recognize 

that a 50-something junior associate may not fit a business model based on squeezing brutal amounts of 

billable hours out of 20-somethings, but there seems to be a growing recognition in the profession that 

this model can no longer be justified. Treating people like human beings does not constitute “undue 

hardship”. 

Even MAG, which treated me very fairly as a student-at-law, seems to have closed its doors to me. My 

work as a Clerk and an articling student received glowing reviews. My referees include Regional Senior 

Justice Morawetz and Chief Justice Strathy. And yet I am apparently unemployable. 

My experience, by itself, means little to anyone other than me and those close to me. As a former social 

scientist, I well know that “data” is not the plural of “anecdote”. But now, thanks to your Report, we 

have actual data proving that mature students face serious obstacles when we seek to enter the legal 

profession. The huge gap between the proportions of 40+ students in the two streams speaks for itself. 

Now it’s time for the Law Society to acknowledge the problem and tackle it head-on. How about a 

“Mature New Licencees Working Group”?  

As a starting point, it should be relatively easy to mine the data comparing LPP and articling students 

over the first 2 years of the Pathways pilot. 

 How many of the 40+ respondents did not practice law in the first year after receiving their 

licences, compared to younger respondents? 

 How many of the 40+ respondents became sole practitioners out of sheer necessity, not 

because they had any desire or aptitude for that practice model? (I should mention here that my 

husband was forced into solo practice after graduating law school in his early 40s, and it has 

been a terrible strain and burden on both of us.) 

 The data show that the barriers to mature law graduates affect both Canadian-trained and 

foreign-trained candidates. Leaving aside the specific issues facing NCA candidates, how many of 

the Canadian-trained mature graduates failed one or more bar admission exams, and how do 

they compare to younger respondents? By that measure, are they better or worse prepared to 

enter the legal profession than the 20-somethings with whom they must compete (at a 

significant handicap)? 

Thank you again for collecting data about mature candidates in the LSUC licensing process. I await 

further developments with great interest. 

Yours truly, 

 

Heather MacIvor 
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MCKENZIE LAKE 
LAWYERS 

-.. .... ..,,.,... Alfred A. Mamo 
mamo@mckenzielake.com 
Direct Dia!: 519.672.5666 

Policy Secretariat 

The Law Society of Upper Canada 
Osgoode Hall, 130 Queen Street West 
Toronto, ON, M5H 2N6 

Dear Sir/Madarn: 

October 17, 2016 

Re: Patbways Pilot P roject Evalu11tion and Enhancements to Llccnsing Report 
Policy Secret11riat 

I am writing to comment on the recommendations made by the Law Society of Upper Canada's 
Patbways Repon as it relates to the Law Practice Program. 

Firstly, it is imponant for me to divulge that 1 was involved with the design of the family law 
component of the 'English LPP at Ryerson University. By way of background, 1 was also a 
senior instructor and head of section in the family law program of the Bar Admission Course 
from 1975 until its demise around 2005. 

The committee's report states that "Despite many positive features. i11c/11di11g the excellent 
program design and delivery by both LPP pro11iders, does no/ appear to be pro11iding an 
al1erna1i11e to articllng chat has galned acceptance by candidates and the profession and that is 
s11Stainable in the long term!' ( page 2 paragraph 5). As a result of this conclusion, the 
commi11ee puts fonh a motion to end the LLP program following the completion of its third year 
in 2017. 

The repon acknowlcdges the English LPP's achievements, and rccommends that the Law 
Society explore ways as to how the English LPP resources may continue 10 be used. 

1 disagree with the committee's recommendations for the following main reasons: 

1. The recommendations of the committee for the Law Society to engage in further 
exploration and exporimentation continues to perpctuate an atmosphere of uncertainty, lack of 
direction and vision which bas, with respect, been the source of the ongoing diffic.ulties with the 
ar1icling program in the past. 

Mc:Kenzfe Lake Lawyets LLP 1 1'° Fullarton Str•.t. $\Att 1800, loodon, Ontlrlo N6A5P2 t 510.672.6660 tf:-800,291~484• t; SHl.672.2674 
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2. lt does not, in my respectful opinion, take fu.nher study or exploration for convocation to 
concludc that the public's interest in a program that prepares lawyers for the practice oflaw in 
the 21" Cenrury. The next generation of lawyers are expected to: 

a) use advanced technology and innovative techniques to deliver efficient, limely and 
affordable service io the client; 

b) to have the skills 10 apply academic knowledge 10 practical problems presen1ed to them 
byclienrs. 

c) for the profession to reflcct the diversity ofheritage, language, culture; 

d) for the profession to have an attitude of scrving the public with a focus on improving 
access to justice in the 21" Ccntury. 

The English LPP program focuses on all of the foregoing elements. The traditlonal articling 
regime does not. 

3. The successes and positive resources and programming that the committce describes as 
positive features of the LPP program are not capable of being hived off and appcnded to some 
new project. The excellent qualities acknowledged by the committee were borne out of a 
positive attitude, a sense of vision, energy and hard work that is unlikely to be reproduced once 
the LPP program is terminated. With respect, the committee's rl'COmmendatioos simpJy take us 
back to the past and does not provide solutions to a problem which has been under discussion for 
decades. 

4. The conclusion reached by the committee that the LPP programs do not "appear to be 
providi11g a11 a/lernatlve to articli11g that has gained accepta11ce by candidates a11d the 
profession and that is s1istainable in the long run" is with respect a conclusion stated as a reason. 
The current two track regimes have created an atmosphere whereby the traditional articling 
program is held as the gold standard (largely supportcd by Bay Street law firms). this attitude has 
created a sentiment ihat the LPP programs are for those who are not good enough to get a 
traditional articling position. The fault is not with the LPP program, but with the dual stream 
structure of the current system which has created, as some had predicted, a two lier system. 

The irony is that when one objectively compares the substantive content and experience ofthose 
who participate in the LPP program, it is found to be supcrior and much more structurcd than the 
traditional articles. 

1 respectfully suggest that convocation reject the recornmendations of the committee with respect 
to the LPP programs and to pass a motion instead that: 

a) the LPP program be extended for two years; and 

b) the committee be direeted to make a recommendation within the next year to recommend 
a program of pre call to the bar education and experience for students that uses the 
current LPP programing goals and resources as its foundation. 
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As a long-rime mc:mber of this honourable profession, 1 fully appreciate the bard work and 
dedlcation that comminee members have engaged in in dealing with this very important and 
difficuh issue. 1 respectfully disagree witb the conclusions reached by the majority for the 
specific reasons set out above and generall y because it perpetuates traditional attitudes that does 
not recognize the needs of the public and the profession in the 21" Century. 

Thank you for gjving me an opportunity to voice my views. 

Respectfu y submined, 

McKenz'e ake Lawyers LLP 

Alfred A. amo 
AAM/pem 
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Daniel Mastine 

 

 

To whom it may concern, 

 I am a strong proponent of the LPP. As graduate of Ryerson's program I recognize its 
value. I did take the program because I was unable to secure an articling position. But 
this was complicated by the fact that I switched from licensing in Quebec to Ontario last 
minute. Whether it's publically recognized or not, and while I believe while the LPP is a 
work in progress, I know I received a better formal training than I would have had via 
traditional articling process.   

 I completely agree that the LPPs price needs to be addressed, however I take 
exception with the evaluation report on the program. The so called "buy-in" of the 
profession at large could never have taken place over a 3 yr period. Ours I believe is a 
profession that is very slow to adapt to change. Moreover it is extremely important, 
given the articling crisis (and its clear to me there is one), that the LSUC keep open 
alternative pathways to licensing. I would also state that the LPP helps those articling 
candidates that have, and will continue to face, discrimination as a result of their ethnic 
background and age.  

 I request that at the benchers meeting in November they think long and hard about the 
needs of aspiring licensees. Rather I feel compelled to request that the LSUC focus its 
attention to the fact that while there has never been a greater demand to enter the 
profession, there has also likely never been a greater crisis with regards to access to 
justice. How is it that there are more available lawyers yet fewer people have the means 
and resources to access legal services. Supply is not meeting demand. I strongly 
believe that there is a role for the Society to play in addressing how its own practices 
and policies act as a barrier.  

 Sincerely, 

  

-Daniel Mastine 
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Andrew McKenzie

 
 Madams and Sirs, 
 
  I am a foreign educated law graduate who holds both an LLB and an LLM.  I would to like to be called to the Ontario Bar.  I received my 
NCA certificate in 2012, searched for articles across the country, was unsuccessful, and eventually reverted to an alternate line of work in 
order to not go into debt like some of my peers.   
  I was intending on enrolling in the LPP if made permanent in 2017-2018 and getting a law licence in Ontario.  I currently work and reside 
outside of the country, and the LPP would have been ideal for my situation -and I believe, many others like myself. 
  I believe many foreign educated law degree holders face difficulties in obtaining articles due to not being in a geographical location to 
interview in person; never  'summering' in a law firm (and thus not known to a firm); and not having the 'connections' or same support for 
finding articles as a Canadian law graduate.  Further, firms do not know what kind of student-at-law they are getting with an NCA 
applicant.   
   In sum, I ask that the LSUC strongly consider continuing with the LPP-even if that requires a substantial fee increase on those applicants 
who choose this route while reducing the licencing fees for those who choose traditional articling. 
 
--  
Kind Regards, 
 
Andrew 
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Paul R. Miron 

 
 
I wanted to share my thoughts on the value and contribution of the LPP. 
 
I have been a mentor to a student in the LPP. I have found the candidates to be informed, 
knowledgeable, eager and a benefit to FCT during their posting with us. They have brought a different 
set of skills that we otherwise would not have seen in articling students. They learn different skills from 
a company like ours that than might otherwise be learned. We have not hired articling students in the 
past using the traditional method and I don’t believe we would in the future, outside of the LPP. 
 
I would strongly urge the Benchers to continue this very valuable program. 
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Nivedita Misra 

 

Experience Matters – A LPP Candidate Story 

 

There have been numerous reports and discussions about what the Law Practice Programs (LPP) 

brings to the legal community. Some are based on quantitative analysis and some qualitative. But 

I want to bring attention to the experience it gives the Candidates themselves. 

 

I was part of the first cohort with the LPP. I was a new mother with a toddler, who was starting 

daycare and I was trying to get back into the job market after two years. I am a law graduate 

from the UK with a National Accreditation Committee’s (NCA) certificate, but no Articling. 

During the two years I was home with my child, I kept looking for Articling but without luck. 

When I heard about the LPP being introduced in 2014, I was skeptical. I am already a foreign 

graduate and the LPP might be another level of backlash, while looking for opportunities. But I 

am extremely happy that I chose the LPP. 

 

The four months of online training, gave me not only the skills but also the confidence to look 

for jobs that I would not even apply for before. LPP trained us in all seven areas of law. It was 

like doing Articling with rotations. I am sure many would argue that it was not as grueling as 

some of the top law firms would provide, but then how many of us even get exposure to more 

than one area of law at a time? 

 

My Articling work experience was very good too, because the LPP gave me the skills and 

knowledge to survive in a law firm environment. I worked for a personal injury sole practitioner. 

The work I got to do was very good but I cannot say the same for my principal. And this is the 

case with many of my colleagues, both through the LPP and Articling. Not all, but many lawyers 

know that students are vulnerable and want to get their foot in the door. I will not go into the 

details of how bad my experience was with my principal, but I want you to know that if it was 

not for the LPP, I would have lost all hope and confidence that I can make something of myself.  

The LPP team helped me focus on working hard and doing my best no matter what. I received 

great counsel on work ethic and diligence which I bring to my new role.    

 

The LPP team is an exceptional group of people, who understand what has been missing in our 

legal education in Canada. Law School teaches the substantive law, but when it comes to the real 

world, students are lost and sometimes stranded. The LPP provides unique learning opportunities 

and high level of skill to make a good lawyer and an even better human being. 

 

I finished the LPP more than a year ago and I still call and email Gina Alexandris, Director LPP, 

for her guidance and advice. I have found great mentors for life. And have made even better 

friends in the legal community. I thank the LPP for everything they have done for me and 

continue to do. Their contribution to the legal community in Canada cannot be measured in 

numbers or graphs. 

 

Recently, I was offered a job as a content writer. The LPP provided me the skills, the knowledge 

and the resources to be good in whatever I do. I am a better writer because of the LPP. 
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After reading this, it might not matter to you as I am one individual making a plea to continue the 

LPP. But do consider what message you are sending to the new graduates of law. The field of 

law is to service the people and the community, not itself. Let the learning of the law be a 

community effort. The LSUC and the LPP are a part of this community. Both play a crucial part 

and are equally important. 

 

In a nutshell, please continue the LPP for better lawyers and a better legal future for Canada. 

 

Thank You.  
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Athena Narsingh 

Law Practice Program Submissions  

Athena Narsingh, University of Ottawa Alumni, LPP Candidate, LPP Representative for the Ontario Bar 

Association Student Executive Division 

The Law Practice Program (LPP) creates an alterative means for future lawyers to complete the licensing 

process, where the traditional articling process has failed them.  

My experience  

The training component 

The LPP is arguably better than the traditional articling avenue. The LPP provided me with a diverse set of 

skills and experience that most articling students will never get. Not only do we touch a number of areas 

of law, but also we are able to work on files from start to finish. We work on everything from factums for 

civil litigation to representing clients in a bail hearing. Two advantages of working on files right through 

are that: first, we get to see how each piece of the legal process fits together so we understand what is 

expected at each stage to make a strong legal case; and second, having this experience sets us up to open 

our own firm, if we wanted to or be confident in our work places. We know the ins and outs of everything 

from filing the first application, to docketing our time, to sending clients reporting letters. The traditional 

articling process does not give students the same exposure to the entire legal process.  

Additionally, we also have “virtual firms” where we are assigned a team that works together on files and 

client interviews, as we would in “the real world.” The experience of interviewing clients and drafting 

these documents in a mock environment allow us to work on transferable legal skills without risking a 

client’s case. We are each assigned a mentor who provides us with feedback on each of our assignments, 

and our client interviews. Most articling students in the traditional process do not get interview clients or 

get feedback on how to improve their legal documents for a stronger case.  

The entire LPP program by far provides more practical experience than the traditional articling process.  

The work placement component 

I was lucky enough to secure a placement in a firm that practices the area of law I am looking for. The 

work placement positions vary from in-house counsel with Nissan to CAMH. The compensation varies 

from unpaid to well-over minimum wage salaries. LPP candidates are getting a chance at great 

opportunities where the traditional articling process failed them.  

Why I’m here 

I always felt that I would look for articling and have the LPP as a plan “B”. Little did I know, my plan “B” 

turned out to be the best plan I could have had. I was always nervous about setting foot in the “real world” 

but the LPP gave me the skills, experience and confidence I needed to work in a legal setting. I had over 

40 interviews for various articling positions in different areas of law over the past year and nothing came 

to fruition. Every time I did not receive an offer, the feedback employers gave me was that I was an 

exceptional candidate but there was someone better suited. Now, we will never know what “better 

suited” means for each firm. We will never know the real formula for what firms or companies or 

government agencies are looking for in a candidate, despite how much our law school career centre 
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prepared us. No one honestly tells us the reality of finding an articling position means who you know, how 

lucky you are, and the systemic racism. This is not to say that there are not positions that have followed 

the equitable hiring process – there are.  But there is so much more to having your resume reviewed and 

practicing some questions with the career centre.  

LSUC Committee Report Gaps  

Statistical concerns: The LSUC Committee Report indicated that 90 per cent of articling positions were 

paid, while only 70 per cent of LPP positions were paid. These numbers lack a thorough analysis. First, the 

90 per cent does not indicate whether these were paid positions over minimum wages, stipends, travel 

fare or commission based. Second, these numbers do not account for the fact that the LPP work 

placements were created positions. The LPP team has worked tirelessly to contact employers to create 

work positions, ideally paid, for the LPP candidates. There are just over 200 candidates in the LPP program 

this year. The LPP team has secured over 160 positions that for LPP candidates to apply. Had these 

positions not been created, there would be no placement for these LPP candidates.  

Examination failure rates: The examination failure rates convey by first glance that a higher number of 

LPP candidates failed the licensing examination than those in the traditional articling avenue. Now, while 

some are reading the statistics as LPP candidates being less competent, others can draw different 

inferences. For example, there are a number of qualified and intelligent NCA students in the LPP who have 

taken courses relatively different from the Canadian law school standard. Therefore, they are learning the 

examination materials from ground zero. Bottom line is that the failure rates are not reflective of the 

intelligence of these LPP candidates. The candidates I have come across are all competent and exceptional 

individuals with a deep work background. Some candidates took the program as a faster way to finish the 

licensing process, some, like myself, because we didn’t secure articling, and others because they loved 

what the program had to offer.  

What else needs to be done 

Eliminating the LPP is not going to address the racialization of the program, or the number of 

internationally trained lawyers, or eliminate the idea of a two-tiered system. First, there needs to be more 

of an understanding from the legal community about the program to rid of the stigma. Most lawyers that 

hear about the program for the first time are ecstatic at the experience candidates are getting. Lawyers 

would likely prefer a candidate with experience than not. Second, many firms are not able to hire articling 

students because of lack of funding. The Law Society of Upper Canada can subsidize some firms that apply 

for funding to hire an articling student. The federal government offers a similar program called “Canada 

Summer Jobs” where employers apply for funding to encourage hiring students. Third, to address the 

underlying systemic racism that still perpetuates in the legal system, particularly the hiring process of 

articling students, the Law Society of Upper Canada should better regulate the hiring process by 

mandating an equitable hiring process and doing random spot checks on firms.  

Conclusion 

Taking the LPP and securing a work placement for me, was not just about finishing the licensing process; 

it was about setting up my future so I can grow. The LPP has given me an opportunity to achieve my dream 

of being an advocate. The LPP is not fostering the two-tiered system or a racialization of candidates. The 

LPP exposes the inadequacy of the traditional articling hiring process. 
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Prakash Narayanan 

 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

I am currently Senior Legal Counsel at Bombardier Inc. - Bombardier Commercial Aircraft, 

called to the Ontario Bar in 2005 after completing the National Certificate of Accreditation 

(NCA) process and articling at a major law firm in Toronto.  I provide the following comments 

on the aforementioned report based on my experiences as: (i) a NCA candidate, (ii) articling 

student, (iii) in 2015 as interviewer of LPP candidates and as a mentor to a LPP candidate that 

was hired for a paid work placement at Bombardier Commercial Aircraft who now continues to 

work for Bombardier Commercial Aircraft in a capacity as Contracts Executive, (iv) in 2016 as 

interviewer of LPP candidates for a paid work placement which ultimately we did not offer to 

any candidate due to internal budgetary issues. 

 

The following views as my personal views and not to be attributed to my employer.  I realize that 

this submission is a couple of days late, but hope that it will nonetheless be taken into 

consideration, especially given that, I understand there were a few days when the email address 

to which submissions were to be made may not have been receiving emails for a few days during 

the submission period. 

 

My comments below are only on the evaluation of the Pathways Project. 

 

1. Effectiveness as Transitional Training - In para 54, the Committee concludes that the 

performance metrics that the Articling Program is more effective than the LPP in producing 

competant lawyers for entry-level practice.  It is not clear which "performance metrics" the 

Committee is relying on to reach this conclusion. The only references to performance metrics (at 

para 39.b.) appear to be hire-back rates and call to the Bar.   

 

Looking at these metrics in more detail, the Report indicates (pages 118 - ) that approx. 90% of 

Articling candidates were called to the Bar the same year, while approx. 60% of LPP candidates 

were called to the Bar the same year.  While this would certainly indicate, on its face, that the 

Articling candidates perform better on this metric, that is no surprise at all - this goes back to the 

very heart of creating a second pathway to articling - it is precisely because there were/are many 

more candidates for articling positions than there are articling positions that the second pathway 

was contemplated by the LSUC.  Inherently, this means that the candidates who do obtain 

articling positions were, in some measure (likely academic scores + background + interview 

outcome) "preferred" over those who failed to obtain an articling position.  It is not entirely 

surprising therefore, that those who were unable to obtain an articling position, also, on average, 

were less likely to clear the Bar requirements in their first attempt.  The key question, in my 

submission, would be, what was the Call to Bar rate for the candidates who did not obtain an 

articling position and did not go through the LPP process, as compared to the Call to Bar rate for 

candidates who did not obtain an articling position and did go through the LPP process.  In other 

words, the real question is, did the LPP process increase the rate of Call to Bar to 60% or made 

no difference?  I submit that to conclude that Articling students performed better at being Called 

to Bar in their first attempt as compared to LPP candidates is a disservice and really no 
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revelation at all - the question is not whether one stream is "objectively" better than the other 

(since subjectively the Report itself concludes that there is little difference apart from 

"perception"), but whether the LPP stream candidates are performing better than they would 

have but for the LPP.  That is a hypothetical that is difficult to obtain objective metrics for, but 

that does not mean one should rely on metrics that, in my submission, are not relevant to the 

question. 

 

Looking next at the metrics of hire-backs, first, it is interesting that the metrics only measure 

"expectation" of hire-back - I assume that actual hire-back numbers were not available.  That 

itself could skew results significantly.  Based on the data that is available, approx. 47-48% of 

articling candidates expected to be hired back, while 32-34% of LPP cadidates expected to be 

hired back.  What is interesting is that the percentage of hire-back (expectation) for LPP 

candidates is only approx. 15 percentage points lower - that may seem like a huge number, but 

one must keep in mind the context - LPP candidates, by the Report's own conclusion, are 

generally candidates who saw the LPP stream as the second-best alternative.  So again, the fact 

that LPP candidates generally had a lower expectation of call-back is not at all surprisingly, and, 

I would submit that the LSUC's objective in creating this second pathway was not to ensure that 

LPP candidates have the same "hire-back" rate at articling candidates. In fact, I would submit 

that the more important metric in this category is the data on page 122 of the Report which 

shows that 25% of LPP candidates worked as "sole practitioners" (as compared to 6% of 

articling candidates). In my submission, what this indicates, in comparison to the 16% of LPP 

candidates who work as associates in a law firm and 48% of articling candidates who work as 

associates in a law firm, is that LPP candidates are more likely to become sole practitioners, and 

whether that is because they are unable to find a legal position with a law firm or other 

organization, it very much contributes towards a key area of the LSUC's concern - accessibility 

to legal services.  In other words, LPP candidates, in my submission, are perhaps contributing 

more towards making legal services accessible than are articling candidates.  Rather than 

contemplate terminating that contribution, the LSUC could consider ways to promote that 

stream, including, perhaps, providing incentives/stipends/work placements, etc. for LPP 

candidates in areas where accessibility is a particular concern. 

 

2. "Second Tier" Perception - The Committee goes into great detail and summarizes very well 

the various potential reasons for the "second tier" perception and within the Committee's 

conclusions lie a number of solutions to potentially address that issue (ranging from something 

as "simple" as changing the nomenclature, to something that the programs have little control 

over such as making the positions paid).  The Committee concludes that another 2 years of the 

program will not change the perception.  I would submit that while another 2 years of the same 

program may make no difference to the perception, making some of the changes arising from the 

identification of the reasons for the perception may very well change that 

perception.  Ultimately, from my experience,  anecdotally, it is true that the LPP stream is a 

"second choice" for many - however, in my submission, there is nothing wrong with that.  My 

understanding of this alternate pathway is precisely that it is meant to provide a pathway to 

qualification and Call to Bar for those who are unable to find articling positions.  Viewed in that 

light, it is then, performing that function well - cadidates are first attempting to obtain articling 

positions, failing which, they are chosing the second pathway and then going to be called to the 

Bar.  While I completely agree with the Committee that for many candidates who have already 
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suffered various stigmas and other roadblocks, another characterization of being part of a 

"second tier" program would not help, the solution to that is to attempt to eliminate some of 

those perceptions (some of which will change naturally over time), rather than eliminating the 

LPP program which would result in no alternate pathway - meaning that candidates who cannot 

find an articling position are unable to be Called to the Bar. 

 

3. Financial Viability - The financial viability concerns raised by the Committee are 

significant.  Clearly, the current subsidy provided by all licensing candidates to the LPP 

candidates is unfair to the other licensing candidates, while a completely unsubsidized fee may 

be prohibitive.  Perhaps one alternative to be considered is a nominal fee increase for all LSUC 

members to subsidize (to some degree, but no completely), the cost of the LPP program.  The 

statement in the Report at para 85 that financial sustainability is also raised by only 70% of the 

LPP candidates managing to secure paid work placements should be considered in the context of 

whether obtaining the practical training to prepare a candidate for the Call to Bar and then to 

practice law is more important than potentially being paid for such training.  Anecdotally, I am 

aware that some LPP and articling candidates would often prefer to have the right training and 

the benefit of being able to state in their resume that they have some practical experience gained 

at major corporations/law firms, etc. (i.e. benefit of the "brand name"), even if unpaid.  Certainly, 

if the option of having the same position be a paid one is available, that would be preferable, but 

impact of moving towards positions that are only paid results in the situation where organizations 

that, for whatever internal budgetary or other reason, are unable to make a paid position 

available, then are unable to offer any position at all even if the organization is willing to make 

the time and other resources available to a work placement candidate. 

 

4. Readiness for Licensing - The Committee seems to place significant importance on the 

outcome of Bar exam results for LPP candidates as compared to Articling candidates, though it 

does note (which cautionary note may not have been highlighted adequately) in para 89.b that 

"neither pathway is intended to serve a licensing examination preparatory function."  In fact the 

Committee goes on to note that "most candidates will have written the licensing examinations 

prior to beginning the transitional experiential training phase..."  Having noted this, it is then 

difficult to understand what bearing the outcome of the examinations has on determining the 

impact of the pathways.  In any event, it is, in my submission, not surprising that LPP candidates 

as a whole, have a lower first attempt pass rate than Articling candidates (for the reasons I 

mentioned in #1 above), and further, it is no surprise that NCA candidates have a lower first 

attempt pass rate than other non-NCA candidates.  Indeed, one of the key purposes of the 

licensing examinations is to weed out those who are not "ready" to practice law in Ontario - it is 

then not surprising (and indeed, would be worrying if that were not the case) that candidates who 

did not study in the Canadian legal education system are less likely than those who did, to pass 

the licensing examinations in the first attempt.  In my submission, the fact that the licensing 

examinations is serving its intended purpose has no bearing on whether the LPP pathway is 

serving its purpose once it is acknowledged, as the Committee does, that the purpose of the LPP 

pathway is not to prepare candidates for the licensing examination. 

 

5. Impact on Internationally Trained Lawyers - The Committee notes that the LPP stream 

comprises a disproportionately large number of internationally trained lawyers (and other groups, 

e.g. age 40+ lawyers).  As an internationally trained lawyer, I can attest to the difficulty that an 
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internationally trained lawyer can have in "breaking through" the system.  As a group, we lack 

the insight into the system that is essential in being able to navigate through it.  It it there that the 

LPP process provides significant value to this group - not only does it prepare such candidates 

for the Bar exams, it also, through the work placements, provides valuable context to the "real 

world" Canadian legal system.  I would urge the LSUC to consider various other alternatives to 

support internationally trained lawyers before deciding to terminate the LPP pathway. 

 

Thank you and regards 

 

Prakash Narayanan 

Toronto,  Ontario. 
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Vikki T. Mi Nguyen 

 
Dear Benchers, 
 
My name is (Vikki) Thuy-Uyen Mi Nguyen and I an alumni of the Law Practice Program year 2014-2015.  I 
was called to the Bar in January 2016 and since then I have opened my own law office to continue my 
profession.  Without the initiation of the LPP, I can confidently say that I would not be practicing at the 
moment and would still be trying to look for an articling position.  Before the introduction of the LPP, I 
was struggling to find an articling position for about one and half years.  There was just too little 
positions available for the number of students seeking them and a lot of time was wasted waiting for a 
position to become available (either paid or unpaid).  I believe that was a problem many students in my 
position at the time were facing and will continue to face if the LPP is terminated.  With the introduction 
of the LPP, many students including myself, were able to progress and move forward in obtaining our 
licenses.  Without the LPP, most of us would probably still be unlicensed or either changed to a different 
profession because we would not be able to complete the articling component as required.  I truly hope 
that the LPP would not be terminated and continues to be an option for students to choose from, 
especially for those students that are having a difficult time securing an articling position in order to 
complete their licensing requirements. 
 
Thank you. 
 
Kind regards, 
 
Vikki T. Mi Nguyen 
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Orie Niedzviecki 

 

 

 

To Whom It May Concern: 

  

I am writing with respect to the upcoming decision whether or not to renew the LPP.  I am a 

litigator with 20 years’ experience and have been a mentor for three years with the LPP.  I am 

absolutely convinced the program provides an excellent substitute for articling and almost 

certainly a better quality experience than most articling positions.  Any concerns regarding 

stigma attached to the program can and will be addressed by the passage of time, better 

advertising of the content of the LPP and perhaps an expansion of the LPP to all law school 

graduates. 

  

Furthermore, I find that the LPP provides an invaluable service to “fringe” candidates – 

immigrants, older applicants, some minorities etc. – who might find it difficult to find an 

articling position and would therefore be prevented from practicing law.    These people often 

don’t have access to the social networks that assist in finding articling positions and are also 

outside of the normal stream of recruitment at law schools.  Without the LPP, such people would 

have a much harder time qualifying to practice law in Ontario which would be a shame and 

necessarily lead to less diversity within the profession. 

  

I sincerely hope the LPP is continued and even expanded. 

  

Orie Niedzviecki 
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Nazma Nigar 

 
 
I am a LPP Alumni from the year 2014-2015. Law Practice Program provided me with an intensive and 
excellent practical training which helped me acquire the skills I needed for law practice. This program 
gave me the aspiration to become a better lawyer. Law practice Program is the future of practical legal 
training. 
I hope this program continue.  
I am really proud to be part of this one of kind innovative training program. 
#ISTANDUPFORLPP 
#SAVETHELPP. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Nazma Nigar 
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Godfrey Okundaye 

 
 

To whom it may Concern. 
 
 

RE: LSUC Report Regarding the LPP. 
 
 

I write in support of the continuation of the LLP program by LSUC for the reasons 
stated below. 
The program created a gateway for me to meet the requirements of the licensing 
process especially in the area of articling. 
It was of great help to me because honestly without it I am not sure I would have had 
the confidence to immerse myself into the legal profession in Canada having trained 
in a different jurisdiction and more so having not practiced law for a long time. 
It made passing the barrister examination easier and less stressful.  
The extensive training in different areas of the law and the hands on experience 
acquired through the four month office placement was of great assistance when 
writing the licensing examination and will go a long way in preparing me for practice. 
I worked in a Family law firm and I am pleased to say that my principal was really 
impressed with the amount of knowledge I was exposed to already. 
It is my sincere wish the the LPP program should not be discontinued because I have 
benefited tremendously and will very much want others to have the same 
experience. 
 

Sincerely,  
 

Godfrey Okundaye, 
LPP Alumnus, 2015-2016 
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Ndidi Olagunju 

 

 

PD &C Committee, 

 

I write as a candidate of the Law Practice Program (LPP). Before joining this program, I might 

have preferred to have articled in a law firm. However, participating in the program has given me 

the opportunity of  learning  so much about the practice of law in Ontario within a little time 

frame and now can confidently recommend it  to anyone over articling. 

 

 I am not disadvantaged because I took this route in other to obtain a licence to practice law, in 

fact, I know  the LPP has placed me in a vantage position. I can say this is because, my learning 

is on all core areas of legal practice. As an example, a friend of mine who articled with a firm 

that only offers legal services in family law and wills and estate, did not know how to prepare 

and conduct a guilty plea hearing, I had to teach him. I was able to do this because of the LPP.  

 

The LPP has helped many to fulfill their dreams of practicing law in Ontario, this itself is a good 

thing and I advocate that the LPP should continue. 

 

Ndidi Olagunju. 
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William Poulos 

 
Dear Colleagues: 
 
I am in my second year as a Mentor with the Ryerson LPP program. This brief submission is in 
support of continuation of the program. I have practiced law for over 26 years, mostly in Civil 
Litigation. 
 
Our law is in constant evolution and change with evolving societal circumstances. The 
Candidates that I have worked with reflect the ongoing diverse nature of our society. From the 
shores of Germany, to the lands of India, from  English, French, Philippine and 
Ukrainian backgrounds, these Candidates come from all over, including our law schools in 
Canada. Some have even already practiced law in their homelands. Having worked with these 
Candidates, I can attest to their intelligence, hard work ethic and just as importantly their 
diverse perspectives. I have had Candidates make important access to justice suggestions for 
the Ontario system based on for example what works well in Germany or other countries on for 
ex. a component of our justice system. 
 
We are now ,with social media, a highly connected society. Universities work on developing a 
reputation not just provincially, not just nationally, but also internationally. I envision an 
Ontario bar rich with provincial , national and international roots and perspectives which can 
only strengthen our bar and it's reputation for excellence. In law school they emphasized that 
we should think a problem from at least both sides. From my experience working with the 
Ryerson Candidates, I not only get both sides of the problem but refreshing third and fourth 
perspectives on an issue or a problem. We can each learn from each other, provincially, 
nationally and internationally. The legal concepts of Forum Conveniens and Real and 
Substantial connection are now entrenched in our law as are the  national and international 
tentacles of many legal issues and cases. 
 
Ryerson Candidates work very hard to develop their  lawyer skills. Many not only have law 
degrees but also Master of law degrees. They seem to have a laser focus: How do I improve 
myself as a lawyer? The diversity and extent of their education and their commitment to 
lifelong learning can only facilitate and strengthen our Ontario Bar. 
 
Please consider keeping the momentum that is in place with this program going and extend the 
program. In my view , our ontario Bar, our justice system and our provincial, national and 
international reputation can only be strengthened when we leave our doors open to  diversity 
and a multitude of perspectives. We can all continue to learn from each other, provincially, 
nationally and internationally. Lifelong learning has no borders. 
 
Thank you  for your consideration of this submission. 
 
William Poulos 
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Sherazadi (Sheila) Remtulla 

 

 

Dear Honourable Benchers, 

 

Re: Clients' perceptions of competencies of Law Practice Program (LPP) graduates 

 

I am an Osgoode Hall Law School and LPP graduate. My work placement was with the 

Department of Justice (DOJ).  I did my first rotation in the Tax Litigation Department 

starting in January 2016 and my second one in the Public Safety and Defence Department. I 

was called to the Bar on June 20, 2016. 

 

In deciding about the future of the LPP, I hope you will consider the perceptions of clients, 

one of the most important stakeholders involved in this issue, especially when it comes to 

the question of competencies of LPP graduates. To that end, I am providing the information 

below for your kind consideration. 

 

From day one in Tax at the DOJ, I was given full carriage of my files. I represented my 

client, the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA), in the Tax Court of Canada for the first time 

within approximately two weeks of my arrival at the DOJ. At the same time as working on 

my own files, I conducted research for several lawyers on their files.  

 

I received this unsolicited feedback from my client (who has provided permission to disclose 

this communication addressed to me) after I succeeded in having all appeals dismissed at 

trial for my client, the respondent in the case: 

 
" I also want to compliment you on the way you argued the case, your cross examination, your submissions and analysis 
of the applicable law. (I also note the Court Registrar also congratulated you on how the case proceeded at the end of the 
hearing...). 
 
This case was important to me, as among other things, a 163(2) penalty had been assessed for one of the years (which 
was also statute-barred I might add....) - and the penalty and misrep were both upheld, mainly due to your cross 
examination of the Appellant, as we did not have any charity auditors avail to testify about the suspicions as to what was 
happening with most of the receipts that were issued by the said charity (CACC) for that year. 
 
We have had several similar cases go forward with penalties over the years (in fact we had another one a few weeks ago 
...) and even seasoned lawyers are not able to get a lot of the penalties upheld." - Tracey Cooper, Litigation Officer, CRA. 
 

I attribute my ability to satisfactorily fulfill my client's needs in large part to the rigorous, 

broad-based experiential training I received from the LPP. The high quality of the materials, 

coaches and mentors that I had access to in the LPP enabled me to quickly develop the 

essential skills and level of competency necessary to succeed in practice. The strong 

foundation laid down by the LPP allowed me to hit the ground running and use my 

supervising lawyers' time very judiciously once I arrived at the DOJ. The guidance and 

support I received at the DOJ also played a significant part in this and other successes I 

achieved during my placement. 

 

I hope my client's comments can persuade you that the Law Practice Program can and does 

prepare candidates extremely well for real-life practice and for that important reason is 

worth continuing to offer as a path to licensing. 

 

Your truly, 

Sherazadi (Sheila) Remtulla 
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To the Policy Secretariat 
Law Society of Upper Canada 
Osgoode Hall 
130 Queen Street West 
Toronto, Ontario 
MSH 2N6 

LITIGATION LA WYERS 

Re: Pathways Pilot Project 

Jonathan M. Richardson - Ext 
129 
jmr@abblaw.ca 

October 19, 2016 

I am writing in respect of the report issued by the Law Society of Upper 
Canada regarding the Pathways Pilot Project and specifically, the recommendation to 
eliminate the Law practice program. I have many concerns with the 
recommendation to eliminate the Law Practice Program which I will outline over the 
course of this letter. As an overall theme, my conclusion is that the Law practice 
Program has been an overwhelming success to date and should be maintained if not 
strengthened on a going-forward basis. 

The report itself identifies that the Law Practice Program "provides more 
systematic and consistent exposure to all the required competencies than is the case 
in articling." Further, that "candidates in both pathways are considered to have met 
or exceeded competency expectations in the pathways defined areas." In my 
submission, this alone should end the evaluation. If the Law Practice Program is 
producing candidates which meet all the required competencies the Law Society, in 
its role as regulator, should be satisfied that the LPP is a success. 

Unfortunately, the report goes further and descends into evaluation which I 
submit is designed to provide a basis to dismantle the LPP as opposed to focussing 
solely on whether LPP graudates are competent to practice law in Ontario. It is 
these further evaluations on which I will focus my comments. 

Perceived Stigma 
The report identifies that there is a perceived "stigma" surrounding the LPP 

and its graduates. The basis for this perceived sitgma are entrance interviews 
among the LPP candidates identifying that the LPP was not their first choice, or "no 
choice at all." With respect, this hardly constitutes accurate data on which one can 
make a decision of this magnitude. 
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It is to be expected that, especially in the first years of a pilot project such as 
the LPP, students entering the program will concede that they would have prefered 
to article. After all, articling has been the sole pathway for these candidates even as 
they entered law school. Had these candidates expressed that the LPP was their first 
choice, I suggest that would have been a much greater surprise. 

What is lacking in terms of any evidence of a stigma, or a "perceived" stigma, 
is any sort of exit interview. The report contains none of this data so one can only 
conclude it was not conducted. It appears as though students exiting the program 
were not asked if they perceived themselves as second-tier candidates. Certainly the 
anecdotal data from mentors and placement principles didn't support such a stigma. 
That data supported that the candidates were fully competent and capable of 
practicing in Ontario. There is no data at all to support any notion of a stigma. 

Finally with respect to the perceived sitgma I submit that should the LPP be 
given time to establish itself any perception of a stigma will quickly disappear. 
Students will rapidly realize that the LPP produces candidates of equal quality to 
those who have articled (as the report notes) and the attitudes towards the LPP 
being a 1 st choice will likely change. If, at the end of 5 years of the LPP, there 
remains an entrance-related stigma among candidates, or exit interviews confirm 
such a stigma does in fact exist perhaps then such a conclusion could be drawn. At 
the current time, and with the current data, I submit there is no basis for concluding 
that there is such a stigma, or even a perceived stigma. 

No Further Solution 
While the report recommends the elimination of the LPP there is no further 

solution suggested for how candidates could become licensed other than traditional 
articles. It became clear just by the creation of the LPP that there were insufficient 
articling positions for all candidates to become licensed. The LPP registration has 
shown us that it is a gap of approximately 300 candidates per year who are unable 
to find traditional articles and need a separate means to become licensed. 

The elimination of the LPP removes any possibility of these students becoming 
licensed. The raie of the Law Society is to regulate competence. If a potential 
candidate is capable of demonstrating that competence, he/she should be given the 
opportunity to be licensed in Ontario. Eliminating the LPP re-establishes traditional 
articles as the sole pathway to licensing, meaning 300 potentially competent lawyers 
will be incapable of becoming licensed. 

The report posits that those firms and organizations who offered four month 
placements to LPP candidates will find themselves capable of hiring an articling 
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student instead. With respect, this appears to be no more than blind faith. At the 
time of the creation of the LPP1 the expressed interest was that those firms who 
could not afford an articling candidate would be capable of hiring a 4-month LPP 
student. The Law Society is now ignoring that notion to instead hope that 
firms/organizations will hire a anarticling student. That appears unlikely. Those 
firms could have hired articling students prier to the creation of the LPP and for 
whatever reason (likely expense, possibly insufficient workload) chose not to do so. 
To now expect those same firms to be willing to hire a traditional articling student 
despite all evidence suggesting they will not seems naïve on the part of the Law 
Society. 

As a result of the elimination of the LPP, the Law Society will find itself 
plunged back into what was called "the articling crisis" with no solution whatsoever 
as to how to address this crisis. Perhaps alternative pathways can be created but 
given the success of the LPP at producing competent candidates for practice it seems 
far superior to maintain a successful program as opposed to creating a further 
pathway. 

Cost of LPP 
The Law Society has further suggested the cost of the LPP is high and that 

articling students are "subsidizing" LPP students by having the cost of the program 
divided among all candidates in any potential year. I agree that this is a less than 
ideal solution. Again, eliminating the LPP is far too drastic a solution when simpler, 
more straight-forward solutions can be achieved. A modest increase in Law Society 
fees by all licensees would be one potential solution. Equally, reducing the cost of 
the LPP by removing the stipends paid to firms/mentors (which, anecdotally, appears 
to be a "bonus" rather than a requirement for those individuals to take part) could 
help resolve this problem. 

Further, the curriculum has now been created. The start-up costs have been 
spent. I appreciate the Law Society is well aware of a sunk cost but the creation of 
any other alternative pathway to licensing will require further start-up costs. 
Eliminating the LPP will only resort in the wastage of those costs already spent by 
the Law Society to create the LPP in the first place. While the report suggests these 
resources could be maintained and used in other capacities, the only remaining 
pathway to licensing will be traditional articles. There is currently no place in 
traditional articles for the LPP resources, nor does the report identify any role in 
traditional articles for these resources. These will be wasted costs, on top of start-up 
costs for any further pathway which, again, will apparently be paid by the candidates 
themselves rather than all licensees. 
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Put simply, the cost argument does not hold water and only cements 
traditional articles as being the sole pathway to licensing. If any new pathway will 
cost additional funds, and those funds are to be borne by all candidates then yes, it 
will result in articling candidates "subsidizing" candidates in the alternative pathway. 
This will always be the case. Rather, the simpler and better solution is to have the 
cost be borne by ail licensees so that any new pathway (or keeping the LPP) can be 
affordable to all potential candidates. 

Diversity /Equity Seeking Groups 
I will keep my comments on this subject brief as there are many licensees far 

more eloquent and capable on this topic than me. It still remains completely 
incongruous that within one week the Law Society can release a report identifying 
that there has been systemic dsicrimination against minorities and equity seeking 
groups in the practice of law and at the same time release a report calling for the 
elimination of a program which is assisting in addressing that systemic 
dismcrimination. 

One only has to look at the picture taken on the first day of the LPP at 
Ryerson to see that the program is populated primarily by minorities, mature 
students, and those in equity-seeking groups. In fact, the report clearly identifies 
this is the case. In the face of that finding, and the findings of the subsequent 
report on systemic discrimination the committee still recommends the elimination of 
the LPP as a pathway to licensing with no alternative suggested. 

As above, this will lead to approximately 300 potential candidates per year 
unable to become licensed, primarily minorites, mature students and equity seeking 
groups. I suggest these are the sort of factors which will be looked at strongly by a 
government questioning whether the Law Society should be allowed to continue self
regulation. If there is systemic discrimination against minorites and equity-seeking 
groups (and the Law Society has identified this to be the case), and the Law Society 
is instead voting to remove a program which addresses that systemic discrimination, 
we are merely re-victimizing those individuals. A return to traditional articles as 
being the sole pathway to licensing will leave individuals from equity-seeking groups 
discriminated against and unable to become licensed. Given the findings of the Law 
Society with respect to systemic discrimination, I suggest this would become a ripe 
cause for a human rights complaint on behalf of those equity-seeking groups, if not a 
class action. Systemic discrimination in the practice of law must cease. The only 
way for such discrimination to cease is to have all candidates be equally capable of 
obtaining a license and practicing law. Eliminating the LPP will actually put hurdles 
back in the faces of those candidates who are currently unable to locate articles. 
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Those are my comments with respect to the Law Practice Program. I do not 
have any comments with respect to the proposais for "enhanced articling" or the new 
licensing exam as proposed by the Law Society. Should you wish to discuss any of 
these comments with me, I would be happy to do so at your convenience. 

I thank you for your time in reviewing my submission. lt is my hope that the 
Law Society will see the wisdom in keeping the LPP as a pathway to licensing . 

JMR . Richardson 
~--
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Ferdinand Perez Robes 

 
 
Dear LSUC, 
 
I want to share my beautiful LPP experiences.  I was part of the 2nd batch of LPP candidates.  The virtual learning 
experience exposed me to civil, criminal, administrative, family, and real estate areas of practice.  I also got the 
chance to articulate or appear before mock courts or motion courts.  I conducted legal research the needs to be 
submitted to our virtual senior law partner within a very short timetable.  The learning experience was undeniably very 
helpful.  it is like being in a real law firm handling real files.  I could not have had the same kind of exposure where it 
not for the LPP program. 
 
The second part of LPP is the workplacement.  The LPP helped me in my placement.  I got placed with an employer 
who practices the area of my interest. LPP staff worked hard in making sure that candidates will be placed in the area 
of their respective interest.  The virtual part of LPP program equipped me with the basic information, knowledge and 
technical know-how that I really value when I started my workplacement.   
 
Indeed, LPP is a very good program.  It may still be improved but at this time, it is a suitable and commendable 
avenue for aspiring legal professionals like me. 
 
Yours truly, 
 
Ferdinand Perez Robes 
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 Sean Robichaud 

 

 

Dear Madams and Sirs,  

  

I am taking the time to provide my input on the Ryerson LPP program as an effort to persuade 

the committee and Convocation to retain the program.  

  

My change of view on the LPP program:  
  

When I first came to learn of the LPP program, I was very skeptical and critical of its need and 

implementation.  If you wish, you could even look back to my Twitter commentary where I was 

one of the harshest critics. In addition, in the course of running for Bencher in the last election, 

one of the main components to my platform was to actually eliminate the program.  

  

Since then, I have come to learn that my criticism and assumptions were significantly 

misguided.  

  

I have learned the error of my assumptions as being a Mentor in the program for the first time 

this year (2016-2017). Since becoming an LPP Mentor, I have seen first had the benefits it offers 

the students and the profession as a whole.  I say this in a context as a lawyer who has practiced 

for over a decade and has acted as a principles for many students over the years.  I also act as a 

mentor in my capacity as founder to King Law Chambers (home to 50+ lawyers). I mention this 

context in hopes that it offers credibility to my claim that I have a strong understanding of what 

proper mentorship means, what it can achieve, and what it requires.  

  

Where articling has failed; what the LPP has done in response:  
  

As I see the issue, and where the notion of articling has gone so astray, is the failure to recognize 

contemporary needs of the market, proper training of lawyers, and the recognition of a systemic 

disadvantage that individuals of marginalized groups may face (particularly as it relates to people 

of colour, aboriginals, and gender-based biases).  

  

In this regard, articling perpetuates an archaic system of training that is grossly inefficient in 

training individuals in their desired areas of interest with considerable preference placed towards 

privileged groups of individuals. The LPP on the other hand, takes active measures to ensure 

inclusion and through the demographics of the program alone, we can easily see the beneficial 

effects it has through inclusion of members that would otherwise be excluded or marginalized 

even further in their pursuit of law.  

  

The practice of law in 2017 requires not only a thorough understanding of complex legal issues; 

but also the equally important understanding of business, marketing, technology, ethics, and 

client managements.  The LPP takes active efforts to ensure that these practical skills are well 

honed before individuals enter the market. Outside of this program, the development of these 

skills is rare.  
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With the greatest of respect, a proper reflection of these necessary skills cannot be safely 

assumed through the successful completion of exams. What aspiring lawyers need, as the LPP 

offers, is an ongoing mentorship of these advanced and non-legal skills in addition to substantive 

elements that law school teaches. While it is true that articling can also achieve this, the LPP 

mandates it as a necessary component of successful completion.  

  

The comprehensive training required in becoming a lawyer is offered by the LPP:  
  

I lament to the days when I was trained as a lawyer where the Law Society offered essentially the 

same program that the LPP now does.  This was through the form of practical training taught by 

highly qualified practitioners in different areas of laws. When this training was taken out of the 

licensing of lawyers, I feel it had a profound impact upon the skills that articling provided. 

  

To me, it is rather ironic, like many things in nature, that a system filled the need for this proper 

training through organic mechanisms - enter the LPP. I say all this not to be contentious, but to 

point out that rather than move away from the LPP, we should be making it universal so that it 

can restore the basic practical training that lawyers once had (as they do in other provinces) that 

ended around 2007. In an ideal world, I would advocate to have every law student upon 

graduation take the LPP for basic ethics, business, and general law knowledge before then 

electing to take specific course in specific practice areas that would permit  more specific 

licensing - something more akin to medicine where one has to do further licensing to be 

permitted to practice in specialized areas.   

  

Expansion, not destruction of the LPP:  
  

At present, the LPP program is something that I strongly support because I see that it serves as 

an essential element to the licensing of lawyers in Ontario.  If anything, the program should be 

looked at with the intention of more universal application, rather that elimination.  

  

Unlike the vast majority of articling placements, and most law schools, the LPP actively ensures 

comprehensive practical training for lawyers entering the market.  It does so with the mindset 

that practicing law in 2016 is far more than just opening a law book and offering advice to a 

client.  

  

For these and many other reasons I have not articles for the sake of brevity and focus, it is my 

strong view that the Law Society ought to be looking as to how to enhance, expand, and integrate 

the LPP into every call rather than dismiss it after it considerable success. There is no doubt in 

my mind that it would have a detrimental effect on the profession and cause considerable 

controversy among the public who looks to the Society to ensure that only properly trained 

counsel are left to deal with their problems. Improvements in anything form from building upon 

success, not in razing structures to the ground in hopes of something better being build from the 

ruins.  

  

Thank you for your consideration, 
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Sean Robichaud, B.A., LL.B., LL.M., C.S.* 
Barrister & Solicitor 
  
*Certified Specialist in criminal law by the Law Society of Upper Canada 
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Sarah Rooney 

 

 

Dear Benchers, 

 

I am a current LPP Candidate who recently graduated from the University of Ottawa in the top 15% of 

my class. I won the Maxwell Cohen Prize for top academic achievement in International Law and worked 

my way through three years of law school as a Research Assistant to Michael Geist, the national leader in 

technology law. I chose the LPP as an alternative to traditional articling because I believed it would be a 

more appropriate path for me to obtain my license than traditional articling. I was not disappointed, as the 

program has exceeded my expectations. 

 

Students are drawn to law school with a variety of career goals and interests, many of which fall outside 

of the traditional private law firm or in-house commercial career path. For example, I entered law school 

with an interest in Global Administrative Law in the field of internet, privacy, and technology regulation 

and policy development. I am primarily interested in public law issues that arise from new technologies 

and that must be regulated at the global level due to the realities of the digital age. The protection of of 

our biometric data that enters foreign jurisdictions via the RFID chips in our passports, for instance, 

requires the development of regulatory standards at the global level that are, in turn, implemented in 

domestic jurisdictions.  

 

Traditional articling in a private law firm did not appeal to me, nor does it appeal to people with niche 

legal interests similar to mine, since this type of experience is narrowly focused on individual clients with 

issues that are limited to domestic jurisdictional issues. Through the Law Practice Program, I have been 

able to develop and hone pragmatic legal competencies like document review, drafting, client 

interviewing, pleadings, and trial advocacy that are transferrable to my area of interest: global tech law 

and regulation. I am also able to fulfill my work placement requirement working for Michael Geist on 

these very issues, rather than spending my time as an articling student in a law office doing unrelated 

work (simply to fulfill the requirement and be called to the bar and acquire my license).  

 

As a top student who has experienced much success in all my law school endeavours, I specifically chose 

the LPP due to the positive reports I received from previous LPP candidates, and due to the fact that it is a 

better fit for my unconventional legal career goals. From my perspective having experienced the program 

firsthand, the attitude that the LPP represents a “second tier” articling experience is inaccurate and 

unfounded. It draws talented and academically successful candidates like myself, and is not merely a 

"backup plan" for students who failed to secure articling through the OCI process. I specifically chose the 

LPP because it is a rigorous and demanding program that provides tremendous opportunities to develop 

legal competencies and skills. Furthermore, it provides an alternate path for law students like myself who 

have career goals that fall outside of the traditional conception of lawyering. I am so thankful to have a 

path to licensing that better aligns with my personal career goals, and would be very disappointed if this 

path becomes closed to future students. Law schools already have very narrowly defined career support 

systems for their students. I hope that LSUC will not exacerbate that problem by discontinuing the Law 

Practice Program.  

 

Thank you for the opportunity to share my comments. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sarah Rooney 
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John Russo 

 
My comments: 
  
Students are well prepared 

        Students have been generally well prepared to enter a work placement – have had a good 
understanding of conducting effective research and memo drafting 

        Students have had an understanding of general requirements for good practice (i.e., managing client 
expectations, abiding by deadlines and timelines) 

        Students have a broad understanding of different areas of the law 
  
Benefits to employer 

        It is a good alternative to the articling program for employers who do not have the capacity / budget to 
hire a student for 10 months 

        Students have proven helpful in conducting routine legal matters and document review, and research 
projects. 

  

  
John Russo  
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Martin Saidlaw

 

From: Saidla, Martin 
 
Given the technical difficulties identified with email submissions, I am resubmitting the comments that I had sent earlier 
this week. 
 
Note:  I am submitting these comments in my personal capacity, and not on behalf of my employer. 
 
I have looked through the Pathways pilot project report, and I am extremely disappointed that the committee 
recommends ending the LPP without any real alternative to replace it.  This brings us right back to where we were 
before the LPP, a situation where many graduates who were perfectly capable of being lawyers found themselves 
unable to find articling positions and therefore unable to get a licence.  This represents not only a waste of the 
graduates’ time and money (and opportunity cost) in attending law school, but a waste of the public’s money in 
subsidising Ontario law schools.  We shouldn’t forget that, much as we might like to think that firm hiring processes are 
merit‐based, they are always to a certain extent arbitrary.  As the report points out, they can be a barrier to entry to the 
legal profession for equality‐seeking groups, notably individuals who haven’t had the opportunity to master the social 
conventions of the (WASP‐dominated) upper class.  The articling hiring process puts an unnecessary hurdle in the way of 
capable graduates who merely lack job‐interview skills and/or social networks – things that are irrelevant to their ability 
to practise law. 
 
The ultimate policy goal should be to have a scheme whereby law school graduates who are capable of being lawyers 
can have the opportunity to obtain a licence after demonstrating their capability.  The LPP provided such an 
option.  That is not to say that the LPP is the only way of achieving this.  For example, the LSUC could find ways to 
encourage firms to take on unpaid articling students, perhaps through some sort of matching or subsidy 
program.  Another option would be to encourage programs that create work experience opportunities during law 
school that count toward the articling requirement.  Yet another option would be to do as in Quebec and have a shorter 
articling requirement coupled with a more rigorous set of bar exams.  Or of course we could replace articling completely 
with an LPP‐like program. 
 
As mentioned above, a large part of the concern with the lack of articling positions is the waste of public and private 
money (and time) on schooling.  On that note, maybe this isn’t really the LSUC’s problem (since the LSUC’s priority 
should be, in theory, to merely ensure that those who are licensed are qualified).  Perhaps this is a problem that is 
within the policy responsibility of the provincial Ministry of Advanced Education and Skills Development.  There are of 
course many things that the Ministry could do in order to incentivize universities to maximise the proportion of law 
school graduates who successfully obtain a licence (rather than using law schools as a cash cow by enrolling ever‐higher 
numbers of students based on misperceptions of the chances of getting a job).  For example, the Ministry could create 
financial incentives for schools, could require universities to make articling positions (even unpaid ones) available in 
their legal clinics, could work with Legal Aid Ontario to create additional articling spaces in Legal Aid clinics (particularly 
in remote locations to address lawyer shortages), or could require universities to publish accurate statistics on the 
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number of their graduates who obtain a licence (as is currently the case for community colleges).  Or the Ministry could, 
of course, incentivize universities to reduce the number of law school spaces.  I think the LSUC should have a dialogue 
with the Ministry to discuss this issue, and ways in which the LSUC and the Ministry could cooperate to ensure that 
Ontario law school graduates (and the Ontario government) don’t spend time and money on degrees that ultimately 
turn out to be worthless.  I note that, in fields such as medicine and teaching, such cooperation appears to work, 
ensuring that pretty much everyone gets the work experience that they need to obtain a licence.  We should think of 
legal training being a continuum that includes both law school and the licensing process (setting aside our paranoia 
about independence from government), and work closely with the Ministry to find ways to satisfy both the LSUC’s goal 
of effective, independent regulation and the Ministry’s goal of ensuring an adequate supply of lawyers while getting 
value for public money. 

 
 
Martin Saidla 
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Stan Savvateikine 

 

 

Dear Sir or Madam,  

 

I am writing to offer my input regarding the LSUC subcommittee report that was released, as 

well as to share my thoughts about the LPP program in general. My reaction to the report is 

negative, for several reasons. For one, it provides no constructive feedback and its primary 

concerns about the Pilot Program are not substantive. The report talks about bar exam results and 

perceptions, neither of which have anything to do with the content and performance of the LPP. 

The report appropriately acknowledges the quality of experiential training offered in the 

program, however does not recommend it be continued. The report correctly confirms the 

prevalence of racial bias and underrepresentation of minorities within the profession, but does 

not recommend the program be continued. The report acknowledges that articling fails to achieve 

its objectives, recommends getting rid of the LPP, but crucially – does not offer any concrete 

alternatives or recommendations. A vague strategy to improve the current articling situation is 

insufficient, simply because this has been attempted before. I think that before terminating the 

Pilot Program, it is necessary to have an alternative plan of action in place, and this has not yet 

been done.  

 

I, like all of my colleagues, have been extremely surprised and impressed with the quality of 

learning and experience I have gotten from the LPP. As well, I have received so much positive 

feedback from my mentors and the senior practitioners who have been contributing to my 

learning. From my experience, anyone that has been involved with the program is impressed, 

including associates, partners, administrative staff, employers, coworkers, students, etc. I am 

completely satisfied with the path that I chose, and I am particularly glad that I chose the LPP 

over articling. I turned down multiple offers for articling positions because I realized that with 

articling, it is hard to know what you're getting into. I have too many colleagues who spent 10 

months in a law office and came out with minimal training, learning, networks, or transferable 

skills. Very few articling students get an adequate level of training, and I realize now that 

articling is the gamble, not the LPP. The program is structured, balanced, and intensive. Not only 

am I learning about multiple practice areas instead of just 1 or 2, but I have never made anyone 

coffee or photocopies. For this reason and many more that cannot all be articulated here, I must 

recommend that the Pilot Program be extended in favour of traditional articling. It is my hope 

that the same attitude towards innovation and progress that was required to put the program in 

place, is present in deliberations at Convocation.  

 

Thank you for your consideration.  

 

Best Regards,  

 

 

Stan Savvateikine 
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Noel Semple 

 
Dear LSUC Policy Secretariat,  
 
I apologize for this late submission to the Pathways Pilot Project consultation. 
I would be grateful if you can still consider it. 
I would like to direct the Committee’s attention to the petition at https://www.change.org/p/the-law-
society-of-upper-canada-save-the-law-practice-program?source_location=topic_page. 
This petition, calling for the Law Practice Program to continue, has been signed by 365 people at 
present. 
I hope that the committee will review the many comments left by supporters of this petition, 
available at https://www.change.org/p/the-law-society-of-upper-canada-save-the-law-practice-
program/c. 
 
In addition, I hope that the committee will consider my personal view in favour of continuing the 
Law Practice Program, which is as follows. 
 
Thank you and best wishes, 
 
Noel Semple 
___ 
Noel Semple, J.D., Ph.D 
Assistant Professor 
U. Windsor Faculty of Law 
 

 
 
Long Live the Law Practice Program 
by Noel Semple  http://www.noelsemple.ca/2016/09/long-live-the-law-practice-program/  
 
I am struggling to understand the justification for the recent committee recommendation to end 
the Law Practice Program. The LPP is the Law Society’s alternative licensing program 
predominantly used by candidates unable to find articling positions. 
 
The committee‘s central rationale seems to be that the LPP is “perceived as second tier.” They 
acknowledge that (i) “there is no evidence to suggest that the LPP is in fact second-tier” and (ii) 
the LPP is “of very high quality and may, in fact, excel over articling in a number of areas” in 
terms of preparing candidates for practice (para 59). 
 
A regulator ending the LPP because it’s perceived as second tier to articling is like a regulator 
banning Chevrolets because they are perceived as second tier to Cadillacs. A regulator which 
does so must, at very least, have a realistic plan to ensure that everyone will be able to drive a 
Cadillac/get an articling position.  I can’t find any such plan in this Report. 
 
The committee could have proposed reforms to expand the articling stream to accommodate 
everyone. For example they could have proposed that every licensed lawyer be required to either 
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serve as an articling principal, or else contribute x% of his/her law practice income to a fund 
used to compensate lawyers who doserve as articling principals. 
 
In the absence of any such plan, ending the LPP simply eliminates a path into the profession 
which is disproportionately used by equity-seeking and relatively disadvantaged 
candidates.  Perhaps more importantly, it also deprives equity-seeking/ disadvantaged would-be-
clients of 200+ new lawyers per year who would be more likely to serve them than articling-
track lawyers are. 
 
The Report’s only other serious argument against the LPP is that we can’t decide who should pay 
for it. It costs roughly $17k per candidate.  At present a portion of this is absorbed by LSUC. 
Articling stream candidates pay a large share, due to the equalization of costs for LPP-stream and 
articling-stream candidates. 
 
Who should pay is a tough problem, and there’s a convincing argument that the articling-stream 
candidates shouldn’t have to subsidize LPP-stream candidates to the extent that they currently 
do.  Personally, I think LSUC fees should be increased, and made progressive based on licensee 
income, in order to fund LPP and other A2J-enhancing initiatives. 
 
But even requiring LPP candidates to pay the entire $17k per year themselves would be better 
than completely depriving them, and their would-be clients, of the opportunity to practice for 
which they have already invested so many years and so many tens of thousands of dollars. 
 
The perception of second-tier or stigmatized status for LPP and its candidates is unfortunate. 
LSUC should fight this inaccurate perception, not surrender to it. But even if they can’t or won’t 
fight it, a professional path perceived as second tier is better than no path at all. 
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William Sharpe 

 
 
I am a class 1 licensee called to the Ontario Bar in 1982. I have acted as an articling principal. 
 
The licensing examination pass rate statistics for articling, NCA and LPP candidates by themselves are 
not a justification for discontinuing the LPP. Correlation is not necessarily causation. 
 
I would not be surprised if a higher percentage of LPP candidates than articling candidates are 
challenged by family care responsibilities, lack of income, forced non-law part time employment to put 
food on the table,  high student debt, english/french as a second language, discrimination and other 
factors that distract them from study and preparation time or otherwise make the threshhold for 
passing the license exams more daunting. Has anyone looked at these demographics and identified true 
causation factors for the discrepancy in grades? 
 
The LPP providers have worked diligently to craft a programme of skills that general sole practitioners 
need.  I say give the LPP programme a reasonable chance to prove itself. 
 
-- 
Regards 
 
William Sharpe 
 
 
ROUTE Transport & Trade Law 
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Thijiba Sinnathamby 

 

The LPP program provided useful and relevant training to not only enhance our skills as young 

legal professionals but to also begin our careers. The LPP's job is not to facilitate students getting 

called to the Bar, that is the law school's job and the LSUC's. The fact that many racialized and 

mature students fail at the bar is because there is inadequate support systems available at law 

schools and through the LSUC.  The cost of the LPP program should be part of our yearly fee as 

lawyers. While there is a stigma attached to the program, it is because our profession is very 

traditional and often times unwilling to accept change. Without this program many racialized and 

mature students would not have exposure to the legal profession.  

I was able to find a placement which is leading to a job as an associate because of the LPP. It 

also takes less pressure off of firms to hire students on for the full articling term. Perhaps 

articling in and of itself needs to be revisited.  

Thijiba     
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Katya Stepanishcheva  

 
 
Dear Law Society, 
 
I am writing to express my deep concerns with the recent recommendation by the Professional 
Development and Competence Committee to discontinue the Law Practice Program (LPP). 
 
The report published on the Law Society website recognizes that LPP is an innovative and successfully 
designed program. The most important feature is that LPP provides students with experiential training 
which is comparable and of equal quality. The major deficiency of Ontario articling system is that 
articling experience of students varies widely across the board. While some articling students obtain 
exceptional practical training, there are many students who spend all their time doing nothing more 
then “delivery law” or research, and are not entrusted to participate in drafting, client interviews or 
other meaningful work. The quality of supervision also varies a lot, and I personally know articling 
students who were not afforded any supervision, let alone adequate supervision, during their articling. 
The quality of articling experience does not depend on the size of the firm or practice area, so it cannot 
be claimed that firms of certain size or specialization are better at training articling students then others 
– the problem is inherent in the articling system. Quality of articling training is currently in the hands of 
the articling principals whose approach to training is not consistent. As such, the articling system does 
not fulfill its goal to ensure that new lawyers are sufficiently competent to serve the public upon their 
call to the bar.  
 
Besides, nothing prevents a newly called lawyer who articled in one practice area to open up his or her 
own practice in a substantially different field. In this situation, how do we ensure that the lawyer is 
competent? LPP solves this problem by ensuring that each student has exposure to certain practice 
areas. Many of those areas are where consumers are not sophisticated and may not be able to judge for 
themselves if the lawyer is competent to handle the work.  
 
Articling system was designed many generations ago, but legal profession has changed. There are a lot 
of students who do not “fit” within the traditional view of an articling student – for example, mature 
students, internationally trained lawyers who practiced in foreign jurisdictions, or students interested in 
public interest legal career. Cancelling LPP before the concerns with the articling system are addressed is 
ill-advised. 
 
The report claims that LPP is not sustainable because of negative perception and cost. There was a lot of 
discussion the within legal community why the perception claim is wrong. My current employer, Paul 
Jones, who has been practising law in Canada for 30 years, does not have a negative perception about 
the LPP – on the contrary, he is looking hire an LPP student for a placement. With respect to cost, I’d like 
to comment that there are hidden costs in the articling system, too. Training of a student takes a lot of 
time and effort from the articling principal. In addition, there are other resources required – support 
staff, subscription to legal software, office space etc. All of this makes taking articling students 
unaffordable for many smaller firms like ours. At the same time, bigger firms hire less articling students 
every year, according to the data collected by the Precedent magazine. Besides, legal profession is 
changing and it is no longer efficient to bill clients for “simpler” work that was previously done by 
students (for example, incorporation of a company or research memoranda). LPP is a better option 
because it reduces the costs of supervising lawyers (monetary and time-wise) needed to train a student. 
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Also, LPP students start their placements with some practical skills obtained in the first part of the 
program – this also reduces the time needed to get students up to speed. 
 
There are many, many more arguments in defence of the LPP voiced by the members of the Law 
Society. I hope that the Convocation will carefully consider them before making the decision on 
November 9, 2016.  
 
My senior colleague, Paul Jones, called to the bar in Ontario in 1986, and Sergey Logunov, barrister and 
solicitor practising corporate and commercial law in Toronto, fully subscribe to the above 
comments.           
 
Kind regards, 
 
Katya Stepanishcheva  
Катя Степанищева 
Barrister & Solicitor  
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October 19, 2016 
 
Law Society of Upper Canada  
Osgoode Hall  
130 Queen Street West  
Toronto, ON   M5H 2N6  
 
Dear LSUC Benchers:  
 
Re: Law Practice Program 
 
I am writing to express my opinion about the recent recommendation to end the Law 

Practice Program of Ryerson University. I was a participant in the 2014-2015 program.  
 
Admittedly, I am also one of the reasons there is a so-called articling crisis. After a 

dismal LSAT result in 2004 and a subsequent career as both a political staffer and 

corporate speechwriter – two positions where I unsuccessfully tried to compensate for 

not fulfilling my childhood dream of becoming a lawyer – I decided to attend law school 

in London, UK. Being close to forty years old when called to the bar, and without any 

familial or personal connections to the profession, I knew it would be an uphill battle 

securing an articling position.  
 
So when I enrolled in the LPP and arrived on the first day, I felt very much like this was 

a second tier option. In truth, I felt very low. I had almost secured a position in July and 

most certainly wanted a paying job. But almost immediately my opinion of the training 

portion of the LPP started to change and I soon saw it as a valuable avenue for a 

mature and foreign-trained student to learn the practical aspects of being an Ontario-

based lawyer. Indeed, the skills taught by Chris Bentley, the LPP team and the myriad 

of practitioners invited to mentor and instruct us was very valuable and the LPP lived up 

to its “entrepreneurial” ethos. I now operate a growing practice in Toronto and currently 

see myself as a “small town lawyer in the big city”. In my practice I focus on civil 

litigation, wills and estates and small and mid-sized business law and my clients have 

already expressed great satisfaction in both my work ethic and product and I attribute 

this in large part to my training in the LPP.  
 
And while I was very fortunate to have a great work-placement at a mid-sized civil and 

litigation firm north of Toronto, it was actually the LPP that taught me the skills to start 

my own business and develop my own clients. Indeed, had I been hired back at the 

above mentioned firm, I would probably have more money in the bank – but I am also 

confident I would not have as solid a grasp of operations of a law firm – and it would 

have been very difficult to start my own business. I’m an active participant in various 
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mentoring services offered by the Law Society and other professional organizations, but 

short talks over glasses of wine can only go so far.  
 
And if I may briefly address the notion that the LPP is a second tier option: Yes, it was 

my second option and I would have taken a paid articling experience over the LPP that 

much is true. But having completed the LPP I can tell you this: my clients don’t care that 

I went to the LPP. All they want is a lawyer who listens to them, communicates openly 

and proactively and does their best to solve the legal problem. And that is what I aim to 

do every day as a lawyer: a job I love more than any other.  And much of this I owe to 

my time in the LPP.   
 
Please reconsider the recent assessment of the LPP and let this program blossom into 

the worthwhile and rewarding venture I know it can become. It will serve Ontario’s 

lawyers and our province well in the future; if it is only given the chance.  
 
Yours very truly, 
MARK J. STEWART, BARRISTER & SOLICITOR  
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Rhoda Sule 

 

Without the LPP program, I do not see how I would have had the exposure I now have to the 

operation of Law Practice. 

 

Most of the LPP Candidates come from foreign law jurisdictions and the program has provided 

candidates with sound knowledge via the Virtual Law Firms.  

 

The candidates learn among others,  effective Client Intake, Advocacy, Legal Research and 

sound knowledge of The Rules of Professional Ethics through case scenarios.  Candidates 

exposure to practice entails all areas of practice. 

 

I met licensee that was called to the Bar  slightly over one year now who said if only the he/she 

knew of the LPP before her/his Call, that lawyer would have attended the program.  

That he/she wishes the program was available to newly qualified as she/he has been going to a 

senior colleague in a far away location most of the time for guidance and assistance for her cases. 

 

Allowing LPP to continue is beneficial particularly to foreign trained lawyers that seek to re-

qualify in Ontario. 

Scraping the LPP is likely to have many foreign trained lawyers stuck with the Certificate of 

Qualification. 

 

We want to appeal LSCU to reconsider the possibility of LPP to continue. 

 

Rhoda Sule   
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Ken Thompson 

 

 

To The Benchers of the Law Society of Upper Canada at Convocation 

 

This message is to express my concern that the Professional Development and Competence 

Committee is proposing that the LPP pilot program be dismantled at the close of this years 

session. I think that would be a shame and a mistake. 

 

I have been a mentor in the LPP program and thus have seen it from the inside. I also confess 

that I had a very good articling experience, perhaps a bit gilded in retrospect but you make the 

most of what you choose. From the outset of my involvement in the LPP pilot program I was a 

little skeptical of the advantages it offered but intrigued by the prospect that the profession, I 

have been a member of for over twenty-five years, was trying something new and innovative. 

My limited skepticism has dissipated and I am a full believer in the LPP as an alternative to 

articling and perhaps its future replacement. 

 

The reasons for cutting the LPP pilot short escape me. I have read much of what the lawyers, 

who feel strongly about this issue, have written in the press and on social media. I have also 

reviewed the Committee's report. I can find no substance in the reasons to close this program and 

there does not appear to me to be any cogent evidence to back up the Committee's 

recommendation.  

 

Three years for a pilot program such as the LPP is simply not long enough to determine its value 

to the profession and to society. I sincerely trust that at Convocation you can see beyond the 

Committee's report and recommendation and cast your votes to maintain the LPP as a pilot 

program for a further two years which should provide time to effectively evaluate its worth. 

 

Regards, 

 

Ken Thompson 

 

Ken Thompson Law 
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Toronto, October 19, 2016 

Antonio F. Urdaneta  
Barrister & Solicitor 

Policy Secretariat  
The Law Society of Upper Canada 
Osgoode Hall, 130 Queen Street West 
Toronto, ON, M5H 2N6 
 

Delivered via E-mail: policy@lsuc.on.ca 
Dear Policy Secretariat, 

Re: Pathways Pilot Project Evaluation and Enhancements to Licensing report 

I am writing to the Policy Secretariat to submit my comments (“My Comments”) about 
the Report to Convocation written by the Professional Development and Competence 
Committee (“Committee”), dated September 22, 2016 (“Report”). I thank Convocation 
for the opportunity to make this submissions, and I look forward to working with the Law 
Society to address licensing issues.  

These are My Comments. Firstly, I echo Mr. Jordan Furlong’s voice when he says: 

“The [C]ommittee’s recommendation is incorrect and ill-advised, and the Benchers 
should reject it at their November 9th meeting”1. Secondly, I think the Committee missed 
the systemic problem embedded in the Articling and/or the enhanced Articling Program 
(“Articling”), which the Law Practice Program (LPP) solves. Finally, I address the 
Public’s perception about the justice system, and legal fees, from a recent poll 
conducted by Abacus Data Inc., captured by thestar.com in a news report titled “Most 
Ontarians say justice system ‘broken’: survey”2. 

Firstly, an “ill-advised” recommendation. On the one hand, it seems that the 
Committee heavily relied on subjective opinions about the LPP candidates 
(“Perceptions”), and opinions about the costs to run the LPP (“Costs”). The Committee 
said: “[…] In the Committee’s overall view, […], the financial issues and the perceptions 
of second-tier and stigma, […] make the LPP unsustainable. Deferring the decision for a 
year or two will not, in the Committee’s view, likely change that reality”3. 

Thus, the Committee’s recommendation to end the LPP (the “Recommendation”) seems 

the consequence of the sole mixed operation of Perceptions and Costs. For me, this is 
similar to tell the groundhog to come back out from its burrow, because I have the 
perception that the worst of winter is over, thus, it seems unsustainable for the 
groundhog to remain inside, when in my perception it could enjoy the warm weather, 
which I am not technically sure is true. 

                                                           
1 http://www.slaw.ca/2016/10/04/in-defence-of-the-law-practice-program/  
2 https://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2016/10/17/most-ontarians-say-justice-system-broken-survey.html  
3 Professional Development and Competence Committee; Report to Convocation; September 22, 2016; at para. 87 
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On the other hand, I think, the Committee had the chance but missed (i) to weight in the 
fact that the Committee lacks sufficient relevant data to make an objective assessment 
about whether to continue the LPP or not. Also, the Committee recognized that (ii) the 
LPP’s environment fosters diversity and inclusion, but the Committee gave little or no 
weight to such important element before reaching the Recommendation. 

(i) Insufficient Relevant data 

The set of questions that triggered the Recommendation should have been objective. In 
my opinion, the Committee should have structured a mixed set of questions including 
regulation and economy related concerns, instead of supporting the Recommendation 
on surveys with general questions searching for opinions. The objective set of questions 
could have been designed as follows:  

 Is the LPP an appropriate model to satisfy current economic demands for the 
legal sector entry level regulatory requirements?  

 Does the LPP maintain high training standards that protect the Public?  
 Is the LPP a cost-effective model that do not waste our limited resources?  
 Would we create and share wealth across Ontario’s legal sector with the LPP?” 

Once the objective questions were designed and answered, then, I think, the 
Recommendation would have been better supported. However, the real cost which 
would triggered a different perception and a different assessment of costs, comes from:  

 What is the return on investment? And, this answer is based on a comparison 
between how much the LPP training costs and how much wealth the LPP Alumni 
- then lawyers – are producing for Ontario.  

The following table is a hypothetical example of the data that I would have assessed 
before I made a recommendation to maintain the LPP or not. This hypothetical example 
is in Canadian dollars, and in a period of two separate but overlapping three years. 

Table 1. LPP Investment v. Lawyer LPP Alumni Contribution 
 LPP Candidate Lawyer LPP Alumnus 

Training investment $17,000 n/a 
LPP Candidates trained in 3 years 700 n/a 

*Financial Success n/a CAD$250,000 
Number of LPP Alumni, Financially Successful n/a 70 (10%) 

Total $11,900,000.00 CAD$17,500,000.00 
Wealth Created CAD$5,600,000.00 

*Financial Success means 100 Files worked in 3 years post-called to the Bar, with an average profit of 
$2,500 per file. 

In my hypothetical example, with only 10% of LPP Alumni financial success rate, and a 
conservative profit amount, the LPP Alumni would return the legal sector’s original 
investment and about 47% on top of that investment, in three years. Feel free to change 
the numbers in Table 1. However, the numbers from the column “Lawyer LPP Alumnus” 

are vital for this comparison, but these numbers do not exist yet. 
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Fortunately, there is objective data. Unfortunately, the Committee gave no weight to that 
data. The Committee found “There is no evidence to suggest that the LPP is in fact 

second-tier or merits [such a] perception. Indeed, as the Committee has discussed 
above, the LPP is to all observation of very high quality and may, in fact, excel over 
articling in a number of areas”4. I think, the Committee should have given this objective 
evidence more weight than the Committee did for the Perception mixed with Costs. 

(ii) Diversity and Inclusion 

The Committee found that “The LPP is serving proportionally more candidates than the 
Articling Program from each of the following demographic categories: internationally-
educated, racialized, Age 40+ […]”5. However, the Committee chose to give no or little 
weight to diversity and inclusion. 

I want to share with you my personal story of diversity and inclusion in the legal sector.  

I am one of the empowered LPP Alumni that the Committee refers to in the Report’s 

paragraph 71. I am Venezuelan-Canadian, and I am a Multi-Licensed Lawyer 
(Venezuela and Canada). Early 2015, I had an Articling position offer. However, The 
LPP was my first choice. The Articling offer became my LPP Placement in 2016.  

But, before joining the LPP, and even before the LPP existed, I felt discouraged by the 
entry level regulatory requirements, satisfied by Articling. Articling seemed to me like the 
Everest would look like to a beginner hiker. And, I felt like this, not because of lack of 
local training or legal work experience, but, because of lack of confidence.  

My confidence was shattered, not because of lack of knowledge of Canadian Law, or 
training, or legal work experience, but, by every immigrant early stages inherent 
challenges, and my English as a second language, in a sector dominated by confident 
locally raised and trained English Speaker Lawyers. For me, Articling, seemed 
exclusive, and I did not feel welcome to enter that exclusive environment. Regardless of 
individual efforts from many friendly lawyers, which I appreciate. 

In my opinion, Articling shouts to everyone who tries, “you are not good enough”. 
Imagine this thought “you are not good enough”, enhanced by the professional 
circumstances of an English as a Second Language Internationally Trained Lawyer; i.e. 
first of all, I am trying to understand whether I make myself understood in English. 

I appreciate as well that one locally raised and trained lawyer with decades of local 
litigation experience offer me an Articling position without knowing my personal issues. 
But, my unreasonable lack of confidence, kept me thinking about all the responsibility 
over my immigrant English as a second language shoulders. For me, such environment 
would put the clients at risk, and I could have easily destroyed the trustworthy 
relationship I had with the Lawyer who kindly offered me an Articling position. I never 

                                                           
4 Professional Development and Competence Committee; Report to Convocation; September 22, 2016; at para. 59  
5 Professional Development and Competence Committee; Report to Convocation; September 22, 2016; at para. 71 
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replied to this Articling offer but months later when I returned to kindly ask for a LPP 
Placement. And, it worked out.  

Thus, I leaned towards the LPP for many reasons. For me the LPP model has a 
welcoming environment. The LPP has an innovative approach to legal training. The LPP 
model shouts to everyone come and try, over and over, without adverse consequences 
against clients. 

To summarize, I think, that giving little or no weight to diversity and inclusion, puts me, 
and everyone who feels like me, back in the adverse position I felt, reasonably or not, 
before I was called to the bar. That position when, regardless of the legal sector’s 
efforts, I felt excluded. Furthermore, by making a Recommendation based on 
Perception mixed with Costs, the Committee disregarded important relevant data the 
Committee needs to assess; i.e. return on investment. 

Secondly, the Committee missed an important issue. This issue is the systemic 
problem embedded in Articling that the LPP solves. As a junior lawyer in Ontario, I will 
like to share with you, how I projected my career path. First, please, notice I will use the 
physiology definition of “systemic” which is: “pertaining to or affecting [a] body as a 

whole”6.  

“Body as a whole” stands for the legal career, and “pertaining to or affecting [a]” stands 
for Articling and LPP. 

Within “pertaining to or affecting [a]”, I see two different models that lead to different 
career experiences. One is the model that includes Articling, and the other is the model 
that incudes the LPP.  

Now, let’s turn to the hypothetical career projection. Please, see how I navigate my legal 
career step-by-step, and notice how I would feel in each stage of this “body as a whole”: 

Table 2. Systemic Issue. “Pertaining to or affecting [a]” “body as a whole”   

“body as a whole”  
“pertaining to or affecting [a]” 

With the LPP Without the LPP 
I am a Law Student I could do the LPP. Then, I will 

engage with legal projects. 
I need to get an Articling position, 
otherwise my career is ruined. 

I am a Licensee 
Candidate 

I need to collaborate with my LPP 
peers. We could support each other 
and grow together. 

I need to compete with all articling 
students around me. I will be at the 
office tons of hours more than my 
next competitor. I need to be hired-
back. 

I am an Associate/Junior 
Lawyer 

I need to network. I will learn what 
the LPP Alumni is doing. The Alumni 
can learn my business. We will share 

I need to compete with everybody 
around me to get ahead. I need to 
be at the office tons of hours more 
than my next competitor. I need to 
bring paying clients to the firm, 

                                                           
6 http://www.dictionary.com/browse/systemic  
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knowledge and expertise. We will 
increase workflow. 

regardless what their legal issues 
are. 

I am a Partner/Lawyer How many new clients can I help this 
year? 10? 100? 1,000? 

I need to keep up with the hours. I 
need to increase my book of 
business. And I need to satisfy 
everybody. This way, I will move 
ahead. 

I am a Managing 
Partner/Senior Lawyer 

How many new clients can I help this 
year? 10? 100? 1,000? 

I have the responsibility to make 
decisions for the people in my 
team. And, I have to achieve 
higher profits and constant growth. 
I know that working more hours, 
and hiring less expensive 
alternative legal service providers, 
will help me achieve my metrics. 

I am a Retired Lawyer Mentoring creative junior lawyers to 
provide legal services, better, faster 
and more affordable.  

Would I likely develop mental 
health issues? 

 

I think, the “pertaining to or affecting [a]” using Articling has embedded problems, while 
“pertaining to or affecting [a]” using the LPP brings solutions. The LPP seems to nurture 
the future of the legal sector in Ontario. This future would fairly spread workflow, cash 
flow, and decision-making. The LPP also encourages collaboration, and efficiency. I do 
not think that Articling is able to do the same.   

Finally, the Public’s perception of the justice system and legal fees. You may think 
that the following news report titled “Most Ontarians say justice system ‘broken’: 

survey”7, has nothing to do with the Report and the Recommendation. You may be 
partially right, but, it gives an example about perception, which is a pivotal word used by 
the Committee in its Report and Recommendation. Coincidentally, this perception is 
directly and indirectly related to lawyers. It is indirectly about lawyers, as legal service 
providers and designers of this justice system, and it is directly about lawyers because 
they refer to the lawyers’ legal fees, which sometimes are a deterrent against access to 
justice. 

Please, notice that the following poll refers to a system and costs built over decades 
with Articling, and, without any LPP’s input: 

“The Action Group on Access to Justice (TAG) asked Ontarians to 

describe the centuries-old system in a recent survey. In a poll of 1,500 

adults by Abacus Data Inc. in August, the verdict the advocacy body 

received was damning: 78 per cent called Ontario’s justice system “old-

                                                           
7 https://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2016/10/17/most-ontarians-say-justice-system-broken-survey.html  
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fashioned,” 71 per cent said it was “intimidating.” “Confusing,” “inefficient” 

and “broken” was how more than 60 per cent of respondents described it.” 

[…] 

“Those surveyed say affording a lawyer or paralegal is the biggest barrier 
to justice. What’s surprising, […] is that affordability is an issue across 
income brackets. 
 
A large majority, 76 per cent, said creating more affordable options for 

those not qualifying for legal aid is a top priority.”8 

I see that, the Public has a perception about the Justice System and Lawyers that 
seems slightly unfair, right? Because, some lawyers have tried for decades to improve 
the justice system. However, the Public has the perception of the system as a whole. 
When the Public says the justice system is “intimidating”, “confusing”, “inefficient”, 

“broken”, and the Public has the Perception that lawyers are “costly”, the Public is likely 
catching all lawyers in this perception, including recently called to the bar lawyers, such 
as myself.  

This perception of the Public, together with the Committee’s Recommendation, puzzles 
my mind. The Committee recommended to end the LPP based on Perceptions and 
Costs. The Public has the perception that the justice system is broken and legal 
services are costly. And, I constantly heard over my LPP 4-months training component, 
which is somewhat what the Public is expecting from the justice system and lawyers: 
“have empathy with your client”, “make it simple for your client”, “innovate to adapt to 

your client’s service expectations”, “design strategies to make it more affordable for your 
client”.   

I wonder, does this mean that the LPP is listening to the Public’s perceptions?  

I want to contribute to change the Public’s perception about the justice system and 

lawyers. But, the truth is that the LPP is operating since 2014, and the LPP and its 
Alumni need the time to show with objective data, that it is a better, faster and more 
affordable training model.      

Fortunately, I was able to go through the LPP. And today, I am able to provide legal 
services that satisfy the Public’s perception, because the LPP gave me the tools I need. 
And, I know, that I received the best training the legal sector has to offer in Ontario. 
Basically, if I had to choose between Articling or LPP again, I would decide to do the 
LPP again. 

Sincerely,  
Antonio F. Urdaneta 
Barrister & Solicitor  

                                                           
8 https://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2016/10/17/most-ontarians-say-justice-system-broken-survey.html 
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Sonja Vucicevic (translated from French, below) 

Bonjour, 

I hereby wish to share my comments regarding the report above mentioned.  

I had the chance to take the Law Practice Program in Toronto with Ryerson University in 

English, at its outset in 2014.  

The legal skills and the knowledge that I acquired through that program helped me carry out my 

professional aspiration: to be able to practise law in order to help citizens living in poverty and 

feeling rejected by society.  

I realize today that my decision to take the program represented a decisive turning point in my 

career. I did my work placement with the French legal aid clinic, Centre francophone de Toronto, 

and I currently work as a bilingual staff lawyer at the Timmins-Temiskaming Community Legal 

Clinic. 

I only had positive experiences and impressions of the program, which I strongly recommend. 

I hope that the future candidates and lawyers will be able to access it.  

Sincerely, 

Sonja Vucicevic 

--------------------------- 

 

Bonjour, 

Par la présente, je désire vous faire part de mes commentaires à l’égard du rapport cité ci-haut.  

J’ai eu la chance de suivre le programme de pratique du droit à Toronto auprès de l’Université 

Ryerson en anglais, lors de son inauguration en 2014.  

Les compétences juridiques et le savoir que j’ai acquis à travers le programme m’ont aidé à 

réaliser mon aspiration professionnelle: celle de pouvoir pratiquer le droit dans le but d’aider les 

citoyens qui vivent dans la précarité et qui se sentent délaissés par la société.  

Je réalise aujourd’hui que ma décision de suivre le programme représente un point tournant 

décisif dans ma carrière.  J’ai effectué mon stage auprès des Services d’aide juridique du Centre 

francophone de Toronto et je travaille actuellement comme avocate salariée bilingue à la 

Clinique juridique communautaire de Timmins-Témiskamingue. 
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Je n’ai eu que des expériences et impressions positives du programme et je le recommande 

fortement. 

J’espère que les futurs candidats et avocats pourront y avoir accès.  

Sincèrement, 

Sonja Vucicevic  
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Eve Wahn 

 
Dear LSUC Subcommittee members reviewing the Law Practice Program (LPP): 
 
I have acted as a mentor for the LPP since its inception (3 years ago).  As such, I have thus far mentored 
20 candidates, and by the completion of the term (December 2016) will have mentored 27 candidates. 
 
In my view the training and experience the candidates receive through the program is stellar.  It 
certainly exceeds the support and training I received in when I articled at one of Toronto’s premier law 
firms.  The quality of candidates is high, and the program teaches and requires them to learn a variety of 
skills.   
 
While the LPP may not yet be accepted amongst lawyers in general, this may result from lack of 
information, knowledge or experience with the program and candidates.  I have seen little if any 
information or campaign explaining or promoting the LPP as a viable alternative.  People often don’t like 
change, and without information and support, lawyers will have a tendency to validate their own 
articling experiences and programs rather than consider an alternative.  Candidates do have a 3-4 month 
placement – similar to articling - for the hands-on experience.  The “2-tier” belief could certainly be 
changed by the backing and support from the LSUC.  
 
From my experience and from where I sit:  i) there is a need (as the LSUC has determined);  ii) lawyers 
who have had a connection with the LPP and candidates see that it meets the need and is great training 
for students-at-law;  iii) there is no alternative at this time (?);  and (iv) the issue of acceptance by the 
profession can be remedied. 
 
For personal reasons I may or may not continue to be a mentor if the LPP continues.  In addition, I may 
be missing something.  However my view, it would be shortsighted to cancel the LPP. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Eve Wahn 
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Cameron Williams

Dear Ryerson University Law Practice Program (LPP): 

 

My name is Cameron Williams.  First of all, my opportunities through the 
LPP to enhance my skills, access placement opportunities, and get called to the Bar so that I can begin my 
career are stories that I would be happy to share.  The benchers and profession are welcome to enjoy my 
stories.  I am excited to share my individual successes with the Law Society of Upper Canada (LSUC) so that 
the benchers can make an informed decision when they vote on the future of the LPP. 

 

The LPP has an excellent team and it is a great pleasure to be working with them.  The LPP team always shows 
excellent enthusiasm and great leadership.  I have found that the LPP is the best possible program that I could 
be involved with in working on completing my articling requirement.  The program is very prestigious and we 
are all having a lot of fun participating.  I was able to successfully obtain a work placement position already. 

 

The LPP has forever changed the lives of me and my family.  The LPP has improved the lives of many people 
in my community and I am greatly enjoying the excellent training.  I am very impressed with how the program 
is structured in a way where people can participate online from practically anywhere as long as they are able to 
attend during the In Person Week.  This is great for facilitating family commitments for parents such as me. 

 

I like how the firms work in teams of about four people as that is a very exciting experience.  It is a very big 
honour for me to be able to work with Ryerson University as I am a big fan.  I really like how the LPP utilizes 
technology and business principles to create a fun safe environment.  I like the docketing training as it is a good 
opportunity to get familiar with the business of law and with managing my own law practice. 

 

It effective how the LPP involves different law practice areas such as: Criminal Law, Family Law, etc.  I am 
extremely happy with having the opportunity to work with such an excellent collection of students.  The 
PlacePro program is very impressive and the work placement opportunities are amazing.  It is a fun, safe, and 
facilitating environment.   
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Future law students would be very lucky to have the opportunity to work with the LPP in the future and I hope 
that the program continues get law students off to an excellent start.  I really like the fun business feel of the 
program and I think it is very fair how it facilitates a multicultural atmosphere.   

 

I would like you to know that I greatly appreciate your kindness, generosity, leadership, encouragement, and 
helpfulness.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

Cameron Williams 
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  Faculté de droit  |  Faculty  of Law (Common Law Section) 

  Fauteux Hall       
  57 Louis Pasteur Pvt  
  Ottawa, ON K1N 6N5 

 
David Wiseman 

Associate Professor  
 

 19 October, 2016  
 
The Professional Development and Competence Committee 
Law Society of Upper Canada 
Policy Secretariat  
The Law Society of Upper Canada 
Osgoode Hall, 130 Queen Street West 
Toronto, ON, M5H 2N6 
policy@lsuc.on.ca 
 
 
Dear Chair, Vice-Chairs and Members of the Committee 
 
Re: Pathways Pilot Project Evaluation and Enhancements to Licensing report 
      
Thank you for the opportunity to provide written comments on your report, which I submit 
both in my capacity as Co-ordinator of Access to Justice Initiatives in the Faculty of Law 
at the University of Ottawa and as a researcher with previously expressed views on the 
approach to access to justice issues taken by the Law Society of Upper Canada in the 
context of establishment of the Pathways Pilot Project.1  While I commend the 
Committee for producing a report that transparently and meaningfully engages with the 
task of evaluating the Pathways Pilot Project, I seek to express two main concerns.  
First, I am concerned that the assessment of the LPP/PPD pilot programs is unduly 
negative about the performance of those programs.  Second, I am concerned that the 
proposal to end the LPP/PPD pilot programs at the conclusion of the current licensing 
year, while also developing alternative measures to address issues of equality and 
accessibility, is unreasonable and unrealistic.  Given these concerns, I submit that a 
decision to end the LPP/PPD pilot programs should be postponed until viable alternative 
measures have been adequately identified or, if a decision is to be taken now, that the 
LPP/PPD programs should be extended by two years in order to provide a more 
meaningful period to assess the programs, a more realistic period in which to develop 
alternative measures and a more reasonable period of notice to future licensing 
candidates about available pathways to licensing.  I elaborate on these views in what 
follows.  
 
1. Unduly negative assessment of the LPP/PPD pilot programs 
 
A key objective of the establishment of the LPP/PPD pilot programs was to provide a 
viable pathway to licensing for licensing candidates who are discriminatorily excluded 
from articling.   The report and the accompanying evaluation study indicate that a 
significant proportion of the candidates in these programs are members of equality- 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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seeking groups.  Given this, and leaving aside the issue of financial sustainability, it 
seems reasonable to expect that the LPP/PPD programs would not be ended unless 
there was evidence that the programs were doing more harm than good for this 
constituency of candidates. 
 
The report accepts that there is no problem at all with the quality of the training being 
provided by the programs and so in that sense the programs are beneficial to the 
candidates.  However, the report argues that the candidates are being harmed by a 
perception that the programs are ‘second tier’.  To support this argument, the report 
refers to a variety of qualitative and quantitative findings that, in the view of a majority of 
the Committee, justify the negative perception of the programs.  In my view, the findings 
cited do not justify a negative perception.  In fact, quite the opposite; when taken in 
context, the cited findings better justify a positive perception of the programs.  In short, 
the glass here is half-full, not half-empty.  To be sure, there may be plenty of room for 
improvement of the LPP/PPD programs,2 but they can be assessed as having gotten off 
to a very good start. 
 
The report laments, for instance, the fact that the LPP/PPD programs remain the second 
choice of many of their students.  This is hardly unexpected, given that the LPP/PPD 
programs offer significantly less real world experience and remuneration than an articling 
position.  Nevertheless, significant numbers of students are still choosing the LPP/PPD 
programs over not pursuing licensing at all.  Similarly, the report is perturbed by the 
lower hire back rate among LPP/PPD students as compared to articling students. This 
too is hardly unexpected, given that the LPP/PPD programs involve a much shorter 
period of work placement.  Nevertheless, significant numbers of LPP/PPD students are 
being hired back despite the relative  disadvantage of the shorter placement (and it is 
important to remember that the hire back rate for the articling program is only around 
half anyway).  Indeed, it might even be argued that it is a real achievement that so many 
LPP/PPD candidates are hired back. 
 
A fixation on the glass being half-empty may explain why the report at times fails to 
recognize that some of the findings that are presented are highly misleading.  In 
particular, the report notes the differential performance on first attempts at licensing 
examinations in that LPP/PPD candidates have a three times higher failure rate than 
Articling candidates.  The problem with the comparative-failure-rate-finding is that many 
candidates, from both pathways, first attempt the examinations before starting either the 
LPP/PPD or Articling programs. Indeed, as the accompanying evaluation study notes (at 
p. 118) “The LPP Providers strongly recommend that candidates complete both the 
Barrister and Solicitor Licensing Examinations prior to beginning the LPP, although they 
are not required to do so.” Given this, the more relevant comparison is ultimate success 
in passing the licensing examinations (up to 3 attempts are allowed).  As stated (at para. 
97) of the report, the relative failure rates at that point in time are 20% for LPP/PPD 
candidates v 10% for Articling candidates. To be sure, a two times higher failure rate is a 
valid concern, but then it also needs to be noted that the LPP thus managed to just more 
than halve the failure rate among LPP candidates from first to final attempt (from 43% to 
20%), whereas the Articling program only reduced the failure rate from 16% to 10%.  
 
Another sense in which the report’s assessment seems unduly negative is that it bases 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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its assessment on only two years of data (and on some issues only one year's worth).  
The report takes the position that even though that is a short duration for assessment, 
some negative trends are already emerging and there is no reason to think they will 
change.  But what trends?  And how negative? Mention is made of a decline in the 
percentage of LPP/PPD students who are called to the Bar in the same licensing year 
that they undertook the LPP/PPD -- but it is a decline of merely 2%, from 59% to 57% 
(while the figure for articling increased by 1% from 91% to 92%).  Likewise, mention is 
made of a decline in the percentage of LPP/PPD candidates who expected to be hired 
back, from 34% to 32%, compared to a decline from 48% to 47% for articling hire back 
expectations).  Can these really be labelled as negative trends?  Moreover, when 
assessing hire back rates, it has to be borne in mind that a higher proportion of 
LPP/PPD students establish themselves as sole practitioners (25% v 6%).  Admittedly, a 
significantly higher proportion of articling program students are practising law in their first 
year post call (82% v 67%), but there is only one year of data on that aspect. 
 
It is for these reasons that I submit that the report offers an unduly negative assessment 
of the performance of the LPP/PPD pilot programs.  In so doing, the report is in danger 
of contributing to, rather than critically analyzing, the purported perception that the 
programs are ‘second tier.’  To the extent that this perception would seem to require 
evidence that the programs do more harm than good, I would submit that the report has 
not adequately identified any such evidence.  
 
Before leaving the issue of the assessment of the pilot programs, I would offer one 
observation on the argument that the LPP/PPD programs are not financially sustainable 
due, in part, to the additional financial burden placed on candidates in the Articling 
stream.  In my view, this argument is somewhat simplistic.  I have no doubt that the need 
for students in the Articling stream to pay almost $2000 more per year in licensing fees 
to support the operation of the LPP/PPD poses a meaningful financial burden on some 
articling candidates.  However, as the evaluation study notes, just over half of the 
candidates in the articling stream have their licensing fees paid for by their articling 
employer.  Is there really no other way to try to ameliorate the financial burden on the 
students who are paying the top-up themselves than to cancel the entire LPP/PPD 
programs?  
 
 
2.  Unreasonable and unrealistic timeline for developing alternative measures 
 
Based on its negative assessment of the LPP/PPD pilot programs, the Committee 
recommends that they be ended at the conclusion of the current (2016-2017) licensing 
year, while also recommending that alternative measures be developed in time to be 
announced by June 2017.  In my view, this approach raises the preliminary concern that 
a decision is being taken to end the LPP/PPD programs on the understanding that 
alternative measures are needed but without any real sense of what those alternatives 
might look like, whether they are feasible and whether they can attract sufficient support 
to be implemented.  In the worst case scenario, it may turn out that there is no LPP/PPD 
and no alternatives. Such an outcome would consign candidates from equality-seeking 
groups to the pre-Pathways situation which, it was generally agreed, was unfair and 
unequal. A more prudent, pragmatic and equality-protecting approach, I submit, would 
be to postpone a decision on ending the LPP/PPD programs until they can be 
meaningfully compared to the intended alternative measures.  
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Beyond that preliminary concern, I would also submit that it is unrealistic to aim to 
establish meaningful alternative measures in just the 6-7 months that would be available 
from December 2016 to June 2017, especially since the Committee seems to suggest 
that fresh thinking is needed and that a variety of stakeholders and potential partners 
need to be included. It would be more realistic to allow a full year for the collaborative 
development of alternative measures.  
 
Moreover, I would submit that it is unreasonable to expect the 2017-18 licensing 
candidates to essentially have no notice about, and no time to prepare for, their 
alternative options for licensing, as would be the case if the options were only finalized in 
June 2017.  For domestically-trained law students, the search and selection process for 
pre-articling positions begins two years ahead of the start of the intended licensing year 
and at least a year ahead for articling positions.  Given this, it is reasonable for future 
licensing candidates to expect at least one year’s notice of the options for achieving 
licensing. 
 
Combining a more realistic timeline for developing alternative measures and a more 
reasonable period of advance notice, I would submit that the LPP/PPD programs should 
be continued until the end of the 2018-19 licensing cycle.   Circling back to my 
preliminary concern, I would further submit that no decision be taken on the 
discontinuation of the LPP/PPD programs unless and until viable alternative measures 
have at least been identified. 
 
Thank you again for the opportunity to provide these comments.   
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
David Wiseman 
Associate Professor 
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TO:  LSUC Sub-Committee 

FROM:   Vivene Younger (LPP Alumnus) 

RE:   Canada Needs the LPP 

DATE: October 18, 2016 

I’m writing to you to request that you reconsider your recommendation in respect of terminating 

the LPP. I’m a proud LPP alumnus who successfully completed the LPP in April, 2015. The LPP 

is an excellent, challenging, rigorous pathway to qualifying as a lawyer in Ontario.  I recommend 

the LPP continue on its current pathway of success for the following reasons:  

1. The excellent mentoring system provided me with the support I needed to ask probing 

questions of lawyers about various areas of law, including Criminal Law and Business 

Law. 

 

2. The virtual law firm setting was a great opportunity to experience the challenges of 

running a law firm while balancing building professional relationships with other “LPP 

lawyers”. 

 

3. I learned a tremendous amount about 7 key areas of law including: Business Law, Civil 

Law, Criminal Law, Employment Law, Real Estate Law and Wills & Estates.  This 

enabled me to identify the areas of law which I intend to specialize in which are: Real 

Estate Law, Human Rights Law and Employment Law. 

 

4. I was very impressed with the creative ways that I was able to develop my skills in 

respect of:  legal research, advocacy, client interviewing, and writing and drafting. 

 

5. There was a diverse, mature, talented pool of LPP candidates with whom I regularly 

communicated to share successes, failures and hopes for the future.  

 

6. The LPP Team (Chris, Gina, André and support staff) displayed the highest level of 

professionalism in respect of how they administered and monitored the LPP from start to 

finish. 

 

7. The combination of virtual on-line training and in-class assessment was challenging and 

rewarding. 

 

8. My 4-month work placement with a sole practitioner at a human rights law firm helped 

me develop my legal research skills and ability to deal with ethical issues that lawyers 

confront on a daily basis.   
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9. The overall structure of the LPP created a stimulating, challenging “work” environment 

reflecting the high expectations of the Law Society. 

 

I respectfully request that the LSUC Sub-Committee revoke its decision to terminate the LPP.  

The Canadian public deserves to have access to LPP trained lawyers who bring a high-level of 

professionalism, innovation, and diverse experience to the legal profession.  

Sincerely, 

 

Vivene Younger 

LPP Alumnus  
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Marcie Zajdeman 

 
I am emailing to proffer my support of the above‐noted innovative, and necessary, licensing training 
program. I believe it should be maintained.  
Kind regards, Marcie Zajdeman 
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Maanit Zemel 
 

Dear Law Society Benchers,  
 
I was a Mentor and Assessor for the first two years of the LPP (2014 and 2015). Having served in that capacity, I 

want to express my strong support for the LPP, and my sincere disappointment in the LSUC's Committee's 

recommendation to scrap the program.  
 
I am currently a sole practitioner, managing my own practice. I am also a part-time Member of the Landlord and 

Tenant Board and an instructor at Ryerson University.  
 
Before starting my practice 2 years ago, I worked at a large, multi-discipline national law firm for 10 years, where I 

articled and later mentored many articling students. Having mentored candidates in both the articling and LPP 

streams, I have concluded that the LPP is an equivalent, if not superior, option to articling.  
 
The LPP provides candidates with high-quality, experiential training that is unique in all respects. Candidates are 

provided with the opportunity to manage client files, in various areas of law, from beginning (i.e., client-intake 

interviews and opening of a file) to end (e.g., trial/motion/hearing; corporate and real estate transaction closing; will 

drafting, etc.). Candidates are also directly involved in billing and client management. Even in a large firm, with an 

organized and diverse articling program (which is not necessarily the standard articling experience), this holistic 

experiential training is rarely available to articling students (for example, students are normally not involved in 

billing and directly reporting to clients). Moreover, the LPP provides candidates with the training they require to 

become practicing lawyers, without placing the cost of training them on the the law firms that employ them, and by 

extension their clients. 
 
Because of the quality of the LPP, the candidates I have mentored have gone on to become successful practicing 

lawyers. after only 4 months in actual practice (the placement program), some of my mentees work in-house for 

large institutional organizations, such as banks and the government, others have gone to work for small firms and 

sole practitioners (such as myself) and others have even opened up their own practices. Indeed, the LPP is 

particularly good in providing candidates with the necessary tools to start their own practices upon being called to 

the Bar, since the LPP trains candidates in client and practice management, and requires candidates to prepare a 

business plan for a new law firm.  
 
I will not list the many flaws that are in the Committee's Report, which have been pointed out by so may in the 

profession (not the least that it is based on perception rather than evidence). What I found particularly concerning, 

however, is that the Committee's recommendation to scrap the program stands in direct contradiction to some of the 

Law Society's other published reports and goals, including the Access to Justice challenges and the challenges faced 

by racialized licensees. The LPP provides solutions to these challenges. Regarding access to justice, more 

competition provides legal services to those who would otherwise not be able to afford those services. Most of the 

LPP candidates will go on to work in capacities other than in large or medium sized law firms, such as small firms 

and sole practitioners (such as myself  - indeed, I employ on a part-time basis a LPP graduate), they will open up 

their own practices (as indicated above), or in-house for no-profits, legal clinics and small companies.  
 
In addition, a significant number of the LPP candidates are from racialized or diverse backgrounds. The LPP 

provides them with the opportunity to be admitted to the Bar, which would otherwise not be available to them due to 

the lack of articling positions. These graduates may go on to serve their communities, where legal services are often 

not within financial reach. Indeed, some of my mentees have gone on to do exactly that. 
 
Finally, it goes without saying that scrapping the LPP without providing an alternative option is simply wrong.  
 
These are but some of the many reasons why the LPP should be allowed to continue. I truly hope that at 

Convocation, you vote not to accept the Committee's recommendation. 
 
Yours truly, Maanit Zemel 
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